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Confidential. 

Note of Cfl1 by N:r. Staples, British Blllbassy and phone 

cal1 !ram Mr. Alexander, PriYat• Secretary to the British 

Priae Kiniater 

By prior &rran(J1!!m8nt with the Secretuy to the Government 
who had,another engageaent, Mr. J. Staples of the 
British Bllllbaasy called to me at s.,s p.a. on PridAy, 
9th January. 1981 in order to band over the statement 
on the H-Block protest which is annexed to this note. 
I . had been aware that be wu cOlling to me directly 
fro111 a previous cal.l on Kr. D .• Heligan, Assistant 
Secretary, Dap~rt:aent ~ Foreign Affa.ira who had been 
instructed to convey to Mr. Staples the adverse 
reaction of the Taoisaach to the apparent briefing 
of certain Britiah newspapers about aspects~ 
security co-operation. 

·-- Mr. Staples- handed me ·the statement. Be-6.aid ,that ' it 
was being is!!ued that eYening by the Northern Ireland 
Office and would be "on the vi.res•. His ·authorities 
had therefore wished us to have it. Be said that its 
content8 answered questions p;1t by Mr. lla.lly to the ~ 
Bri tiah }lmba.asador when be called on him on January 7 • 
It indicated the number DL prisoners who had CClll8 off 
the protest aince the end of the hunger strike. Be reca.llad 
the procedure to be followed at that stage. a.s indicated 
in the S..cretary of State'• atat.ement ~ 19 December, 
with particu1ar rderence to the first step being 
the moving of priaoners to new cells. It had bean 
hoped that the prisoners would not foul these cells 
and that further stepe in the envi•agad procedure 
could t.ben follow. a.gx,ettably tb.ue hope.a bad not 
been validated. All tha priaonera on the clirty and 
blanket proteata bad now been aoved to new cells but 
they had again proceeded to foul. th-. Jlotwithstanding 
thia setback, tbe priaon ocn..rnor would •'bortly, a.a 
indicated in the atat-Dt be had given-· be 
moving a . further group of prote•ter• into different 
calla , all of which )lad been cleaned and acne of 
which woul.d be fully fmui.a~. 'ftle British authorities 
were taking thia step unilat:era.ll.y, without any / 
reciprocal reaponae frca the prote•ter•. It w , 
intended to be an eunut of QOOd faith on the ,art 
of the authori tiu and '4. their readineaa to carry 
through the procedures ••tout in tha atauaent of 
19th Decelllber when proteat.ara c_.. ~f. tbe protest. 
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It appeared, however, that there were "hard men" 
among the prisoners who wished to wring further 
concessions from the authorities. They now had 
information that a further hunger strike, 
to commence in a few weeks, was to be undertaken 
by a group of prisoners led by Sands, for the 
original five demands of the protesters • 

• He referred to a suggestion conveyed to Ambassador 
Figg by Mr. Nally that Father Maher might again be 
used as a channel of cormnunication. He said that it 
was the perception of his authorities that Father 
Maher had been trapped into simply conveying the 
extreme demands of the prisoners to the authorities. 
In these circumstances, they did not feel able to u~e 
him and proposed to use Father Toner and Murphy and 
other channels. 

I commented that if a further hunger strike were to 
happen, it would clearly be a matter of the gravest 
concern to the Irish Government and expressed the 
hope that it could be averted. On the new step he 
_had mentioned, i.e. moving protesting prisoners 
to clean and furnished cells, I said there must ne ,, 
some doubt as to whether it would do enoµgh to 
establish confidence. I indicated that while I had 
not been closely involved in more recent exchanges on 
this issue, I had the impression - although there 
might be problems about defining when the protest had 
been ended - that the , British authorities had not 
in fact followed through on one aspect of Mr. Atkin's 
statement of 19th December i.e. that "within a few 
days, clothing provided by their families will be given 
to any prisoner giving up their protest so that they 
can wear it during recreation association and visits." 

I had understood this to be presented as an interim 
measure pending availability of work and of the civilian 
type clothing to be issued. There.seemed to be a. 
question that, possibly because this latter clothing 
had become available sooner than expected, the 
procedure outlined had not happened rand that.instead 
prison issue clothing had been offered, albeit~ had 
seen references to such clothing being personal~~ed. 

Mr. Staples responded that if there were any 
suggestion that the Britis~ authorit~e~ had not done 
what they said they would in Mr. Atkins state~ent 
of 19th December, he would have to disagree • . e 
stateme'nt he had given me dealt, he thought, with 
this aspect although he was unable to identify the 
precise reference. The difficulty might indeed relate 

~o·-. -r-e . ..... _- .-..,.~ ...... -----1--
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to de~ining when the proteat had ended. 

I noted that the third indent~ paragraph 5 o~ the 
statement he had given .. appeared to indicate that 
prisoners who had cane off the protest had been 
al.lowed to obtain cloth~ tram their families, to 
be vorn during rec:raation.-and •iait perioda. 

In relation to what he had aaid aboat Pat.her 
Maher, I said that I was not in a position to 
.CCGl'TVmt but wou1d eiq)ly note and report what ha 
had said. 

I ~n ref erred to the fact.. tha~ be bad cane f rem 
a previow, call by JCr. l!itel.igan who, I knew, was to 
raise with him apparent:. briefings by Britieh sources 
on a.~ of security co-operation< He confirmed 
that. this matter bad been raiaed with him. I. for 
D'IY part, said that the Taoi~<'.ch had been inten.9ely 
irritated by the newspaper stories in question 
and woul.d be particularly perturbed, if as appeared 
like1 the~ reflected briefing by B~itish seC'}Zit:y 
sourcee. Mr. Staples agr a sc 
be accidental that aimi1ar stories coa.ld appear 
e!multaneoru,ly in three DeWBpapera. Cm the other 
hand it had been rigbtl.y pointed out on our 
side that there ware a number c:L. ina:ocuraciaa in 
the reporu: this suggested that the source was 
not a particularly good one. He could only say 
that he had ta.ken not.a .of what had been said on 
our eide MW:! would institute . .the necessary inquiriu. 

Following a wry raf'erm to the events- surrounding 
the al.location of the po~olJ.os in the naw Buropean 
Comnission to the .~~act •that 1M could have done 
without that•, Mr. s~u t.han. withdrew. 

Aa soon u he had l~t, a phcme call came through 
fraa Mr. Michael Alaxand.er. PriYate Secretary to 
the Brituh Pri.ae Min.ieter, Mra. Thatcher. Ba wu 
aware that )a'. Sup1ea h,a4~ed on - and said 
that be wishad to rafer to three subject.a. 

0 

'!he first wu the •ituatioD in the Nase Priaon. 
Having •tab.lubed what I had been told by Mr. 
StaplM , be told me that the.!' had beard inf or..&ation 
that ci announc•1m: would be aade oa Monday, 
Ulth. Jamiary, by or OD bebalf r4 the proteai:J.n9 
priaoner•, that a ~urther group o~ priaona-r•, led. 
by Sands woul.d c wnc. a furtber auika within a 
tw 1111nk•, (l weelta, he anderatood). aore or l••• 
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original fiYe daaanda. It vu the Briti•h 
aa~eeement that to grant the further cooce8aions 
would be to concede, in eaaence, treatlllent a.a 
political pri~on.rs. 'l'his t.bey were not prepared 
to do. 

Ha said that their ~tion of Father Mahar's 
position wient somewhat .rurther than Kr. Stap1es 
had indicated .. 'l'hey considered, that whether 
adve.utently or inadvaatenUy, he had run the ri811 

. 
of getting into a poeition where he would be the 
·instrument by which the prisoners would set up a 
negotiating poaition which the British authorities 
wou1d not countenance. !'ney .. tberefore would not ~ .. 
use him but proposed to use Fathers Toner and Murphy : 
a.s channe.ls of CODmunication. not negotiation. 

' \ 
I told Mr. Alexander thc:.tll would convey what he had 1 

said to the Taoiseach. 

He asked me a1so to convey that the Prime Minister 
greatly appreciated the message sent !Yf the 
Taois each in-re.spect==a£ -the--ba!!b -thr-eat- to- he~.---------- -

ca a third subjact, he said that the Prime Mini~ter 
greatl.y regretted what had happened in respect of 
the a11ocation of port.t'ol.ios in the new European 
Coimnission. She was particululy sorry that a 
wideepread public parcep~on had been of a cla.sh 
between the British and Irish Commissioners. 

~ 

What had aappen.ed, aa the British saw it; was that 
some~ the exist:.ing Coanissioners bad succeeded 
in expanding their porUolio111. thua reducing the 
scope for the incoudng Commissioners. As the 
British bad 3een it, the proposal made by Mr. Thorn 
i:".volved a reduction in the portfolio ot · only one 
ot the aittinCJ Colllllisaionars. Moreover, it was 
particularly regrettable that the idea had been 
put forward without aey prior notice to Mr. TUgendhat. 
It wa.e this aspect, in particul~ that had led 
Mrs. Thatcher to phone Mr. Thorn. '!hey wi:shed it 
to be understood that her action in doi~ so did not 
invo1va or retlect any Angl.otirish ditticu.lt.y0 bu"t. 
arose f raa the factors to vhich he had r~erred. The 
matter now appeared to have been reso.lved !!at!sfaet.orily 
and thay hoped that the new O'>mission woul now i 

.r&Tk h.a.rmoniowsly. 
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I responded that we had certainly noted how some 
existing Commissionsrs, in particular Vicointe 
Davignon had been able to expand their remits 
and that, as regards the matter to which he 
(Alexander) had referred, it was unlikely that any 
lasting damage had been done. I undertook to 
convey what he had said to the Taoiseach. 

t 

The conversation terminated .at this point. I then 
reported to the Taoiseach. I also mentioned to 
Mr. Kelly, Head of the G.I.S. the statement 
being issued by- the British and gave him a copy'. 
I suggested that if any requests for comment were 
received on it from the media, the response could 
be that these were matters between the prisoners 
and ~he British authorities. I also told him, 
stressing the confidentiality of this infonnation, 
of the threat of a further hunger strike but indicated 
t::ba::. news of this was unlikely to break before 
Monday. If it did break earlier and led to .,· 
requests for comment, it would suffice to say that 
any such development would clearly be a matter of 
the gravest concern to the Irish Covernment. 

W. Kirwan, 

10th January, 1981. 

Copies for Taoiseach 
Mr. Nally c 
Mr. 9'Rourke, D/Foreign Affairs 
Mr. 0 hAnnr a chain 
Mr. Neligan, D/Foreign Affairs 
Mr. Kirwan. 
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THE MAZE PROTEST: THREE WEEKS AFTER THE END OF THE HUNGER STRIKE 

1. In the Secretary of State's statements of 4 December and 
19 December he set out clearly the humane prison regime which 
applies to all prisoners in Northern Ireland prisons who are 
prepared to confor~ to the prison rules. · 

2. A copy of the statement of 19 December was given to each 
protesting prisoner so that he would know what treatment he would 
receive when he ended his protest. 

3. All conforming prisoners in the Maze cellular prison have 
been supplied with the new civilian type of c lothin0 • The. clothing 
is ~ersonal to in~ividual prisoners : i e they always get the same 
clothine; back from the laundry. Other priso:is are being issued as 
quickly as possible with the new style of clothing. The old denim 
prison uniform, which is now no longer in use at the Maze, will 
shortly be a thing of the past in all Northern Ireland prisons. 

4. At the height of the protest in addition to 7 hunger strikers 
there were 505 prisoners p otesting by refusing to wear prison 
clothes or to work , and t>:r fouling thei:!:' cells . Since the hunger 
strike began 87 prisoners ha v e ceased t o protest , 34 of them since 
it end ed . 

5. The 7 hunger strikers remain in the prison hospital and are 
treated as conforming prisoners. All the prisoners who have come 
off the protest have in accordance with the Secretary of State's 
statement of 19 December been 

- moved to clean furnished cells 

- given the ·new civilian type clothing 

- allowed to send for their own leisure clothing to wear 
out of working hours 

• 
- given the privileges of association, visits, letters and 

parcels to all conforming prisoners. · 

They are no longer losing.r2mission and qualify for the review of 
lost remission on an individual basis, and subject to good 
behaviour, referred to in the statement. 

6. Since the enQ of the hunger strike all the other protesting 
prisoners have been moved to clean cells at least once but they 
have proceeded to foul them, despite the fact that it had been 
made clelr in the Secretary of State's statement that the first 
step in a move to a normal prison regime would be the provision 
of clean cells. ' / 

7. As a special step, on the morning after the hunger ;trike 
endedt it was explained to the first group of protesters due to 
move into clean accommodation as part of t:-1e normal cleaning cycle, 

/that 
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I 
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that if they did not foul the cells, they would be provided with 
furniture and bedding the next day. Again on 5 January the 
Governor arranged for the same explanation to be given to each 
prisoner in two wings of 24 cells each. On both occasions cells 
were fouled. 

. 
8. The prisoners who are continuing the protest, despite what 
the Secretary of State said about the humanitarian prison 
conditions available to prisoners who ~onform, are still demanding 
something quite different, namely a regime which would give them 
the substance of their demands for political status. Specifically 
they are still refusing to agree to conform to the prison ,rules 
except on their own terms, ie inter alia to wear their own'clothing 
and not the new prison-supplied civilian clothing: and they still 
refuse to agree to work as directed. The Government has 
consistently refused to concede these demands throughout the four 
and a half years of the protest because to do so would effectively 
transfer control of the prison from th,e prison authorities to the 
prisoners. 

9. The Government's position remains as set out in the Secretary 
of State's statement of 19 December. Nothing has been added to it 
and nothing taken a·,..,ay . The regi me it describe·s cannot apply to 
prisoner s wb.o will not ooey prison rules which are essential· to 
the maintenance of securi":.y . The Government's responsibility to 
maintai n a humanitarian prison regime is matched by its 
responsibility to society to maintain a secure regime. The 
Government is continuing to use its best efforts to implement the 
regime described on 19 December and to bring about tolerable living 
conditions for both protesters and prison staff. As part of this 
the Governor will'shortly be· moving a further group of protesters 
into different cells, all of which have been cleaned and some of 
which will - as further evidence of the Government's sincerity -
be fully furnished, in the ho~e that this will encourage some 
prisoners not to foul their furniture and bedding. If they do not, 
then the Governor will take the next step of supplying others with 
furnished cells and offering to supply all of the group with the 
new prison issue civilian clothing. 

. . 
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E-A DUBLIN 

FROM LONDON 

1 F-Al LDN · 

• 
SER I AL rw 50 
UNCU\SSI FI ED 

TO HQ 
FOR A/S NELIGAN · 

MAZE SITU.i\TION 

FROM LONDON 
FROM MINISTER 

AS YOU KNO~, THt AUTHORITIES ON MONDAY MOVED ONE WING (25 
PRISONERS) OF THE MAZE INTO CLEAN ACCOMMODATION, SOME OF WHICH 
WAS FURNISH2D AND SOME NOT. ACCORDIN~ TO THE NiO THIS MORNING 
THIS \!JING ' IS STILL CLEAN. YESTERDAY FURNITURE 'dAS PROVIDED IN 
THE CELLS WHICH DID NOT HAVE !T. THE PRISONERS INVOLVED ARE STILL 
\,n;:· ,\ D I ~I I':' TUC Q ! fl ~11.t C T I\ DC ~I() T ,,! A Q l.l I M ~ PI! T A iJ C 11 Q l P.! r':! T('\ I I C T 
,,~n,,e111\...~ 1,11- .:...;l....r-.,'ll1,i....9, ,-~,,~ .. r,;i\.,11 ,,i,----,-_, 1 ~ 1 i......t11 ~- 1 11;,~ -~,,'1~ ,._,~~• 
FACILITIES- THE AUTHORITIES ARE HOPING TO REPEAT THIS OPERATION. 
WITH ANOTHER WING LATER IN THE WEEK. SANDS WAS NOT INVOLVED 
IN THE ABOVE OPERATION BECAUSE HIS WINB HAD RECENTLY BEEN MOVED 
TO CLEAN QUARTERS BUT HE }~I Ll BE IN Oi\lE OF THE NEXT .©X BATCHES .. 
MORIARTY, WHO PASSED ON THIS !~FORMATION, SPOKE OF 11 INCHING 
FOR Iv AR D g ' • 

END 

PD. 14/1/81 
TI ME: 1184 · 
c1iJ 
E-A DUBLIN 
F-A.1 LDN 



Note 

Mr. Dempsey, London Embassy telephoned today to say that 

Mr. Moriarty, NIO, had been in touch with him to bring us up 

to date on the H-Blocks dispute. Mr. Moriarty made the following 

points: 

(1) Prisoners had been moved into a second clean wing 

in the H-Blocks. So far there had been no probl~~s . 
l .... .:. (_.~, .. >-... ;,_ ...:__ ~ ~ 

in relation to this wing or the one occupied; by 
L 

protesting prisoners. 

(2) The prisoners in these two wings were still not washing 

and were not wearing clothes apart from the blankets. 

(3) The prison authorities are keeping all protesting 

prisoners in the H-Blocks informed about developments 

by means of typed notes whic_h are given to all the 

prisoners concerned. 

(4) The prison authorities are now coming to the next and 

most difficult problem i.e. clothes. This is a problem 

of considerable delicacy which the prison authorities 

will deal with in a non-confrontational manner. 

Mr. 0 Ceallaigh, London Embassy, has heard from a 

reliable source that the ' prison authorities may issue 

"civilia.Y1-style clothing" which will include dungarees 

of a uniform nature. Mr. Dempsey is trying to establish 

from the NIO if this is true. It will probably be 

Monday 19 January before he will_ get further information 

on this aspe et. 

Martin Burke 

16. l. 19 81 

______ ,_c ... , ....,c _ _..M_.,v~· ~~ ... @-..~- B/-P-ae-i-se-a-e·n------------------
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IMMEDIATE 

FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY, NELIGAN 
FROM DEMPSEY . 
MMMKIUJH 

SITUATION IN MAZE 
\ 

---llilE& _____ .... ,...._ 
1. I CALLED YESTERDAY AFTERNOON ON DEPUTY SECRETARY MARSHALL 
OF THE N10 TO OBTAIN A l1RIEFING ON THE CURRENT SITUATION IN THE 
MAZE. MARSHALL SAID THE SITUATI ON HAD NOT CHANGED MUCH IN THE 

... ..::_ . 

PAST TEN DAYS SINCE 96 PRISONERS WERE MOVED INTO CLEAN CELLS WHICH 
EITHER H.AD FUf~NITURE OR \..JERE SUPPLIED inTH FURNITW~E SHORTLY AFTER.
THt:Sc. {;[:LL~ V/l.:l~E NOf BEiNG S0iLED Arm THE PRiSONERS \-JERE COGPEHATii-iG 
IN MOPPING THEM OUT. LAST FRIDAY, SOME OF THE PRISO NERS HAD 
EXPRESSED THE WISH TO WASH, SHAVE AND HAVE A HAIR CUT AND THEY 
HAD ASKED FOR PRISON CLOTHING AND THEIR 0WN CLOTHES. THE TIMING 
OF TH I S REQUEST ~!AS SEEN AS S I G N I F I CA ~ff BEG AUS E I T \v AS MADE 
tMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE WEEKEND WHEN OWN CLOTHING WAS PERMITTED. 
THE PRISON GOVERNOR, AFTER CONSULTING HIGHER AUTHORITY, HAD 
REPLIED THAT THE PRISONERS WERE FREE TO \1/ASH AND SHAVE BUT THAr 
OWN CLOTHJNG WAS A PRIVILEGE RESERVED FOR CONFORMING PRISONERS. 
THEY WOULD NOT BE GIVEN O'dN CLOTHES UNLESS THEY WEf~E PREPARED TO 
WORK /1,S DI HECTED AND TO V·/EAR PR I SON ISSUE CLOTH I NG DURING \'JORt< 
PERIODS. FURTHERMORE, IF THEY CONFORMED THEY WOULD BE MOVED TO 
A BLOCK WITH OTHER CO NFORMING PRISONERS. THE PRISONERS WISHED TO 
STAY \/HERE THEY 1tJERE HUT, SOME 1.4HAT TO THE SUR PR I SE OF THE PR I SON 
AUTHOR IT IES 1 DESPITE TtE REBUFF, THEY WENT AHEAD WITH WASHING 
AND SHAV ING, ALTHOUGH IT WAS TUESDAY BEFORE HAIR CUTS COULD BE 
ARRANGE.D o THE FO LLOW I Nt; DAY 1 0\l~J CLOTHES WERE BROUGHT ! N BY 
REL AT IVES. THESE HAD BEEN ACCEPTE D AND PUT AWAY WITH THE 
EXCEPT I ON OF UNDERPAilTS AND UND:;: l~SH I r~TS VlH ! CH ARE J\L\v!\YS PR! SON 
ISSUE. CONTRARY TO PRESS REPORTS, TROUSERS NOT BEEN RETURNED. 

.,.... .. ·-



2. I F.NQU I RED /\BOUT THc !!ATURE OF THE PR I SON CLOTHES lt/H I CH 
WERE ON OFFER. ~ARSHALL PECALLEO THE DEC ISION ANNOUNCED BEFORE 
THE HUi'~GER ST/? 1 l<E 3EGAN THAT PR I SO!J I SSlJE CIVI LI AN TY PE 
CLOTH li lG 1:JOULD TIE AL LO'.,fEj) DUR 1 NG 1:JOR I< PER I ODS. HE cm,~MENTED THAT 
THE N10 HAD NOT FELT THAT T~I IS DEC tSION WOULD PREVENT THE STRIKE 
OCCURR ING BUT ~~RELY WIS~IE D TO HAVE THE ANNOUNCEMENT MADE BEFORE 
THE STR IKE BEGAN, AS IT 1,!0ULD BE li"IPOSS IBLE AFTER~~ARDS . WHEN 
THE HUNGER STR I XE \1/AS EMD I NG AND IT LOOl<ED AS I F THERE MIGH T BE 
A SUDDEN DE MAND FOR OWN CLOTH ING, LARGE SUPPLIES OF C AND A 
SLACKS AND SWE ATERS HAD BEEN PURCHASED . T~I IS WAS WHAT WAS 
ON OFFER IN THE MAZE . TH E ON LY DI FFF.R ENCE BET\vEEN THESE 
CLOTliES AND O',JN CLOTHES WAS THAT THE PR I SON I SSUE GARMENTS l.~OU LD 
CARRY PERSONAL ID~N TIF ICATI ON TAGS. MARSHA LL SA ID TH AT MANY 
CONF0Ri1 I NG PR I S0f1SRS co;~r I NUED TO '.i!EAR PR ~ SON ISSUE CIVI LI AN 
CLOTHI NG DUR ING RECR EATI ON PER IODSa THE ISSUE, THEREFORE, WAS 
ONE OF PR INC IPLE, I. E. ~HO WAS IN CONTROL. I ASKED WHETHER . 
THE CLOTH ING ISSUE COULD BE SETTLED SEPARATELY , LEAVI MG OTHER 
QUEST IONS OUTSTAND ING . M/\i1S HALL REPL IED IN THE NEGATI VE. 
OWN CLOTH I l~G WAS A PR IVILEGE FOR CONFOHM I NG PR i SONERS. I 
SUGGESTED THAT THF RA~ t G D! FF ! CULTY, Tl:ERCFCi\E , \.iAS THE 
QUEST IONS OF W0RK AND HE AGRE ED. HE ADDED , HOWEVER , THAT TH E 
UNDERLY ING ISSUE WAS ONE OF PR IN. CPLE : IT WAS A QUESTION OF 
\•!HO RAN THE PR I SON AND WHETHER SPEC IAL TREATMENT SHOULD BE 
GIVEN TO SO- CALLED POL ITI CAL PRI SONERS . 

3. IN REGARD TO WORK , I SUGGESTED THAT A POSS IBLE DIFF ICULTY 
FOR THE PR t SONERS \:/AS THAT THEY HAD NO GUARANTEE THAT, IF THEY 
ACCEPTED WORK , THEY WOULD NOT BE VICTIM ISED BY BE ING GIVEN 
ALWAYS TH E MOST '1EN I AL CHORES o MARSHALL ACKMO\i/LEDGED THAT 
NOT ALL PR I SON OFFICIALS \•JERE PERFECT BUT SUGGESTED THA r IT \vAS 
IN THE ENLIGHTENED SELF- INTEREST OF THE PR ISON AUTHORITIES 
GENEHALLY THAT Pl1 IS0NEl1S SIIOULD BE CONTENT AND SHOULD NOT HAVE 
GR IEVA NCES. HE TOLD ME THAT NO DISTI NCT ION ~/AS MADE BETWEEN 
ESSENTfAL (E.G. KITCHEN ) AND NON-ESSENTIAL ( E.Go VOCATIONAL 
mA t NI NG ) \·JORi< . THE GENERA L PROBL-EM WAS THAT THERE \I/AS IN
SUFFICIE NT WORK TO GO AROU ND. WHEN PR ISONERS WER E FIRST ADMITTED 
OR BEGAN TO CONFORM, THEY WER E ASSESS ED IND IVIDUALLY TO 
DETERMINE THE TY PE OF WORK MOST SU ITA DLE FOR EACH. WORK 
INCLUDED A RANGE OF ACTI VIT IES AND THERE WAS NO UNI FORM DEFINITION 
OF ~1/0RK THROUGHOUT UN ITED l< I NGDOM PR ISONS . LOCAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
COULD BE AND '.vERE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN DETERM INING SUITAB LE 
WORK ACTI VITIES IN DIF FERENT PR ISONS. 

J 
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4. I ASKED WHETHER THE PRISONERS MIGHT BE PREPARED TO CONFORM 
SUBJECT TO A PROCEDURE BEING AGREED FOR MAKING THEIR VIEWS , 
KNOWN. MARSHALL SAID HE SHOULD MAKE CLEAR THAT THERE WERE 
NO NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE AUTHORITIES AND SANDS. THE DISCUSSIONS 
WITH SANDS HAD BEEN AIMED AT FACILITATING THE MOVEMENT OF 
PRISONERS FROM NON-CONFORMING TO CONFORMING STATUS. THIS WAS 
A TIME-CONSUMING PROCESS BECAUSE EACH NEEDED TO BE ASSESSED 
INDIVIDUALLY FOR WORK, PROVIDED WITH A C6Ll IN A CONFORMING 
BLOCK ETC. THE AUTHOH IT I ES ~/OULD BE RELUCTANT TO ACCEPT A 
CONTINUING SITUATION ~/HERE SANDS \<Jt\S SPOKESMAN AND INDIVIDUAL 
PRISONERS WERE NOT SPEAKING ON THEIR OWN BEHALF: ON THE OTHER 
HAND, REALISTICALLY THEY RECOGNISED THAT THEY WERE DEALING WITH 
A BlOC.

1
1: 

'"' 
5. MARSHALL· RECOGNISED THAT THE PRESENT SITUATION WAS UNSTABLE, 
AS EVIDENCED BY THE BREAK~ING OF FURNITVRE THE PREVIOUS DAY. 
IF PROGRESS COULD NOT BE MADE, THINGS WOULD DETERIORATE. THE 
AUTHORITIES COULD LIVE WITH A SITUATION WHERE PRISONERS 
CONFORMED TO THE EXTENT OF NOT ·FOUL I NG THEIR CELLS, ~/ERE 
PREPARED, ALTHOUGH THIS WAS UNLIKELY, TO ACCEPT AND WEAR PRISON 
CLOTHES BUT REFUSED TO DO ANY WORK. RECOGNITION HAD BEEN 
ACCORDED TO THE GREATER DEGREE OF CONFORMITY NOW BEING PRACTICAL 
BY THE 96. PRISONERS COME UP FOR DETERMINATION OF PENALTIES 
EVERY 28 DAYS. HITHERTO, NON-CONFORMING PRISONERS HAD BEEN 
DOCKED ONE DAYS REMISSION FOR EVERY DAY ON THE DIRTY PROTEST9 
IN RECOGNITION OF THE GREATER DEGREE OF CONFORMITY NOW IN EVIDENCE, 
THEY \.JEHE BE I NG DOCKED ONE DAY'S REM I SS I ON FOR EVERY TWO DAYS OF 
NON-CONFORMING. FOR THE TIME BEING, SANDS WAS OPPOSED TO ANY 
FURTHER BLOCKS BEING MOVED TO CLEAN CELLS BUT MARSHALL FELT THE 
AUTHORITIES WOULD EVENTUALLY HAVE TO GIVE ALL PRISONERS THE 
OPPORTUNITY OF CONFORMING EVEN IF IT WERE TO BE REJECTED. HE 
COMMENTED THAT THERE WAS A CONSTANT DRIBBLE OF PRISONERS 

. COM I NG OFF AND GO I NG ON THE STRIKE SO THAT THE NUMBER INVOLVED 
REMAINED FAIRLY CONSTANT. 



// ,. 

6. MARSHALL SAID THAT MINISTERS AND THE PRIME MINISTER WERE 
VERY FIRM ON THE ISSUES INVOLVED. THE GOVERNMENT'S POSITION HAD 
BEEN SET FORTH ON 4 DECEMBER AND HAD NOT CHANGED. THE AUTHORITIES 
HAD PREPARED FOUR BULLETINS WHICH HAD BEEN PASSED TO THE PRISONERS, 
DETAILING THE STEPS T1\KEN AT EVERY ST.AGE. IF NECESSARY, 
THESE COULD BE PUBLISHED AS EVIDENCE OF THE GOVERNMENT'S 
CONSTANT PURPOSE AND STEADFASTNESS. HE HOPED THE PRISONERS 
REAL I SED THAT, UML I l<E THE DIRTY PROTEST, ,A HUNGER STRIKE WAS . 
THE KIND OF CONFRONTATION WHICH PRODUCED A WINNER AND A LOSER. 
Ml'N 11 STERS HAD LIVED THROUGH ONE HUNGER STR l KE AND \1/0ULD NOT 
FLINCH FROM ANOTHER. 

SORRY DUBLIN WE HAVE PARA 7 - VERY SHORT 

7. MARSHALL HAS SINCE PHONED ME TO SAY THAT THINGS HAVE DIS~ 
IMPROVED VERY RAPIDLY AND THAT WHEN HE ~POKE TO ME HE WAS 
UNAWARE TH,\T THE PRISONERS WERE EVEN THEN BAO\ON THE DIRTY 
PROTEST. . 

HPJZRCOOD 29/1/81 
TIME: 10.50 
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~ Long Kesh and Armagh Protests: Recent Developments }, J7 ':I 
/ 0 " ~ December 1980 the British authorities se.rit into Long Kes.h and 
1 • Armaah a statement of what would happen when the protests ended. 

The hu~ger strike ended that evening and the British ?over~men~, while 
e!t.phasising that the protesters could not achieve their obJectives, 

2. 

ex ressed the hope that the knowledge of what would happen when the 
ptests ended would lead all the prisoners concerned to stop their 

pr~ivities. Some events since this date gave rise to optimism that 
:~ dirty protest saga in Long Kesh would indeed finally come to an 
c;~. Recent develqpments, however, have dampened this optimism with 
~ apparent return on 29 Jan~ary ~o the pre-hunger str~ke protest 
situation with some 417 men in Long Kesh and 29 women in Armagh now 
involved again on the dirty protest. 

Between the period 18 December and 9 January while there were grounds 
for hoping for a successful conclusion tol the H-Block problem a large 
number of priso:iers were nonetheless not prepared to conf orrn with prison 
rules. In these circumstances another statement was issued by the 
British authorities on 9 January saying that in a further ~ttempt to 
implement the regime described in the statement of 18 December a 
group of these prisoners would- be moved to clean and furnished cells. 
en 12 J~"'luary 22 prisoners ·were moved into clean furnished cells and 
w!;.::!: t.1•~:-..;::: c.:~lls .. -:e.r.:e !1ot: fculed furni tu.re ~·.ras pro't.7 ided fc,r th-2 
remaining prisoners in the same wing on 13 January. On 15 January a 
further group of Prisoners was moved in~o . clean furnished cells making 
96 the total number of 'former' protesters occupying the clean 
furnished cells. On 21 January all protesting prisoners were told 
that the procedure for further moves into clean cells would be that in 
the first instance the cells would be unfurnished but, if by the day 
after they moved in, the cells remained clean and prisoners had slopped 
out furniture would be supplied. 

l . The 96 prisoners who had been given clean and furnished cells nontheless 
continued their protest by refusing to wash, shave, wear prison clothing 
or to undertake work. All clothing which was supplied for these 
prisoners by their relatives on 23 January was accepted by the prison 
authorities but was not passed on to the protesters. The British 
authorities maintain that where an individual protesting prisoner says 
that he wishes to conform having washed, shaved and had a hair cut, he 
is given a set of prison issue civilian clothing, moved from his cell 
to a new wing containing other conforming prisoners, medically 
exfilllined for fitness to work and, if fit, allocated to the given work. 
As.a conforming prisoner the British say he then qualifies for privileges 
including, of course, that of wearing his own leisure clothing of the 
approved type. 

• In a development on 23 January the prisoners who had deescalated 
their action to a clean protest in furnished cells indicated that 
they wished to be regarded as 11 non:...protesting prisoners" and that in 
conseq"..ience 

(1) they wanted to wash, shave and have a hair cut 
(2) they would keep their own cells clean 
(3) they would go to reception to be photographed in their new·· 

clean state 
(4) they did not want to be moved (as would be the normal 

practice for those leaving the protest) to a new wing for 
conforming· prisoners. 

(5) they would undertake full time education: 
(6) they would not undertake the full range of prison work and 

_____ _._..__,___,,_..,,_,r: ... ~ wG-U-J,, e,x..p-ee- e:a-e ±efrfled- t · sued b'ot: 
prison civilian clothing and their own leisure clothing~ 



Th .. timing of this request was seen as significant ·because it was made~ 
' ~ inu!,cldiately before the weekend when own clothing was permitted. The 

prison Governor, after consulting higher authorities, replied that 
tr(")prisoners were free to wash and shave, but that own clothing was 
a ··i)rivilege reserved for conforming prisoners. They would not be 
given ownclothing unless they were prepared to work as directed and 
to wear prison issue clothing during work period. Furthermore if 

~they conformed they would be moved to a block with other conforming 
prisoners. 

SomewhJt to the surprise of prison authorities despite the rebuff 
the prisoners went ahead with washing and shaving although hair cuts 
could not be arranged immediately. However on the 27 Janua ry .:·e 
96 prisoners destroyed f~rnitur~ and fittings in their new cells and 
broke the windows. On 29 January the 96 prisoners refused to sloo 
out and began again to smear the walls of their cells. They · 
maintained that the authorities had pushed them into this actionby 
placing them first in dirty cells when they smashed their cell 
furniture and windows and secondly by the refusal of the authorities to 
give them their own clothing unless they promised to conform to prison 
regulations. The B~iti sh authorities maintained that the group was 
placed in dirty cell immediately after the furniture and windows 
smashing esisode only becaus~the~ewere the nearest empty cells and 
that they were all moveci into clean cells on the Wednesday mouiiny. 

I 

7. The British .. autJori ties impression of developments is that · the protesters 
are attempting to put them in a position where either they grant a 
point which the protesters can claim as a concession of principle, 
_or they take a . stand on a point which the protesters would represent as 
a minor one. They maintain that the demands now being made by the 
protesters show quite clearly that they are not prepared to undertake 
the full range of prison activities and are still seeking to establish 
a different regime for themselves which· distinguishes them from other 
prisoners. They are emphatic that they will not surrender control 
of what goes on in the prisons to a particular group of prisoners. 

Department of Foreign Affairs 
'1- February 1 980 
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company's requirements come from the United Kingdom. 
We have to consider the balance sheet of security as well 
as politics. The car is coming on stream. While I was in 
America last week, there was a great deal of publicity for 
the car, which is eagerly awaited. We must reinemberthat 
we are talking about employment in Northern Ireland. We 
should give the car a fair wind and all the help that we 
can--

Mr. Speaker: Order. Even a Front Bench spokesman 
must ask a question, rather than have an argument. 

Mr. Butler: The right hon. Memberfor Mansfield 
(Mr. Concannon, takes the right attitude towards that car. 

Mr. Bruce-Gardyne: On a point of order, Mr. 
Speaker. In view of my hon. Friend's reply, I shall seek 
to raise ~e matter on the Adjournment of the House.~// 

_/ Political Institutions .f.',? s-j1.1 
/ 6. Mr. Latham asked the Secretary of State for 

Northern Ireland whether he envisages making any early 
progress in evolving new political institutions in the 
Province; and whether he will make a statement. 

H. Mr. M1cnaei 1HcNarr-wuson askee1 the 
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland whether he plans 
any administrative changes in the governing of the 
Province. 

Mr. Humphrey Atkins: The Government continue to 
seek a transfer of significant powers to locally elected 
representatives on a basis acceptable to both sides of the 
community. However, in the present absence of agreement 
among the Northern Ireland political parties on how those 
powers should be exercised, I am considering how to 
improve the existing administrative arrangements for the 
government of the Province. 

Mr. Latham: Following the unsuccessful White 
Paper initiative, is my right hon. Friend still trying to break 
the log jam of resentment and suspicion about this matter 
and to move to a better structure of government in 
Northern Ireland? Or has he given up initiatives in despair 
and is settling down to a long period of indefinite direct 
rule? 

Mr. Atkins: No, Sir, the Government have not given 
up in despair. I propose to remain in close touch with party 
leaders in Northern Ireland. A long-term answer can come 
only if the parties in Northern Ireland reach agreement on 
bow the country should be governed and how power could 
be exercised by locally elected people. 

Mr. McNair-Wilson: Can my right hon. Friend see 
any overriding reason why the current proportion of 
elected representatives on area boards should not be 
expanded from their current one-third of the boards? 

Mr. Atkins: That matter, and a variety of other 
matters connected with the governing of the Province are 
currently engaging my attention. 

Mr. James A. Dunn: Does the Secretary of State 
realise that, unless he solves the problems related to 
security, the prospect of changing events in the Province 
are very much diminished. Unless he treats with an equal 
band not only the IRA but other terrorist organisations, he 
will find that faith in his proposals will diminish 
considerably. 

Mr. Atkins: Of course, the security position bears 
very much upon the matter. That is why I am glad to note 

that for a number of years the level of violence has 'been 
steadily diminishing-which is what everybody wants: It 
is part of the Government's business to be as even-handed 
as possible. · 

Mr. Fitt: Will the Secretary of State be totally honest 
with the House and say that the search for new political 
institutions in Northern Ireland has come to a full stop, 
pending the outcome of the talks now taking place between 
this Government and the Government of the Republic? 
Will he confirm that there is no possibility of creating new 
political institutions in advance of the outcome of those 
talks? Will he take it from me, in all sincerity, that his 
Government, and especially the Prime Minister, need to 
create a great deal more confidence in Northern Ireland 
that nothing underhand is taking place in the talks? Does 
he appreciate 'that the Opposition should be made fully 
aware of what is happening on political progress in 
Northern Ireland? Nothing underhand must be done that 
will support the attitude expressed by the hon . .Member for 
Antrim, North (Rev. Ian Paisley). 

l\'Ir. Atkins: I would not say that the search for a way 
f'..~!"'!'."-"~!'~ ~~ ;!'!'"!~~~,,,.;~,.,. th~ "."!"..,-'!l'""!i_.,i=a-9"1'!' ~--f ~l,o. n..,...~:,,;...,,-.a. J...'!"I~ 
--- .. -- -- -r--. we, -- c-. ------ -- ·-- - -- . ---- ---

come to a full stop. A comma might be more appropriate. 
I sincerely hope that discussions between this Government 
and the Gov,ernment of the Republic will continue on a 
wide variety of matters for a long time. I hope those 
discussions will not come to an end, but it would be wrong 
to say that we should not seek a way forward until they 
have come to an end. 

Mr. Kilfedder: On humanitarian grounds, will the 
right hon. Gentleman bring forward the date of the local 
government election on 20 May by at least two months? 
In that way, the political shenanigans and the slanging 
match between the Democratic Unionist Party and the 
Official · Unionist Party will cause the least possible 
damage to Ulster and its people. 

Mr. Atkins: I had not thought of that idea. I take note 
of what the hon. Gentleman has said. I dare say that we 
shall hear the hon. Gentleman's voice between now and 
20 May. 

Mr. Mccusker: Will the Secretary of State confirm 
that most of the many people whom he meets as he travels 
throughout the Province want nothing other than to be 
governed as their fellow citizens are governed in the rest 
of the United Kingdom? 

Mr. Atkins: That view is held by a number of people, 
but I am not in a position to say that I believe it to be the 
majority view. 

Maze Prison 
7. Mr. Stephen Ross asked the Secretary of State for 

Northern Ireland if he -will make a statement about the 
continuing unrest in Maze prison. 

16. l\tlr. Stanbrook asked the Secretary of State for 
Northern Ireland if he will make a statement on the 
prisoners who are refusing to comply with prison rules at 
Maze prison. 

The Minister of State, Northern Ireland Office (Mr. 
Michael Alison): The dirty protest in support of the 
campaign for political status is continuing. There are at 
present 405 prisoners involved, 61 fewer than when the 
Maze hunger strike ended on 18 December and 100 fewer 
than the peak number reached early in the hunger strike. 
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we had hoped that the ending of the hunger strikes would 
be followed by the ending of all the protests in the prisons. 

· However, the process of return to normality broke down 
on 27 January, when 96 prisoners who were in clean, 
furnished cells started to damage the cells and to break up 
the furniture. It had become clear the previous weekend 
that the prisoners were seeking a regime that was different 
from the normal regime which my right hon. Friend 
described in his statement of 4 December. 

On 5 February there was an annou~cement, said to be 
on behalf of the protesting prisoners, that a further hunger 
strike would begin on 1 March, in support of their ciaim 
to be treated as political prisoners. 
. I very much regret that the prisoners appear to have 

decided to resort to :his kind of action a second time. The 
Governmerlt•have declared the principles by which they 
ate guided. It is these principles that the prisoners are once 
again challenging. We have shown once that we shall not 
compromise on them, and shall, if we must, do so again. 
I 1ind it ditficult to believe that the prisoners do not 
understand this. 

State consult his right hon. Friend the Home Secretary ~o 
that prison reforms in every part of the United Kingdom 
can march together? 

Mr. Alison: I am much obliged to my hon. Friend for 
his assurance-which I am sure is valid-that the House 
completely supports the maintenance of the rule of law and 
the authority of the lawfully elected Government in the 
face of violence. As regards my hon. Friend's second 
question, there is a special situation in Northern Ireland 
because many young prisoners are serving very long 
sentences. To some extent, that distinguishes Northern 
Ireland from the rest of the British Isles. .,/' 

_,. 
Prime Minister (En~agements) 

Q 1. Mr. Meacher asked the Prime Minister, if she 
will list her official engagements for 12 February. 

The Prime Minister (Mrs. Margaret Thatcher): 
This morning I presided at a meeting of the Cabinet and 
had meetings with ministerial colleagues and others. In 
addition to my duties in this House, I shall be having 
further mc:etings li:litr today, iucluding one with the IT.me 

. M .. _ 'Ross! Will thP Minictpr a"""'Pt thllt T r.nngrlltnl 11 t"' Minister oi Mauritius. This evening I shall preside at a 
the Northern heland Office on the promptness of its dinner given in his honour. 
publicity in response to claims emanating from the Maze 
prison? Last week I was in the United States of America Mr. Meacher: Why does the Prime Minister continue 
and I found that to be the case. Does anyone who holds to refuse to reflate on the ground that it always leads to 
a responsible opinion, particularly in.the Catholic Church, worse inflation, when in fact all previous reflations-with 
support the prisoners' contention that they were tricked the exception of the disastrous Barber reflation-have not 
into a settlement when they called off the hunger strike in led to a surge of inflation or to higher unemployment? 
late December? Does not the right hon. Lady see that what the country 

:Mr. Allison: I know of no individual who has mide desperately needs now is not an ever greater squeeze on 
any such claim. I have never heard such a claim articulated credit leading to ever-increasing unemployment, but an 
in any rational or meaningful form . expansion of credit provided that such expansion is 

channelled into public as well as private investment, which 
Mr. Stanbrook: Will my hon. Friend resist any would cut unemployment without being infiationar;. 

temptation to ma..1<:e any progressive and humane refonns 
in the prison administration of Northern Ireland until the The Prime Minister: If we were to reflate on top of 
present indiscipline has come to an end? the present level of inflation it would lead to hyper

inflation and unemployment. There is no doubt about that. 
Mr, Alison: No. The Government will not be 

influenced gainst pursuing rational and proper courses by Mr. David Steel: Will the Prime Minister reconsider 
the illegal activities of prisoners. the cost of unemployment that she gave in her speech last 

Thursday? This morning, an article in The Times 
· Mr. J, Enoch Powell: How can the Government hope "Business News" suggested that the total direct and 

for a return to normality in the Maze prison, when they indirect cost to the Government of unemployment-based 
continue to accord special category status to several on Treasury figures-was £5,000 per worker. 
hundred prisoners in defiance of their own principle that 
such status is unjustified and unacceptable? The Prime Minister: With respect to the right hon. 

Mr. Alison: In principle, special category status was Gentleman the two things are wholly different. I gave the 
abolished five years ago . The Government have cost of unemployment benefit coupled with social security 
accelerated the practice of phasing it out. That benefit. Those figures are accurate. The right hon. 
demonstrates clearly the Government's rejection of the Gentleman has given figures that show how the Exchequer 
concept of special category status. As long ago as 1975 a would benefit if everyone were in work. If everyone were 
prev:Jus Secretary of State established the practice of in work, producing goods and services that some one else 
leaving sentenced prisoners to serve out their time in the could buy without subsidy, there would be no problem. 

conditions under which they had embarked on them. A Mr. Michael Hamilton: As the Leader of the 
retrospective alteration of those terms gives rise to far Opposition was good enough to send a message of good 
wider considerations, as my right hon. Friend the Prime will and congratulations last week to the Salisbury branch 
Minister indicated to the right hon. Gentleman in her reply of the Campaign for Nuclear Disannament, will the Prime 
to him on 15 February. Minister find time today to send a swJlar message of good 

Mr. Biggs-Davison: Will my right hon. Friend the will and congratulations to the Duke of Edinburgh, en his 
Secretary of State accept my assurance that he will receive outstanding speech on Monday? 
the same firm suppart from this House that he enjoyed The Prime Minister: I am sure that in elevated 
before, and that we very much welcome his constant situations people share the Government's thougbt5 that, 

----~ :mnd S-lrouid not my light-ho ·end-tlre-set:retary,.....-- -·1 tlroirg ts· lra;rl'-'l'Q',O)'l1P- 1-11'"1ll,,--~-
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CONFIDENTIAL 

MESSAGE FROM THE PRIME MINISTER TO THE TAOISEACH OF 25 FEBRUARY 1981 

As you will know there is a renewed threat of a hunger strike 
at the Maze prison by one or more prisoners demanding, to quote 
the statement put out in their name, "to be treated as political 
prisoners". 

. ' . It is a matter of great regret that the ending of the last 
hunger strike on 18 December, without loss of life, did not lead 
as we had hoped to the phasing out of all forms of protest and the 
implementation of the regime which was and remains available to 
non-protesting prisoners. Details of this regime were set out in 
the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland's statement of 4- and 
19 December and in more detail in the 32-page document on the .Northern 
Ireland prison regime. 

As Her Majesty's Ambassador has explained to your officials, 
everything the prisoners have said and done since 19 December has 
made it clear that the only regime which they are- prepared to accept 
without protest is that which incorporates their five de1nands, i.e. 
a prisoner-of-war regime. 

We are not prepared to concede these demands and we believe 
the prisoners know it. We think that their object now is to bring 
about one or more deaths of hunger strikers in order to inflame 
community passions. All the evidence is that community support 
for the protesters is at its lowest ebb. If there is an:::>ther hunger 
strike we expect it to be acc.Jmpanied by a campaign of_ Provisional IRA 
and INLA violence designed to provoke the Protestant commu11i ty whose 
mood is more volatile than at the time of the last hunger strike. 

Her Majesty' s,Government' s position remains on the reco·rd in 
the statement by the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland to which 
I have referred: no political status: no concession to the five 
demands: the regime described at the ending of the last hunger strike 
remains available: we are committed to keeping prison conditions 
under review from a humanitarian point of view. 

The forces of law and order will act with sensitivity as well 
as firmness to protect the community from violence from whatever 
quarter arising out of any renewed hunger strike. We shall do all 
we can to discourage moderate and rational people from being taken 

C 

in by Provisional IRA propaganda. I am sure that we have your support 
in this. I thought I ought to let you know how we see the situation 
at this stage and of cou~se if there is anything you feel you can do 
to reinforce the actions we shall be taking to inform those who might, 
have influence on the prisoners, this would be very helpful. 
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The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland (~fr. 
- Humphrey Alkins): I will, with permission, Mr. 
· Speaker, make a statement on the latest developments in 

the protests by Republican prisoners in Northern Ireland 
prisons. On 1 March one of the prisoners at Her Majesty's 
pnson, :-.Iaze refused food and declared himself to be on 
huns::er strike. A statement attributed to the prisoners said 
th=it-the action was being taken, once again, in support of 
their demand for political status. • 

Yesterday, the Republican prisoners still taking pait in 
the dirty protest at ~.faze and Armagh p1isons-B9 in 
all-let it be known that they intended to stop fouling their 
cells. A total of 240 men prisoners have, accordingly, 
already been moved into clean cells and provided with 
clean bedding. The rest will be moved as quickly as fu1ther 
cells become available. The 28 women prisoners will all 
be in clean cells by this evening. 

The Government naturally welcome the decision by 
the prisoners to put an end to the degrading conditions that 
they have imposed upon themselves. But, in another 
ctatP.mPnt 7 thP. P'"l~nnPr~ h~uP. ;nrlif""'AtPrl th~t thP.;,. !lf"'tlon i~ 
·being taken in support of demands for changes in the 
prison regime which would give effect to their demand for 
political status. In that, they differ from the 80 prisoners 
who have stopped protesting altogether since the _last 
hunger strike ended oc1 18 December. That group are now 
receiving the full range of privileges and facilities that I 
described in my statement to the House of 4 December, 
including that of association, and of wearing their own 

· kisure clothing of an approved type, in the evening and 
~t weekends. That regime remains available for all who 
choose to take advntage of it; nothing has been added to 
and nothing taken away from my statement of 4 
December. 

The claim for political status has been rejected in clear 
terms by the European Commission of Human Rights, by 
successive Governments, and by both sides of the House. 
I wish to make it clear, once again, in case there is any 
doubt anywhere about the Government's position, that we 
shall not give way on the issue of political status under 
pressure of further protest action, whatever fonn that 
ta!es, and whether it is inside or outside the prisons. 

· M:r. J. D. co·ncannon (Mansfield): We thank the 
Secretary of State for ma!:lng the statement and reiterating 
the Government's oft-stated position. We agree that it is 
the only sensible course for the House to take, and that it 
is _Ijght to move prisoners into clean cells. We welcome 
the decision of those prisoners. 

Is the Secretary of State aware that the Opposition 
agree that Maze prison is the newest and most modem 
prison in the United Kingdom and that for conforming 
prisoners the regime is the most liberal in the United 
Kingdom? 

Is the right hon. Gentleman further aware that in our 
opinion ·there can be no one. including the IRA and the 
·UDA, who doe~ not realise that there ea; be no going back 
to special category or special privileges for non
confonning prisoners? It is therefore clear-the actions 
and reasons of those who came off the dirty protest at the 
weekend substantiate this-that the further action is 
another IRA propaganda exercise. 

It is our view that the House should in no way assist 
the IRA in its efforts. While thanking the right hon. 

66 

Gentleman for his statement outlining the Government's 
views, we shall not be pushing him to make further 
statements-in fact, quite the reverse. 

Mr. Atkins: I am grateful to the right hon. Gentleman 
for his expression of support from the Opposition Front 
Bench. I agree that there is no necessity to make repeated 
statements. The Government's position is clear and must 
be clear to all involved in any form of protest in the 
prisons. I confirm that ~faze prison is one of the most 
modem in rhc United Kingdom and I believe that it 
compares favourably, with any prison anywhere in the 
world. 

::\-Ir. Anthony Fdl (Yarmouth): Is it not a fact that a 
statement of this sort lends an importance to these 
crimina\s which they do not merit? 

Mr. Atkins: It is my business to keep the House 
informed of the Governmeat's position and actions in the 
part of the United Kingdom for ~hich I have 
responsibility. The actions being taken are serious. They 
cause tension and difficulty in the Province and it is right 
that the. Ho115e. 5ho1-1ld l<_f!ow pre.ds<:"ly whi:'rP- thP. 

Guvt:rnrneui. ~i.<1uu. 

l\fr. James Molyneaux (Antrim, South): Is the 
Secret~ry of State aware that we, too, would prefer to 
regard this as a once-and-for-all statement? There should 
be no need for it to be repeated at frequent intervals. Is the 
right hon. Gentleman aware of the resentment caused in 
the past by the publication of daily bulletins on the 
condition of convicted prisoners, when no conesponding 
bulletins were issued on the terrorists' victims? 

Mr. Atkins: I am grateful for the hon. Gentleman's 
support of what we are doing. I take note of his vic::w that 
this is not something with which I need trouble the House 
again. 

Mr. James Kilfedder (Down, North): The Secretary 
of State is to be congratulated on the determined stand that 
he and the Government have taken. It has forced the 
Provisional IRA to call off the dirty protest by more than 
400 prisoners-terrorists-after a three-year campaign. 
Can the right hon. Gentleman or the Government do . 
something about certain sections of the news media that 
are bombarding the public with propaganda issued by the 
IRA, which, no doubt, will increase as the hunger strike 
goes on until, perhaps, the man's death, which may lead 
to further violence? 

Mr. Atkins: I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman for 
what he said. The Government have taken a stand and have 
been supported in that by the House. That has been a great 
help to us. I d0 not control the media in Northern Ireland 
or anywhere else. · 

Mr. J. Enoch Powell (Down, South): Does the right 
hon. Gentleman agree that the all-important conviction 
that the Government and the House will not give way on 
the matter of political status will be greatly strengthened 
if he is seen to be proceeding to take steps to eliminate the 
existing politic4l status in Maze prison? · 

Mr. Atkins: There is nothing that I can add on thar 
point to what my right hon. Friend the Prime Minister told 
the right hon. Gentleman on 15 January. 

Mr. John Farr (Harborough): I thank my right hon. 
Friend for what he told us, although most of it was in this 



Fermanagh / South Ty rone bye-election 

1. I had a brief conversation with Seamus Mallon today about 

recent develop~ents in relation to the bye-electio~. . He said 

that the SDLP party executive had decided to withdraw Austin 

Currie's nomination on Sunday 29 March after receiving strong 

reassurances from Noel Maguire that he would maintain his 

candidature and in the light of strong feelings among SDLP 

supporters in the constituency that they should not put up a 

cnadidate. Mr. Mallon would go so far as to say that party 

workers in the constituency would not have mounted an active 
' campaign for an SDLP candidate. The strong feeling was that 

Mr. Maguire should not have been opposed. Now that Maguire 

had "done the dirty" bn them, he and the SDLP leadership 

were "sickened" by the outcome whic~ would do them considerable 

damage. 

2. The SDLP had made a major tactical mistake in not waiting 

until mid-afternoon on Monday to withdraw. They had however 

been convinced of Maguire's sincerity. It appeared that the 

Sands family and the Provos had exerted very strong pressure on 

Maguire who had backed down as a result. 

3. It was now likely that Sands even if he did not win the 

seat would get a substantial vote which would be gleefully 

used by the Provos not onl~ in Northern Ireland but internationally 
\ 

to justify their activities. 

4. He mentioned, in addition that Currie had not been viewed as a 
11 stro~~ candidate by the SDLP. 

Mart f ~c Burke 

31 March 1981 

c.c. PSM 

PSS 

Mr. Neligan 

Mr. Kirwan D/Taoiseach 

Ambassador London 
U.\.~. ~ J_.__,._t~V\ 
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I don't see it that way at all. I just see it as 
something that has to be done, has to be faced up ·to has to be 
tackled. As I said last ~ight,it's part of our overall 
strategy. It is not afjuestion of giving Northern Ireland 
as a politic al problem ,,priority over economic developIT.ent. I 
see the two as closely 1related, interacting on each other in fact, 
but apart from that,I believe that . a nation which doe'Sn't 
tackle a major outstanding pro~lem' like we have in the North 
of Ireland,then th2.t nation im.pairs its ability to deal with 
all its other prcblem~ but as well as tha~ on purely 
humanitarian grounds, the tragedy of Northern Ireland,,has gone on 
too long, _ it's causing too much hardship and suffering, and it 
h~s to bP tackled straightforwardly and honestly,with a view 
to providinq some solution.' - . ~- -

-cfn the subject of Anglo-Irish talks you assured the A.rd Fheis 
last night that no discussion ~2s· taken place with any other 
country or group of countries .. about changing our pclicy of 
neutrality, could I ask you do you see such discussion taking 
place at a future stage especially since you say we are not 
p_olitically or ideologically neutral? 

There are two separate things there, first of all there is 
the question of military alliance~ and'being part of some 
militarv bloc. We are not, and have no intention of being 
joiningl~f¥itary alliance. There is the other side of th~ 
coin1 which is political neutrality - how we stand i~ the world 
in regard to the great issues of peace and h,~an righ~s a ~d 
all t:.ese matters of wo~ld ~ignif:i.cahce and importance and 
things \-ihich relate to the preservation of world peace. On 
that sic1e v!e · are not neutral, we are very much cornrni tted to 
the western parliamentary democracy ideal, we are very much part 
of the European Cormnuni t~,, we are anxious to play a full _part 
wi~h our European partners in making a contribution to defending 
thes~ principles around the world, tc worki.tv- for disarmament 

. and preservation of peace;, working against/C'p'!Jression and the 
explcita.tion of people anyv:here in the world • 

· Since its now apparently common ground between ?-!rs. Thatcher 
and yourself and ~r. Lenihan that the constitutional status 

.~ of Northern Ireland is r:ot a matter· f c:= tl:e 
present bilateral studies, when will its constitutional position 
be discussed between the two Governments? 

Taoi·seach What the studies deal with _was fully set out in the 
communique and I ~epeated that again last night. They deal 
with the totality}~~lations between these ~slands and they also 
deal with the possibility of creating new insti~utional str~ctures 
which would help to promote peace and understanding between the 
two peoples. That's what these studies are about, that's the 
process -...·hich we are engageq _u~qn. When the studies have 
been completed at official ;er¥~esul t of those studies will be 
brought forward for examination and discussion and decision 

1 
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between myself and the British Prime Minister and our ·two 
Governments and that's the next step in the process,and that's 
as far as we visualise going for the present. 

:- . . 
. . 

: And when will the.constitutional position be discussed? 

~. ·--

,• "I • • 

Taoiseach Well, as far as I am concerned the constitutional position 

. Int. 

Taoi'seach 

where 

Int. 

raoiseach 

very 

Int. 

of Northern Ireland is a matter of continuing interest in so far 
·- ·as we have always said, a?jd we make no secret of this that 

our aim is to bring about the unity of Ireland, .and' of course 
that has implications for the constitutional position of 
Northern Ireland,but I also emphasise that we want to achieve 
the unity of Ireland in peace and harmony a~d by agr~ernen~1and 
I think that's the matter that is pf importance and significance 
to all the people in Northern Ireland. 

When you say though, by agreement, does that in ~efrect mean 
that the Unionists, the-Loyalists have a permanent veto,or is their 
consent qualified in some way? 

~): don't like to think in terms of veto or anything of that 
sort . . -- I believe that this is . a situation which should evolv~ 
w~ should have free and frank dis9ussion with the people 
concerned, that the two Governments should see how the 
present tragic situation can be brought to an end and what new 
arrangements can be brought forward to solve the situation and 
in those new arrangements,, naturally,.the agreement of all the 
parties concerned would be necessary. It would be necessary 
to have full involvement of the political leaders from both 
Corrununities in Northern Ire}and involved in those arrangements. 

. • But do you see any signs of change on the part of the 
Loyalists, are they becomin~ any less intransigent? 

; 

Well, y~u have to th4-nk, there .• distinguish, between the 
leaders and what some leaders say and what is actually happening 
on the ground with public opinion,in Northern Ireland. I 
believe that there is very corisiderable movement forward in the 
thinking in Northern Ireland. I think that right across the 
spectrum in Northern Ireland at the moment the present economic 
recession, the present economic desolation which has happened 
in Northern Ireland, this is causing very great concern and is 
causing a lot of people to rethink the situation abd to see 
whether in some new arrangement a better economic development 
regime could be possible. By the way I might just mention there 
that I think that a lot of people in Northern Irelanc. 1-ia.ve teen ta:l~ing 
careful note of the fact that when Ray r-~acSharry in Brussel'S 
ftegotiated this special packagefor Irish farmers - no'i.' this is 
a package which is not available to any other farmers in the 
Community, it's a special package for th~_Irish farmers, that 
that package was extended to cover farmers in ~orthern Ireland, 
I think that's an indicator of the way things might go in the 
futur~ and I think it has enormously impressed, certainly the 
farming community in Northern Ireland. 

Do you think the Unionists are likely to be made even more 
' intransigent following the result of the Ferm LS_o~tb Tyrone • j 

' 
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~ No~ I hope that the result of that by-election would not 
. be misread or misinterpreted by anybody. I think it's justa 

' ., ·· 

manifestation of the two different traditions and their two 
different positions~ I believe that in Fermanagh/South Tyrone 
anybody that goes forward anti-Unionist, any anti-Unionist 
candidate that goes forward will get the Nationalists vote. It's 
as simple as that - that's the tradition, that didn't begin today 
or yesterday. Winston Churchill himself spoke about the 
integrity of the quarrel, showing how far back the entrenched 
positions in those two couri·ties go, 3.nd I am certain that the 
vote in the by-election was not a vote for violence. I think it 
would - be a dreadful and tragic mistake for any body to read it as 
such. 

~- ' 

' Were you surprised at the result of the by~·election? 

iseach No. I wasn't surprised at all. As I say I know that area 
very well. I know the Jeel .. ings which are there. I know the 
two tr.:tdi tions which exist - the electoral si tuat:!.on ~·."hich has 
pre,·9 iled over .so many years, so many decades, it's part of the 
entren~~ed situation which we have to try and deal with. 

'\ 
I 

. . • \ 

Are you pleased with the outcome? 

iseach It's not .a question of pleasure or displeasure. Its a question 

.t. 

of just · accepting the ballot box. After all we are all 
democrats and we seek to have the rule of law and the parliamentary 
democratic regime accep~ed,and we ask people to abide by the 
political process and the ballot box so we have to accept thatttat is 1 
the result ~f thatby-election and we have to deal with it as such. 

l 
. . Sile de Valera one ,of your Deputies gave a newspaper interview , 
before the by-election in ~hich she ieemed to be urging people to 1·. 

vote for Mr. Sands, would that have been your view as well? 
. \ ' \ . . 

3ach· - · No. I didn't naturally take any view on that by-election. 
That was a matter for the people of Fermanagh/South Tyrone to give 
their own decision on. I believe that they were affected by 
two things, first of all by the old traditional stance anaattitude 
of opposing any Unionist candidate, that the Nationalist vote 
will go to anybody who opposes the union and unionism~but I 
believe also that on this occasion there was very likely a strong 
feeling on humanitarian grounds among the electorate that they 
would like to see something done to resolve the H-block situation. 
I am sure that was part of the result and the outcome. 

I 
:i ~ 

' ti I ii 
: • . .. _ . . __ . B.~rnadette M:cAlliskey said on this programme 3 weeks ago ~ 11 

'- thQt the resolution of the H-block' s crisis rested in your hands, ·; 11 ;: . 

3.Ch 

now with Bobby Sands and the other hunger strikers saying that ;; it 
they are prepared to die, is there anythi~g -that you can,1 or will do 

· to prevent their deaths? • • • ~ ~ 

I have always made it clear that anything that this 
Government can possibly do to bring about a solution to the 
H-block situation,we will do. We are ready at all times to take 
any action, any initiative that is open to us to resolve that 
pretty tragic situation,. and that is our position • 

• 
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. 
Do you think the British have mishandled the present 

situation? 

~.1.seach . • That's something on which I wouldn't wish to comment. I 
· believe that, I have always said that the solution to the 

H-block situation c·an be found y,7ithin the prison regulations 
, and within the administration of the prison itself and that is 

still my viet-1. 

.;. 

Int. Would you agree with.Sile de Valera with that if there are 
deaths that it will be the.responsibility - those deaths will bethe 

. · responsibility of Mrs. Thatcher and the British Government? 

:1oiseach 

.. . 

-, 

1t. 

seach 

No. · I wouldn't say that at all. No. I think that-··· 
matters,-- .emotional statements of that sort do not help. I think 

·- from, our position in this part ,of the "island should be 
that we are ready and will~ng to take any measures open to us 
to bring about a resolution of the situation to try and solve 
the problem on humanitarian grounds and it's along those· lines 
that our action should be directed and not attempting to blame 
or condenm anybody in this situation. It i::: a tr~gic situation, 
a situation full of great hu."tlan :;uffc:ring, .and these are the ~- { 

thing~ .. which should be uppermost in our minds, to see if there 
i~ any way within the administration, within the prison 
administration,and within the rules that the situation can be 
al.eviated and a settlement achieved. 

. Since the Northern majority have been told that their 
traditions and loyalties could be retained in some new 
constitutional arrangement, just what kind of united Ireland 
do you actually envisage, would it be a federal Ireland with two 
parliaments, separate laws north and south or a parliament with 
a Unionist blocking vote in an all Ireland context? 

The only thing Icoul.G~~ut that is that we have a very open 
mind as to the ·arrangements which might be brought forward. 
These are th~ngs which a variety of different approaches can be 
propounded. At the momen4 our efforts are concentrated on the 
process which was initiated at the Dublin Summit on the studies, 
the results of the studies and the action arising therefrorn. 
It's much too early to be attempting to propound any sort of 
final ultimate solutions at this stage. The only thing I 

. say about it is1 t:..at we are 9:_Jer- in our a9proach! very flexible 
in : regard to arran£'e:.~ents an::l very willir-.g ar.d able to put · 
fon!arci any guara.r.tees that :;1a:t be re~uireci. · 

Do you t1d.nJ: it iE" going to co~e soon? 

each._ _ _ . . W~ll, _I _can only refer you to what I said last night • ... 
nt. You said that next year we might see more clearly? 

~ach 
. . . 

We might see more clearly the lines along which a possible 
solution might evolve. 
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NORTHERN IRELAND PRISONS: FURNITURE 

On the morning of 14 April, 418 prisoners at HI1 Prison 
Maze requested furniture for their cells. They were told their 
request would be considered. 

On the same day~ Provisional,Sinn Fein in Belfast made 
a statement supporting the prisoners' request and saying that 
they were entitled to furniture. 

The Northern Ireland Secretary, in answer to a written 
Parliamen~ary Question today (publication at about 4.30 pm), 
will say that the authorities are goi~g to provide furniture to 
the prisoners who have requested it. The issue of this furniture 
will begin today. Mr Atkins will also refer to a new booklet on 
Northern Ireland prisons which will be distributed to Members of 
Parliament. 

At about lunchtime today, a newsletter will be given 
to each prisoner who has reque~ted furniture promising to provide 
it, on the prisoner's assurance that it will not be damaged. 

\ 

Beds will be issued first: one wing (about 25 
prisoners) should be furnished by tonight. Work will continue 
tomorrow and resume after Easter. All beds should be issued by 

.the end of next week. 

15 April 1981 



Note 

Mrs. Liddy rang me this afternoon to say that she had learned, 
informally but reliably, that the three Euro-MPs had sent a 
telex to Strasburg today about Bobby Sands. A reply has been 
sent to the effect that a formal application must be made 
either by Mr. Sands himself or by a close relative. 

(L 
. Ronan Murphy 

21.4.81. 
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·~ufidential 

Note 

T~d Smyth rang me today to say he has learned that Mr. Ramsey Clark 
and Rev. Philip Berrigan are flying to Ireland tomorrow and will 
arrive here on Thursday 23rd April. Their visit could be connected 
with the situation involving Bobby Sands, though its purpose is not 
known. They have open return . tic~.e;ts. Both men are described by 
Mr. Smyth as political mave·ricks.: l"lr. Clark is a former U .s. 
Attorney General. Once prominent in Democratic politics, he was 
involved in considerable controversy during the Iranian hostage 
crisis when he flew to Teheran on his per$onal initiative. Rev. 
Berrigan visited H-Blocks last yeatand some controversy surrounded 

t~visit also. 

Ronan Murphy 

21.4.81. 
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Deputy Sile de Valera 

I _received a telephone call from Deputy Sile de Valera in my 
capacity as duty officer i~ Anglo Irish Section at app. 5 PM on 
Tuesday 21st April 1981. Deputy de Valera said that she was 
phoning on her own behalf and on that of Deputy Blaney and Deputy 
John O'Connell. She asked that the Department of Foreign Affairs 
pursue the request contained in tlie telegram which the three TDs 
had sent on Monday 20th April to Mrs. Thatcher at 10 Downing Street. 
She gave me the telephone number of Mr. Seamas Brady, PR man for 

• t 
Deputy Blaney and said that he would read . the telegram to me. She 
said that she had not got the text with her and she did not wish to 
diverge from the agreed text. I asked what did the message come 
dqwn to and she said that it was a request for an urgent meeting 
with Mrs. Thatcher. Deputy de Valera said that if Mrs • . Thatcher 
was not available as she was out of the country, they would wish to see 
Mr. Whitelaw. She said she assumed I had seen the afternoon papers 
where Mrs. Thatcher had said that the three TDs should pursue their 
request for a meeting through diplomatic channels. This was what they 
were doing now and she was formally asking the Department to pursue 
the question. 

I replied that I noted her request and that I would proceed to contact 
the appropriate people in the Department to bring the request to 
their attention. 

. \ 
I subsequently rang Mr. Brady who read out the following text of the 
telegram sent at 6.30 PM on 20th April: 

"Following our visit today by arrangement with the Northern Ireland 
Office to hunger striker Bobby Sands MF at Maze Prison Lo~g Kesh 

urgently request confidential meeting in London. re possible settlement 
solution. Urgency vital as medical opinion within the pri.son stresses 
hours can now make difference. Sile de Valera MEP TD, John O'Connell 

•· MEP TD, Neil Blaney MEP TD." 

~ 
Ronan Murphy 

22.4.81. 
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The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Brian Lenihan, T.D. 

met this morning at their _request Miss Bile De Valera, T.D., M.E.P., 

~.=. N~!l Bl:'lnay, '!'.D., M .:. I'. &n.4 Dr. John o •ccnnell, · T . .D., :-~ .E .P. 

,,. The Minister was given a report. on the Deputies I viait to 

Long Kesh on 20 April which he will ~onvey to the 

' Government for ·their information. 
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Secretary. 

Mr. Paul Dempsey telephoned at 12.30 (you had departed 
for the Taoiseach's office). 

He had conveyed to Mr. Eyers (FCO) the text of the statement 
issued after the Minister's meeting with the three MEP's this 
morning. Mr. Eyers' initial reaction was that the statement 
was "helpful". 

In the course of conversation Mr. Eyers mentioned that Sir 
Robert Armstrong had received a telephone call at 11.00 from 
Mr. Nally, during which Mr. Nally had indicated that t9ere 
would be a message coming from the Taoiseach. 

Mr. Dempsey asked that in your absence I pass the above 
information to Anglo Irish Section. (I irrunediately telephoned 
Mr. Whelan) . 

. 

~c 
Timothy O'Connor 
Private Secretary 

· 22 April 1981 
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Uimhir Thagartha 
~ Ref. No. 

ROINN AN TAOISIGH 
Department of the Taoiseach 

BAILE ATHA CLIATH 2 
Dublin 2 

?, 3 April , 1981 • 

Mr. Martin Burke, 
Anglo-Irish Section, 
Department of Foreign Affairs. 

Dear Martin, . 

· I enclose two copies of a draft of a possible statement on the hunger strike, 
together with copies of my covering minute to Dermot Nally and other 
papers referred to therein. This may be considered later today. I will let 
you know whenever we hear further atout this or any other developments 
and I would be glad if you will reciprocate. 

Yours sincerely, 

iy;.ft~ J? k ~~---= 
Walter P. Kirwan, 
Assistant Secretary. 
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ROINN AN TAOISIGI-H 
~·· ·., •, 

Uin1hir ........ ............ _ ..... . ... · 

:, 
. : 1; "" :.-:· ': -: .. ~·. .,, ' ·.·. 'lb (;:.secretary to the Government 

,., 

From: ·. w. Kirwan Assistant Secretary. 

Possible Public Statement on Hunger Strike . 

•. ~ :, ... 
, .. .,. 

.. 'lhe Taoiseach asked that a draft be prepared of a statement that 
,could be: 0issued on his behalf, if considered appropriate after a full 

··,·. ~-assessment of all the circumstances., I now subni t a draft- of such 
· ···a· statement. I have given copies to Mr. 0 hAnnrachain and to the 

Departmerit of Foreign Affairs • 

. : ;-.~~ .:~,;a;·; is based . on three papers which w~re :availabi~ b~:Eore 
.. ~O)ristmas: ,·. · 

"' ... :. 
,. 

·/: ..... -- . : : . ·, -~~ ·~:• . -~~-·. (1) 'lhe Taoiseach's reply to a P.Q. on 25 November, 1980:··.:· .., 
.~ . 
:,.~ ,. (2) 

~· (3) 
• .. 
" ·~· 

'lhe Government's statement of 4 December, 1980. 

A draft statement prepared at the Taoiseach 1 s reques~ 

·' 

,. 
'• 

for possible issue on 15 Cecember, 1980 . or in the q:iys 
imnediately following but not used in the event ·.,-
as it · was overt;aken by -uie end of the first .~u!lger 
strike. · :.: · t'. > · 

.. 
I attach) copies of .'-these papers. 

··:.:. 

It i~ foi consideration whether the final paragraph on page 1 of the 
draft new submitted should be included. It was calculated to have 
a particular effect, in conjunction with other moves being made in the 
period just before the end of the strike. It may be less apposite . 
on this occasion when the hopes of averting · one or more ·deaths ' 

.must be · realistically assessed as conside.tabl:~/ less· than oh the previous 
occasion before Christmas. ··- . •: ,:· · . ~ -

.'!be d~ait has been expressed as the positi~n of the Government but this 
· can easi?-y be changed to that of the Taoiseach himself if pr~ferred •. 

.. - :~i. .. ·.":_:.:; .• I ··_:_., 
••• • •• • i. 

.. :. ' ,, '- . 
·-· 

~~ 
April, 1981. 
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Statement iesued on behalf of the Taoiseacht 

Mr. Charles J. Haughey, T.D. 

/,.Braft by w. Ki~wari7 

0
~(\~+ 

L,.- Ck J~-.l- J 
V t l,~(. ~ I L. • ., ~l- , :: tf. /vi 

\ The Government have been deeply concerned at the grave:dan;fJ.rS ,,.,~ * . ~ ~·-~ threatening the communit~l:.!>oughout Northern·Ireland)as a result --1 ~ 
_J:; ,..-- tt. t.->-~ 
-r:;- ;. of the hunger strike protest at Lon9 Kesh. a./~ ~ ..... . 
.,.. : 

-i.... Similar concern governed the Gove~nment's &ttitude to the previous 

bungee atrike and led them to give their full support to moves which 

ultimately led to the end or that protast shortly before Christm.s 

last. The Government shared the widespread satisfaction at that 

time that a potentially danger,us and tra9ic situation had1>een 

avert€a. 

3 Since the initiation of the present hunger strike, the Government 

~ve kept in close and continuous touch with the situation a• it 

baa developed. It baa been their constant objective to contribute 

in whatever way possible to the seaI"oh for a humanitarian solution 

that would avoid tragic eonsequences~ithout the sacrifice of essential 

p,:inciple•:J@ese considered. actions have governed the /contact§_/ 

f""" <' Zeffort§/that the Government have undertaken, , Las necessary/in ---- recent week•-=} 

4 Th• etrike ia now reaching the point L"9'where one prisoner stand• 

in imminent danger of deatli7 Lwber• -o~ one p~oner irreparable 

~ge to his health can ensue;J. Its prolongation will intensify 

further the auffering of families. Death on atrlke will not 

prove or achieve anything and while the Government condemn all 

atte•pts to exploit the situation by heightening ten•ion or by 
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• 

~omenting · .or perpetrating violence, the dan9er• of auob 

violence cannot be discounted • 

. 
1 Againat this background, the Government have intensified efforts 

and contacts with a view to preventin9 such ccnaequenoea. They 
I 

have note~ the ren.ewed atat ment• on behalf of ~h• Bsitiab 

Governno.n t expressing thel.c readineaa to examine whether 

the prieon adminiatration can be made more humane. Tb GoVernmen~ 

believe ~~at the report et the European Co1111iaaion o~ H~ 

Rights provides a basis on which this .question coul~be;examined 

{Cn an approp,: ~ anneiJ Lthrough c'-~ chanriels/'. f .ollowing 
a cessation of the hunger strike. 

The Government believe tha~ what ia al.ready on off•~ goea very 

fa~ towards meeting the bumanita~ian aapecta of what the 

proteating prisoner• have themaelvea stated to be the ba•l• 
\ 

of their protest.· Death ia too high a prlc• to pay for ao little. 

The Government appeal to all concerned and in particular those in 

Long Keab to conaider with the utmoat care what ia on offer and wbat 

i• at stake. In an atmosphere of cala following an e~d to the 

hunger atrike, it would be possible to have exaalned in a 

4iapaaaionate and impartial manner whether further humanitarian 

improvements, without aacrific• of principle, could bring about 

a final reaolution of the aituatlon. 
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H-BLOCKS 
-&1-u,,fe~· (/Y-~~ ,Za.'--
?~ · Lle 1/J-? c..i, c rt'-' ~1€' ·p~ .tZ._vl .• -t,h., v-..-. I~ ]I Z ~ .. 
l?'(a..t,r") i.,i.. ..... 1- ....... _l?t~ tll r 7, .,,., . . 

(J ,, jot{,.,· {.., 
The hunger strike in Long Kesh has now lasted more than seven ~ee~ ~ ~ 

' 

The Government's anxiety that a solution be reached has been further lt.....e__ 
~~4'1 

~ -- ,. 

intensified by repcrts of serious deterioration in the condition of 
~v. 
- ~ t 

ll~ ··o1r the prisoners. 

~v~,J£,f,_ 
8J-r-l.,,;.4.e., 

In fact, the strike is now reach i.ng !:he point whBre irreparable damage / A ~vv. 
can be done to health. Its prolongation will intensify further the 

suffering of _[amilies and friends and heighten tensions. Death on 

strike will not prove anything and may result in other deaths in a 

community which has already suffered too much. 

. .,.~-

The Irish Government welcomed the statementissued on the 4th December 

by the British Government which expressed their willingness to discuss ... 

the humanitarian aspects of the prison administration in Northern 

Ireland. 

On the basis of contacts with the British Government and in particular 

my meeting with the British Prfme Minister on 8th December, I am satisfied 

that the will ~xists to impro~f these aspects and that little separates the 

. , 

demands of the prir:oners from whnt is already on offer. These improvements 

can indeed be put into effect following further discussion. 
.. 
,. 
_:. : 

Death is too high a price to pay for so little. I would appeal to all 

concerned in the present strike 

and 

to consirler deeply what is on offe~ and 
"C"'°U 

what is at stake,/in particular, 1 would appeal tof my fellow Irishmen and ·. 

Irishwome~Jin Long Kesh and Arma~h to consider again all the consequencep · 

or the course of acticin they have undertaken. 

. .. 
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Government Statemen·t 4/ I}_ 

The Government welcome the inclusion in the 

statement issued today of the expression by the 

British Government · of their willingness t .o discuss 

the humanitarian aspects o~ the prison administration 

in Northern Ireland with anyone who shares their 

concern about it. As it is the Government'5 view 

-
that it is along these lines that a solution can 

be reached they express the hope that this offer 

will be taken up and pursJea as a matter of urgency. 

The Government believe that it is in the interests 
• 

of the peace and security of all the people of this 
.... 

isl~nd that a way out of the present situation should 

be found and they again indicate that they are ready 
.-' 

to gi~e their support to any moves which would offer 
\ 

reasonable hope of achieving a solution. 

4th December, 1980. 
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QUESTION NO. 2 • 

DAIL QUES'I'ION addressed to the Taoiseach by 
Deputy Frank Cluskey for answer on 
Tuesday, 25th November, '1980. 

QUES'rION: . . 
• I, ,. • . 't ... • . . :· .. Iii: 

. ' "" . . .. . . . . :; ·}~- •. ' ' 

To ask th~ Taoiseach if. the Government supports the demand 
of the H-Block· prisoners that they be granted political 
status. '•. 

' 
The Government have, over a long period, made known 

their concern about the humanitarian aspects .of the 

[,: ·"t: H-Block situation. 

~ 
·rhey have been concerned also aoou-t the very real 

danger that the 

an even greater: 

H-Block 4~elopments could lead to 

level of /vi~lence than we already have 

to endure in both part~ of this country. 

All of us will, I am 

with the anguish and 

sure, understand and sy~this~ 

distress of the parents and 

families of the prisoners involved and of all those 

,ho have suffered loss of life or injury as a result 
•. .. 

of the tragic situation in Northe rn Ireland. 

Bef6re the hunger strike began, the Government conveyed 

their concern to the British Government and their 
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anxiety about the possible consequences. Since then, -they 

have been keeping in clos~ and continuous;t~uch with th~ 

situation as it has developed. 

Since the loss of personal liberty is, of itself, a heavy 

penalty imposed on any prisoner, there is an obligation on 

authorities everywhere to ensure that, within the 

constraints imposed by_security nee~s, pri~on c8~ditions 

are as humane and as tolerable as it is possible to 

make them. Like a number of other people who are 

' concerned about this issue, the Government believe that, 

if some adjustments could be made iri the prison rules 

themselves or in their interpretation or their 

application, · a solution would be possible. 

The Government do not believe that political status 

should be an .issue. The\ r concern, and I believe 

th~ concern is shared by all members of the House, 

is to do anything they can to promote a solution so 

· tha~ more lives should not be needlessly lost. With 
1 M , 

this in view, the Government have indicated that they 

are ready to give their support to any initiative which 

, would offer reasonable hope of achieving a solution 

and to be of any help they can in order to avoid the 

grave consequences which could flow from the present 

dangerous situation. 
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The Government believe that it is in the interests of 

" 

.... 
·:.~r . ~- ·~ .. 
. · . . : ~ . 
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.. . , , .. -, .. 
•' 1• .. . 

the peace and security of all the people of this island 

that a way out of the pres~nt situation should be found. 

They further believe that an acceptable solution can be 

brought forward without the sacrifice,of ~n~· principles 

which might be regarded as being involved. 
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to apply to the Commission under Article 25 of the · ;·· ·. 

European Conventign on Human:Rights. My brothei 

is a victim of a vidation of the Convention by the 

British Government. His state of heqlth is such 

that he is uriable himself to make an application 

directly. 

ThP. nrn11nrls fnr my ~lRim for intervP.ntion hy thB r.nmmi Rsi on ::tl'P. -., 

···. (1:)i:he British Government is in breach 

of Articles 2 and 3 of the Conventidn. My brother's 

life is in danger, and he is subject to inhuman 

and degra~ing treatment and punishment. He has been 

impri.soned for 

He is now in the 

in the following conditions. 

day of a hunger strike which 

he had no choice but to undertake as no more conventionol 

domestic remedy was open ta ~im. 

The conditions :.i,;;.:tinst 1·1hich he is protesting include . 

the following elements: 
\,!ft....~ ·· l -- !.. ;. ,, 

hefii...s1..,unable to wear his own clothes, he i:s unable 
'.- .._ '- I 

to associate with other prisoners, he ts um1ble to 

avail of recreational facililies 3uitable to him and 
,,_ .:. " 

he~ not entitled to receive even a minimum of one 

parcel, one letter and one visit a week. This latter 

restriction is entirely incompatible with the position 

as a democratically elected member of the British 

i\- ' ~ G-0-vfH'ft~ Ii •·-u.-li....\. •,--.._ ~-.x-~ 

I 

I • ...• 
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No domestic remedies are ayailable to him to enable · 
# 

~im to ha~e his present circumstances declared inhuman 

or degrading. There is no fundamental xights chartet 

justiciable in Northern Ireland on which he can rely. 

(2) The conditions of my brother's imprisonment · 

are in breach of Article 10 in that he is unable 

to give expression of the opinions of his constituents. 

(~ In the partial decision of the European Commission 

of Human Rights on application No. 8317/78 by 

T. Mcfeeley et al against the United Kingdom the 

Commission at paragraph 64 expressed its concern 

at the inflexible approach of the State Authorities 

which has been concerned more to punish off~nders 

against prison discipline than to explore way of .~ 

resolving serious deadlocks in the Northern Ireland 
\ 

prison system. This inflexibility continues. 

My brother is the victim of a continuing denial 

of his rights. Because of the urgency of this situation 

it is not possible in this telex to expand upon the 

legal basis of this application and to rely on, and 

• dlstinguish where appropriate, other relevant cases 

before the Commission. 
• 
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I am making this plen f6r the Commission to take 

mote of developments following the decision to 

1\-Jhich I hsvc referred and I would ask them to examine 

urgently, on zi formQl or .i.nforrnul basis, the extent 

tn which t!1e 1neJ:;urcs ti..ik'-'.n by the relevant uuthuritiec 

since the pDrtiul decision 1 .. as initiated constitute 

an adequate response to the Commission's comments 

and suggestions and to other basic human rights 

rcriuirements wh.i.ch I wtll cxpan_d upnn if I am 

afforded the oµportunity. 

I particulut, I ~·rn:Jld refer to ruic <'i1 of the 

Rules of Procedure and would ask that a specific 

on-the-spot investigation IJo undertaken immediately 

under thnt rule. 

\ 
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TO: THE OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

ON BEHALF OF MY BROTHER, ROBERT SANDS, ,M.P. , I WISH TO APPLY 
. . 

TO THE COMMISSION UNDER ARTICLE 25 OF THE EUROPE4N CONV~ENTION 

ON HUMAN RIGHTS. MY BROTHER IS A VICTIM OF A VIOLATION OF THE 

CONVENTION BY THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT. HIS STATE OF HEALTH IS 

SUCH THAT HE IS UNABLE HIMSELF TO MAKE AN APPLICATION DIRECTLY. 

THE GROUNDS FOR MY CLAIM FOR INTERVENTION BY THE COMMISSION ARE: ' 

1) 

2) 

3) 

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT IS IN BREACH OF ARTICLES 2 AND 3 
OF THE CONVENTION. MY BROTHER'S LIFE IS IN DANGER. HE 
IS NOW IN THE 54TH DAY OF A HUNGER STRIKE WHIY.CH HE HAD 
NO CHOICE BUT TO UNDERTAKE AS A MORE CONVENTIONAL DOMESTIC 
REMEDY WAS

1 
NOT OPEN TO HIM TO PROTEST AGIAINST PRISON 

CONDITIONS WHICH HE REGARDED AS INTOLERABLE. 

NO DOMESTIC REMEDIES ARE AVAILABLE TO HIM TO ENABLE HIM 
TO HAVE HIS PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES DECL~ARED INHUMAN OR 
DEGRADING. THERE IS :NO FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS CHARTER 
JUSTICIABLE IN NORTHERN IRELAND ON WHICH HE CAN RELY. 

THE CONDITIONS OF MY BR6THER~S IMPRISONMENT ARE IN BREACH 
OF ARTICLE 10 IN THATU' HE IS UNABLE TO GIVE EXPRESSION -ef" To 
THE OPINIONS OF HIS CONSTITUENTS, DESPITE THE FACT THAT HE 
IS A DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED MEMBER OF THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT. 

IN THE PARTIAL DECISION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION OF 
HilJMAN RIGHTS ON APPLICATION NO. 8317/78 BY T. MCFEELEY 
ET AL AGAINST THE UNITED KINGDOM THE COMMISSION AT PARAGRAPH 
64 EXPRESSED ITS CONCERN AT THE INFLEXIBLE APPROACH OF THE 
STATE AUTHORITIES'' WHICH HAS BEEN CONCERNED MORE TO 
PUNISH OFFENDERS AGAINST PRISON DISCiPLINE THAN TO EXPLORE 
WAY OF RESOLVING SERIOUS DEADLOCKS'' IN THE NORTHERN 1 
IRELAND PRISON.SYSTEM. THIS INFLEXIBILITY CONTINUES. 

MY BROTHER IS THE VICTIM OF A CONTINUING DENIAL OF HIS RIGHT$. 

BECAUSE OF THE ~RGENCY OF THIS SITUATION IT IS NOT POSSIBLE IN THIS 

TELEX TO EXPAND UPON THE LEGAL BASIS OF THIS APPLICATION AND TO 

RELY ON, AND DISTINGUISH WHERE APPROPRIATE, foTH~K KELEVANT CASES 

BEFORE THE COMMISSION. 



I AM MAKING THIS PLEA FOR THE COMMl?SIQN TO TAKE NOie ur 

DEVELOPMENTS FOLLOWING THE DECISION TO WHICH I HAVE REFERRED AND 

I WOULD ASK THEM TO EXAMINE URGENTLY, ON A FORMAL OR INFORMAL 

BASIS, !HE EXTENT TO WHICH THE MEASURES TAKEN BY THE RELEVANT 
. . 

AUTHORITl~ES SINCE THE PARTIAL DECISION WAS INITIATED CONSTITUTES 

AN ADEQUATE' RESPONSE TO THE COMMISSION'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

AND TO OTHER BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS WHICH Will EXPAND 

UPON IF I AM AFFORDED THE OPPORTUNITY • 

. I p 
IN PARTICULAR, I WOULD REFER TO RULE 41 OF THE COMM I SS I ON' S 

. • rt 
RULES OF PROCEDURE AND WOULD ASK THAT 'j/A SPECIFIC ON-THE-SPOT 

INVESTIGATION BE UNDERTAKEN IMMEDIATELY 0NDER THAT OR ANY OTHER 

APPROPRIATE RULE •.. 

MARCELLA SANDS 

11 LABURNUM WAY, 
TWINBROOK, 
.BELFAST BT 70 
NORTHERN !RELAND 

TELEPHONE: (BELFAST) 613 675 

. 

! 

• I 



00+ 
GA 
042 870943+ 
EUROPA C STRBG , 
113 2231 ·cfll 
30925 MCAP El 

PLEASE STAND BY FOR MESSAGE RE BOBBY SANDS TO BE TRANSMITTED IN 

A FEW MI NU,TES: Pl,.EASE ACKNOWLEDGE.~ 

YES OK FINE I WAIT FOR YOUR MESSAGE 

THANK YOU 

\ EGO+ 
GA 
042 870943+ 
EUROPA B STRBG 
113 2306 tfli 
J:)925 MC AP E I 

' PLEASE DO NOT WAIT - REGRET MESSAGE RE BOBBY SANDS WILL NOT BE 

TRANSMITTED THIS EVENING. SORRY FOR KEEPING YOU WI A WAITING. 

I 

,. 
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TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

(RULE 17 (J) OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES OF PROCEDURE) (1) 

MR. ROBERT SANDS V. THE UNITED KINGDOM ~~---------- -~~ 

(APPLICATION NO. 9338/81) 

THE EUROPE , 
N COMNISSION OF HUMAN RIGflTS WAS ON 23 APRIL 19B1 

SEIZED OF AN APPLICATION I NTRODU<;ED UNDER AR'T. 25 OF THE EUROPEAN 
CONVENT! ON ON HUMAN P. I GHTS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UPH TED 
K I NGOOM BY MS. MARC.ELLA SANDS ON BEliALF OF HER BROTHER, 
HR. ROBERT SANDS, HP, AT PRESENT ON HUNGER STRIKE AT THE 
HAZE PRISON WHERE HE IS SERVING A SENTENCE OF IMPRISONMENT. 

THE APPLICATION COMPLAINS UNDER ARTICLE 2 (RIGHT TO LIFE), 
ARTICLE 3 (PROHIBITION OF INHUMAN TREATMENT) AND ARTICLE 10 OF THE 
CONVENTION (FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION} ABOUT THIS CONDITIONS OF 
DETENTION. . . . 

IN VIEW OF THE URGENCY OF THE SITUATION THE ACTING PRESIDENT 
OF THE COMMISSION (MR. NORGAARD·} HAS INFORMED THE UNITED KINGDOM 
GOVERNMENT OF THE INTRODUC.TION OF THE APPLICATION AND HAS INDICATED 
TO THE GOVERWMEijT UNDER RULE 36 OF, THE RULES OF PROCEUDRE (2) 
THAT THE NECESSARY STEPS SHOULD BE TAKEN TO ENABLE A DELEGATION 
FROM THE COMMISSjON TO MEET MR. SANDS IN PRISON WITH A VIEW 
TO OBTAINING HIS CCNflRMATION THAT liE INTENDS TO MAKE THE 
APPLICATION AND, IF SO, DISCUSSING THE CONTENTS AND THE HAND-ING 
OF T~E APPLICATION. 

THE DELEGATION, WHICH 1$ ON ITS WAY TO THE UNITED KINGDOM 
CONSISTS OF THE ACTING PRE$1DENT, MR. aARL-AAGE NORGAARD (DA~!~ · 
AND MR. TORKEL OPSAH~ (NOlntUIANJ. THEY WILL BE ACCOMPANIED IY THE 
SECRETARY TO THE COMM I S810N AND· ANOTHER HEMBER OF THE SECRET HI AT. 

I 

(1) RULE 17 (3) OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE PROVIDES 1 
' 

''AT ANY STAGE IN THE EXAMINATION OF AN APPLICATION THE 
SECRETARY MAY COMMUNICATE INFORMATION TO THE PRESS tp AN 
EXTENT COMPATIILE.WITH THE LEGITIMATE INTERESTS OF THE 
PARTIES AND SUIJECT TO ANY SPEClAL DIRECTIONS BY THE 
COMNISSION.'' 

(2) RULE 36 OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE PROVIDES 1 

''THE COMMISSION OR WHERE IT IS NOT IN SESSION, THE 
PRESIDENT MAY tN61CATE TO THE PARTIES ANY INTERIM MEASURE' 
THE ADOPTION OF WHICH SEEMS DESIRABLE IN THE INTEREST OF 
THE FPARTIES OR THE PROPER CONDUCT OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
BEFORE IT.'' UNQUOTE 

COMMUNIQUE ISSUED ETC ETC 

• 25JOOA ESTR EI 
EUROPA A STRBGV 
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Statement by Commissioners Saturday Night 25 April 1981 

As stated in a previous press communique issued on 24 April the 
purpose of the visit of the delegation to the Maze Prison 
was to see Mr. R. Sands with a view to obtaining his confirmation 
that he intends to make the application and if so to discuss 
with him the contents and the handling of the application. 

The delegation visited the Maze Prison on 25 April and ascertained 
through the intermediary of a solicitor his intentions as regards 
the above application lodged.on his behalf. 

The delegation established that Mr. Sands did not wish to 
associate himself with the application. 

Nevertheless he expressed a willingness to see the delegation 
·1n the presence of three persons named by him in a press statement 
-recently issued in his name. 

After further consultations the delegation concluded that in the 
circumstances it was not possible to see and confer with Mr. Sands 

no meeting took pldce. 

End. 

c.c. PSS 
PSM 

• 

Mr. Neligan 
Mr. Burke 

/ 
/ 

Mr. Whelan . 
Mr. Kin7an ·(D/Taoiseach)\ 
Ambassador London 

l 
i 
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"·- i ,·•·'~ t~S:,: ,;/·.· .. ~,;;:..\ ~~O statement Saturday Night 25 Aprif. ,._.~~~1.,. .. ,;,. ~- .... ri~ .. ·.-.,._· 

The members of the European Commission of Human Rights who 
visited the Maze Prison on 25 April in pursuance of the 
complaint lodged on behalf of Mr. R. Sands against the 
British Government have issued a statement setting out 
clearly what took place. 

. .. . ' 

The Government have carried out the undertakings given to 
·facilitate the Commission~rs examination of any complaints 
to the Commission about the protest at the Maze Prison. 

The Government note that Mr. Sands is not associating himself 
with the application lodged on his behalf. 

: · .. ~ .; ; < ,.~:.::. 
End 

c.a. PSS 
PSM 

~ 

Mr. Neligan / 
/ 

Mr. Burke 
Mr. Whelan \ 

Mr. Kirwan (D/Taoiseach) 
Ambassador London 
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Text of Statement issued by Taoiseach Saturday Night 

25 April 1981 

',· (;;: . 
"·~'\. ~ ... ·. 

I have learnt with deep regret and disappointment that the 

visit to the Prison by delegates from the European Commission 

of Human Rights appears to have been unsuccessful. 

The Taoiseach wishes to make it clear that in the light of 

his concern over the threat of loss of life both tnside and 

outside the prison and following 1 the approach to him by the 

Sands family he had advised that the best prospect of saving 

the life of Bobby Sands lay in them submitting a complaint to 

the European Commission. The advice was given solely on t~e 

basis that irrterventic~ by the Ccm:nissiou offered the 

hope· of resolving the situation. The Taoiseach believes 

efforts must continue as a matter of great urgency to find 

a solution. 

/ ,, 
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Contacts with Commission Delegation 
... I I t-. 

.,,,. 
.• 

1-. On instructions from the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

and the Taoiseach I asked Ambassador Kennedy to · try and 

contact the Commission delegation at London Airport on 

Sunday 26 April. Ambassador Kennedy succeeded in making 

contact and spoke to Mr. ~ruger. 

2. The Ambassador expressed the disappointment of the Taoiseac.h 

and the Minister in relation to w~at had happened at 

Long-Kesh. Mr. Kruger said that his delegation was just 

as disappointed. The main stumbling block had been 

Mr. Sands refusal to confirm the application made on his 

behalf by Miss s~nas, The Commissioners were prepared to sae 

Mr. Sands to discuss the situation. He had however, 

asked for three people to be pres~nt and the British 

authorities had pointed out to the Commissioners their 

objections to the presence of Adams and Morrison. If Mr. Sands 

had been co-operative the Commission would have been inclined 

to press the British authorities on this matter but felt 

on balance that they should not in the circumstances ask for 

a meeting on Sands terms. 

3 . In relation to the question of the Conunission continuing 

• 

to be involved on a formar . or an informal basis, Mr. Kruger 

said that they did not wish to "close any doors". They 

are however inevitably restricted by the convention and the 

rules of procedure. They could only make progress or 

remain involved if Mr. Sands pursued an application. 

Mr. Kruger stressed that Mr. Sands attitude had been 

"central" to their consideration of the situation and in view 

of his lack of co-operation they could not make progress . 

Martin Burke 

27 Apri l 19 81 . 
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ROINN AN TAOISIGH 

. . ... .. 
- ...... ' . 

' • iJ . , 
• • I '7 • 

Uimhir ................ .. ... ....... . . 

1. In the absence of Mr. B. Palmer, Under Secretary 
Northern Ireland Office I spoke to Mr. Jackson of 
that Office this evening in relation to the report 
received at 3.10 p.m. by Mr. Jim Kelly of the G.I.S. 
from Derek Davies of R.T.E. to the effect that 

I ·-

' 

r j 
.,.l ~ I . ' ~ ..... 
i ''. } 

Bobby Sands had died this afternoon. Mr. Jackson 
confirmed that Bobby Sands was alive and conscious. t~ 
He added that there was no basis either for another story 
circulating in certain media circles that Bobby Sands 
was being removed from the Maze to a hospital in 
·Belfast. 

2. Mr. Jackson said that on · the basis of the medical 
advice available to the Northern Ireland Office, 
Bobby Sands would remain conscious throughout the 
night. Sometime during the wor~in9 day tomorrow 
(28th April) he would go into a coma which would last 
from 12 to 48 hours. Mr. Jackson emphasised that 
this prognosis was the best that could be made at 
present and that there was always the possibility 
that Mr. Sands would die earlier. 

3. I thank Mr. Jackson for this information. He 
undertook to notify us of the time Mr. Sands would 
go into a state of coma. 

1981. 

cnlS)lll ll7 . 40,000. HO. F.P.-GZS. 
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FOR ASST. SECHNLIGAN FROM AMBASSADOR • 

. ' 

163/163 

·· _/Ill/ ... .. ., 

ROBERT SANOS 

. ' 

', 

OUR MINUTE· OF 8 APRIL REPORTED ON AN ARTICLE IN ''PRAVOA'~ ~ 

. ' 

ON A LETTER SENT TO THE PAPER BY A LONG KESH INMATE. 11 PRAVOA'' 
.! 

COME S BA C-K TO TH I S SU 8 J EC T · 0 N 2 6 APR I L IN A RE.PORT HE AO E D 

''A JUST STRUG~LE'' TO REVEAL THAT THE WRITER OF THE LETTER WAS 

. - ROBER f SANDS • HI s· NAME WAS NOT r1 ENT IONE D AT THE T IM I:, ' 'PR AV D A ' ' 

SAYS, 0 U T OF CONCERN. FOR HIS SA F \TY. 
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~ircuiacea ror in~ormation to: 
PSM, PSS, Mr. Neligan, Mr. Burke, Mr. Whelan f..l 

Diary of main events regarding H-Blocks Hunger Strike 

21-4-81 to 27-4-81 

Tuesdav 21 April, 1981 

In a BBC interview the Secretary of State for N.I. replying to a 

query about a possible role for the European Commission for 

Human Rights indicated that he would be only "too happy to ,, 
cooperate with the European Commission if it 

approached him either formally or informally. These remarks 

"!ere interpreted (Irish Times 22/4/81) ,as "significant" and as 

reflecting a marked shift in approach to the hunger strike. In 

the same interview Mr. Atkins said: 

"The five demands amount to political status and we have 

repeatedly stated that we do not recognise that political 

motives for a crime entitled people to be treated differently 

from people who commit crime for other motives". 

At a press converence in Saudi Arabia the British Prime Minister 

made it clear that neither she nor her deputy were prepared 

to meet the three Irish and European deputies (Messrs Blaney, 

O'Connell and De Valera) who had earlier by telegram sought 

talks with her on a "possible settlement solution" following 

their visit to the Maze prison: 

Mrs. Thatcher said it was not\ her practice to meet M.P.s or 

deputies of other countries about a UK citizen resident in 

the U.K. "If they (the three deputies) wish to make 

representations they shouln do so in the customary way, through 

their own Government" 'She said. 

The Prime Minister also reiterated her view that there is 

"no question whatever" of concessions on political status or 

SJ;.ecial category status for prisoners in the I-I-Blocks. However, 

the British Government she said, "is always ready to consider 

anything which would help to make the prison regime more humane 11
• 

The three Irish/European deputies who visited Bobby Sands 

requested the European Commission for Human Rights to involve 

itself in the dispute. Signatures were also secured to a 

motion on the same subject for the next session of the European 
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Parliament. Deputy De Valera sent a telegram to Mrs. Gandhi, 

the Indian Prime Minister seeking support and calling for her 

intervention. The three deputies also sent joint telegrams 

to the President of the United States; to each of the "Four 

Horsemen" in the US - Senator Edward Kennedy, Senator Daniel Moynihan, 

Senator Hugh Carey and to the leader of the House of Representatives, 

Congressman Tip O'Neill - and·to the newly formed Friends· of I' 
Ireland committee. 

The Chairman of the National H-Blocks Conuni ttee called on 

Mr. Haughey to seek an immediate meeting.with Mrs. Thatcher and 

failing a response from her to consider seriously breaking off 

diplomatic relations with Britain. 

The leader of the SDLP Mr. Hume called on the British Government 

to talk directly to Bobby Sands. 

Provisional Sinn Fein in Belfast said the Irish Government 

should reply to Mrs. Thatcher's "snub" to the three deputies 

by expelling the British Arr~assador. 

The leader of the Official Unionist Party and the British Labour 

Party Spokesman on N.I. both praised Mrs. Thatcher's decision not 

to meet the three deputies. 

It was reported that Mr. Ramsey Clark, one-time United States 

Attorney-General and U.S. Jesuit, the Rev. Daniel Berrigan 

were expected to visit Belfast and involve themselves in the 

Bobby Sands hunger strike. The visit is sponsored by H-Blocks 

supporters in New York. 

Wednesday 22 April, 1981 

The British Ambassador Mr. Figg met Mr. Haughey in Government 

Buildings at the latter's invitation to discuss the Long Kesh 

hunger strike and its implications. 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs met the three deputies and 

undertook to Gonvey the report of their visit to Long Kesh to 

the Government for their information. 

i. J 
I ! 
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The Commission for Human Rights in a response to the request 

£rom -the three deputies for a formal intervention, said it 

C9uln not intervene in the absence of a formal application 

from Mr. Sands or his representative. 

The Apostolic Nuncio Dr. Alibrandi met two delegations representing 

Mr. Sands and in a statement said he was prepared to travel 

to the North to visit hunger-striker Mr. Bobby Sands M.P. if 

requested to do so. Dr. Alibrandi's Secretary also said that 

. .he had .sent a message to Pope John Paul II informing him of 

the current situation in the H-Blocks and tellj_ng him of the 

repr.esentations made on behalf of Mr. Sands. 

Twenty three U.S. Congressmen signed an appeal callin~ on 

Pres:ident Reagan to urge Mrs. Thatcher "as a humanitarian gesture" 

to grant political status to the H-Bl9ck prisoners in order to 

sawe Mr .• Bobby Sands life. 

Eleven members of the European Parliament called on Mrs. S. Veil, 

the Parliament's President to intervene urgently in the hunger 

strike. 

Thursday 23 April, 1981 

/ 
The family of Bobby Sands (parents and sister) called on the 

Taoiseach at hig home. An ~pplication was made bv 

Ms. Marcella Sands on behalf of her brother to the European 

Commission for Human Rights under Article 25 of the European 

Convention on Human Rights against the Government of the United 

Kingdom. Mr. Bobby Sands in a statement said that while he 

did not see what good an intervention by Commissioners would do, 

he ·was nonetheless prepared to meet them provided he could be 

accompanied by three senior Provisionals . 

• 
The four main Irish Church leaders (Archbishop Armstrong, the 

Methodist President Dr. Callaghan, the Presbyterian Moderator, 

Dr. Craig and Cardinal O'Fiach) appealed to everyone involved 

in the hunger strike to draw back "even at the eleventh hour" 

from the calamity facing people of all religious and political 

persuasions. 

I ., 
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Senator Edward Kennedy and Governor Hugh Carey of New York 

in separate statements urged the British Government to defuse 

- the situation in Northern Ireland and "achieve a peaceful and 

humanitarian solution" to the hunger strike situation. 

A White House spokesman, follqwing a visit to President Reagan 

by Mr. Ted Gleason, President of the U.S. dockers union, said:

"We are aware of the situation. We will continue to urge 

the parties to come together for a just and peaceful solution ... ". 

Mr. Ramsey Clark and Rev. Daniel Berrigan were refused a visit 

to Mr. Bobby Sands. 

It was announced that the Ulster Army Council - coordinating 

association of Loyalist paramilitary groups (UVF, UDA, Red Hand 

Commandos, Orange Volunteers, Ulster Special Constabulary) 

which had been unheard of for the past five years - had been 

re-established. A statement said that the current situation 

in Northern Ireland was of such a serious nature that "all 

personnel of the organisations have been placed in a state 

of readiness". 

A telegram urging the British Prime Minister to act urgently 

"to resolve once and for all the confrontation in the Northern 

Ireland H-Blocks "· was sent to \ 10 Downing Street by the 

'Don't Let Irish Prisoners Die Committee' representing 15 

Westminster M.P.s. 

Friday 24 April: 1981 

Two members of the European Commission of Human Rights obtained 

the agreement of the U.K. Government to visit Bobby Sands in 

prison. The object of the visit, it was stated was "to obtain 

Mr~ Sands confirmation that he intends to pursue the 

application made on his behalf by his sister and to discuss 

the contents and handling of the application". The Chief 

Constable of the RUC supported the appeal for calm in Northern 

Ireland by the four Church leaders with one of his own. 

1' 
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Saturday 25 April, 1981 

:The Commission delegatio_n visited Long Kesh but did not 

actually see Mr. Sands. They met his solicitor who told . them 

that Mr. Sands did not himself wish to lodge a formal complaint 

to the Commission. Mr. Sands indicated nonetheless that he 

was prepared to meet the Commissioners provided he could be 

accompanied by three people - Brendan McFarland, the PIRA 

-commander in the prison and two senior Provisionals, Mr. Gerry Adams 

and :Mr .• D_a:nny Morrison. The authorities refused to allow 
I 

'Mr. 'Morrison and Mr. Adams into the pri.son. 

'l.fu.e ~ommissioners issued the following statement after the.ir 

1Unsuc.c:e_s sf u l visit. : -

'"As :s-t:..ated in a previous Press Communique issued on 24 April the 

pnrpose of the visit of the delegation to the Maze Prison was 

to see Mr. R. Sands with a view to obtaining his confirmation 

1bma± h.e intends to make the application and if so to discuss 

· -wi·th him the contents and the handling of the application. 

The delegation visited the Maie Prison on 25 April and ascertained 

through the intermediary of a solicitor his intentions as 

regards the above application 1odged on his behalf. 

\ 
The delegation established that Mr. Sands did not wish to 

associate himself with the application. 

Nevertheless he expressed a willingness to see the delegation 

in the presence of three persons named by him in a Press 

statement recently issued in his name. 

After further consultations the delegation concluded that in 

the circumstances it was not possible to see and · confer with 
e 

Mr. Sands and accordingly no meeting took place". 

The Taoiseach issued the following statement:-

"The T.aoiseach has learnt with deep regret and disappointment 

that the visit to the prison by delegates from the European 

Commission of Human Rights appears to have been unsuccessful. 
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The Taoiseach wishes to make it clear that in the light of 

his concern over the threat of loss of life both inside and 

outside the prison and . following the approach to him by the 

Sands family he had advised that the best prospect of saving 

the life of Bobby Sands lay in them submitting a complaint 

to the European Commission. . The advice was given solely on 

the basis that intervention by the Commission offered the 

best hope of resolving the situation. The Taoiseach believes 

efforts must continue as a matter of ~reat urgency to find 

·a ,;olution". 

Mr. Sands in a statement issued by the Republican Press ~entre 

in Belfast said he had not at any time requested the 

Commission to investigate the demands of the protesting 
-

prisoners. Despite this and despite his lack of confidence 

in the Commission he had said he was · prepared to meet any 

European Commissioner, provided two advisers chosen by himself 

and a representative of the protesting prisoners were present. 

The statement continued·-

"These facilities were denied me. The legal submission and 

request to the European Commission was made in good faith by 

my sister Marcella, who was misled by Charles Haughey into 

believing that the Commission would deliver on the political 

prisoners' demands. Mr. Halighey led my family to believe 

that the British Government wanted a way out of the dilemma 

in which they now find themselves, and that the Commission's 

intervention was the vehicle for getting the British off the 

H-Block-Armagh hook. 

"Because Mr. Haughey gave similar assurances leading up to 

the confused ending of the last hunger-strike, and because 

M~. Haughey has in fact the means to put pressure and to call 

publicly on Britain to end the H-Blocks-Armagh crisis and has 

consistently refused to do so, I viewed his- prompting of my 

family as cynical and a cold-blooded manipulation of people 

clearly vulnerable to this type of pressure. 

"The Commission's intervention has been diversionary and has 

served to aid the British attempts to confuse the issue" 
# 
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Mr. Sands went on to say thathe and his three colleagues on 

hunger-strike were prepared to die for their demands and they 

called on people to support them. 

Sunday 26 April, 1981 

The National H-Block Committee called for an emergency meeting 

with the Taoiseach to impress on him the necessity for 

immediate action by the Irish Government to save Mr. Sands life. 

Mr. Neil Blaney and Mr. Sands election agent called on the 

Taoiseach to approach Mrs. Thatcher in an effort to persuade 

the British Government to -concede the demands of the hunger

strikers. 

An estimated 15~000 people took part in a demonstration in 

Belfast in support of the hunger-strikers. 

Police and H-Block demonstrators fought a running battle on 

the streets of Kilburn in North London for almost an hour. 

Thirty-two arrests were made and a number of demonstrators and 

policemen were taken to hospital with injuries. 

Monday 27 April, 1981 

Mr. Atkins briefed Mrs. Thatcher on the latest developments 

after her return from her Asian tour. It was stressed that 

the meeting had nothing to do with any moves by the 

Government on the hunger-strike. An official said: "The 

Goyernment's position is well established - there can be no 

question of political status being given to pri~oners convicted 

through the courts". 

Mr. Michael Alfson, Mr. Atkins senior deputy, restated the 
ll 

British Government's position on the hunger-strike. He said: 

"T~e -~~cretary of State made clear at its outset that the 

Government could not yield to this emotive form of blackmail. 

We have not done so, nor will we begin now. No government 

that takes the task of government seriously can surrender to 

such threats, for the victim of such surrender would be the 

innocent law abiding citizen for whom government exists. 
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The lives of the hunger-strikers remain, as they have done 

since they began their protests in their own hands". 

Mr. Gerry Adams, vice-president of Provisional Sinn Fein, in 

a statement said: 

"Today's statements from Margaret Thatcher and Michael Alison 

in which it appears that they are determined to let Bobby Sands 

die cannot in any way absolve the British Government from the 
' responsibility for Bobby Sands's death or for the deaths of 

all those other victims of the British presence in this country. 

"Attempts to justify the B;itish Government's ghoulish 

preoccupation with killing Bobby Sands lies in the face of all 

logic - ~ither moral or factual. The H-Block crisis did not 

have to come to a death, any death, either of political 

prisoner or jailer. The policy which has led us to today's 

crisis is a failed policy which was doomed since its inception 

in 1976. 

"Effo~ts to project the political prisoners as criminals have 

foundered upon the rocks of the five years of passive protest 

by 440 Republican prisoners and a rising tide of support from 

people in Ireland and abroad. / One has only to look back at 

five years of ill-treatment, littered with broken and empty . \ 

promises and continuous anxiety for their families, to understand 

the resolve of the prisoners. 

The death of Bobby Sands, M.P., will get the ·British Government 

nowhere. It proves, among other things, that any poP.ular 

mandate from the Irish people which runs contrary to Britain's 

wishes will be killed by the British Government. 

"Iij the meantime, the prison protest, despite all attempts 

to b~eak it, remains unbroken and the four hunger-strikers, 

despite all efforts to isolate and confuse them, remain 

unmoved". 

The RUC arrested more than a dozen senior Republic figures in 

different parts of the North. 

. 

' 
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President Reagan said in Washington that he was not prepared 

to intervene in Northern Ireland. He said that he was 

concerned about the tragic situation in the North. 

Mr. 'Tip' O'Neill, Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives 

urged the British Government to resolve the crisis. He 

said that Mr. Sands deteriorating condition and the violent 

protests sparked by this situation threaten "to increase 

dramatically the level of violence in N<!>rthern Ireland". 

Ten women members of the European Parliament called upon the 

Northern Ireland authorities to make immediate concessions 

to save the life of Bobby Sands. 

Arnne~ty International urged the British Government to respond 

flexibly to their detailed suggestions 'aimed at resolving the 

conflict in Long Kesh which had been put to it in March 19 81. 

Anglo-Irish Section 
28 April 1981 
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1. On 27/4/81 I rang Mr. Michael Flynn in Strasbourg 

and Mr. Brendan Kiernan, the Irish Commissioner for 

Human Rights in Dublin with a view to ascertaining 

what Professor Opsahl had in mind when he stated 

"it is now up to the Commission to decide whether 

it can act on L-Marcella Sands'applicatio~/alone" 

(London Times of 27/4/81). Mr. Flynn spoke with 

Mr. Rogge in the Commission who said that he could 

only speculate but that he guessed that what Professor 

Opsahl might have had in mind was the case law under 

the Human Rights Convention on the concept of whp is 

a "victim". The Commission will be meeting on 

4 May and there might be a possibility that they would 

choose to regard her as an indirect victim. 

2. Subsequently Mr. Flynn spoke with Messrs. Kruger and 

O'Boyle of the Commission who were unable to add 

anything more concrete. Mr. Kruger stressed that 

they were fully satisfied that Mr. Sands was rational 

and in a position to refuse to endorse his sister's 

application. He said "the door is open, the Commission 

is ready if there is a change of mind at any time~ 

At present they have a registered application and they 

have to deal with it in some way so it will most likely 

be raised before the Commission on 4 May as to how 

to dispose of it. Mr. Kruger did not refer at any 

length to the possibility of deeming Marcella Sands 

as an indirect victim. 

3. Mr. Kiernan's view fitted in with the above picture. 

He stressed that the Commission when meeting on 4 May 

would have to decide of how to dispose of the application. 

They had at present a formally registered application 

and even if Mr. Sands died before 4 May they would 

still be left with the question of how to dispose of it 

formally. He said that Mr. Kruger had telephoned him 

. . I . . 
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after his departure from Belfast saying that Sands 

had refused to endorse the application and that 

the British were prepared to allow in one but not 

all of the people Sands wanted to accompany him. 

Like myself Mr. Kiernan did not think that deeming 

Marcella Sands as an indirect victim held out much hope 

in view of the fact that the Commission had direct 

contact with her and nonetheless it appeared th~t she 

had not made any application in her own right. Mr. 

Kiernan added that in his view one faint hope for 

resolution might be if one of the other hunger strikers 

were to immediately lodge a~ application raising 

roughly the same issues assuming that there was no doubt 

that such an applicant was genuinely making the 

application on his own behalf and that the Commission 

were prepared to act immediately. Any measures which 

it might propose as a matter of urgency to the British 

pending a full consideration of such application would 

presumably apply to all hunger strikers. 

4. Mr. Opsahl himself was in Amsterdam yesterday but no 

doubt could be contacted through his home in Oslo should 

this be thought desirable. 

5. From the above I conclude that the statement that"it is 

now up to the Commission to decide whether it can act 

on L-Marcella Sands' applicatio.!'.!7 alone,; most likely 

referred to the fact that the Commission meeting on 4 May 

has to formally and in a reasoned manner decide how 

to dispose of the application. The fact that Mr. Kruger 

was satisfied that Sands himself was rational would seem 

to preclude any hope that they might deem the circumstances 

as such that he was not in a position to either endorse 

.. . I . .. 
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or refuse to endorse his sister's application. 

It is hard to see how they can deem Marcella Sands 

as an indirect victim unless she makes a case on 

her own behalf and there is nothing to indicate whether 

this arose in their conversations with her. 

28 April 1981 
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linoe the initiation of the hunger strike which baa now re•ulted 
in the death of Bobby Sanda, I have made known to all concerned 
ay deep concern at the threat of 1oas of life, both inside 0.- - g.nd 

outside the prison. It ia a source of profound regret that for 
those whose lives have been cut short by violence in rece~t weeks and 
now for Bobby Sands, this threat has become a reality. To the Sands 
family and to all those who have suffered bereavement, I extend 
eincere sympathy. 

. . . • , \A_ ' ·' ' f J 

Concern to avoid such consequences influenced the Government'• attitude 
during the previous hunger strike and led them to give their full 
eupport to moves which ultimately brought about the end of that fast 
abortly before Chriatmaa. Since the commencement of the present 
hunge~ attike I have kept in cloae and continucua touch with the 
•ituatlon aa it developed. My constant objective••• to contribute 
in whatever way possible to the search for a humanitarian solution 
that would avoid tragic conaequencea without sacrifice of principle. 

l._ taat wee~.[~ :. intel'\slfied my efforts an~following an approach from 
\ the Sands~ I advised them that the best prospect of resolving the 

eltuation lay in aubmitting a complaint to the European Commission 
of Bu=&n Rights. '!'he good offices of the Governe~n.t contributed 

to ·the unprecedentedly speedy reaponse ·from the Commission. I greatly 
regret that the non-pursuit of the complaint prevented a~tion by the 
Commission that could. poaaibl~ have avoided Mr. Sand's death. , 

Equally, I deplore and condemn the murderou• attacks which, during the 
hunger strike, have continued to disfigure our country and to deny 
to many of our fellow-countrymen and women the baaic right to life. 
Those responsible cannot speak with any credibility about rights or 
entitlements • 

.t\ 

There can be no juatiticatiDn for attempts on any aide, to exploit 
or exacerbate the situation by heightening tension or by fomenting 
or P4trpetrating violence. The Government will continue to do all in 
their power to prevent auch attempts and will employ the full resources 
of the State for that purpose. 

I would appeal for r ••traint and re ponaibility on all aides and for 
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I''" : ,.. -
an end t~ violence. Thi• vould proYide the esaential atmoaphere 
for the -iur~the~'· ·effort• that. mu~t be mac!• to re~ lv• the 
•~tuatlon without furt ·her loss of life. 
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FROM LONDON 
FROM AMBASSADOR 

SANDS HUNGER STRIKE 

, .... 

. :-

, . .,,. 

/ 

I FEEL YOU WOULD WIS~ ME TO RECORD T~E BACKGROUND OF MY 
CONVERSATION ON SUNDAY MORNING 26 APRIL WITH DR. KRUGER, 
TH~ SECRETARY OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
MISS ION. 

' , ..... . ·-·· 

: :· ..... 

•, ._ 

"AT AROUND 10.30 A.M. ON SUNDAY MORNING f HAD A ·PHONE CALL FROM 
MR PAuKAIG O HANNRACHAIN WHO CONVEYS THE TAOISEACH'S AND OUR 
MINISTER'S EXTREME DISAPPOINTMENT AT THE OUTCOME OF THE MISSION. 
THEY HAD'NT EVEN SEEN SANDS AND HAD FAILED TO MAKE PROGRESS. 
THE TAOISEACH AND THE MINISTER WERE ANXIOUS FOR THEM TO 
RECONS1DER WHETHER THEY COULJ STILL HELP, EITHER FORMALLY OR 
INFORMALLY. FURTHERMORE, SINCE THEY HAD BEEN UNABLE TO SEE SANDS 

THEY SHOULD HAVE MAVE IT CLEARER THAT-THEY WERE PREVENTED FROM 
DOING SO. COULD I GET THESE POINTS ACROSS TO THE MISSION 

. PR~FERABL Y IN PERSON IN LOJJDON? 

2. AS MR O HANNRACHAIN UNDERSTOOD THAT THE MISSION HAD TAKEN 

I • 

THE 10.00 A.M. PLANE FROM BELFAST TO LONJON EN ROUTE TO EUROPE « 
THERE \'/,AS THEN NOT ENOUGH TlhE TO GET TO THE AIRPORT. EVEN IF 
DID, THERE WAS'A RISK I WOULD MISS THEM AT HEATHROW IN THE 
CONFUSION CAUSED BY THE CIVIL SERVICE STRIKE. ACCORDINGLY 
THROUG~ THE GOOD OFFICES OF AER LINGUS AND BRITISH AIRWAYS I 
HAD THEM CONVEYED ON ARRIVAL TO A TELEPHONE IN ONE OF THE 
AIRPORT LOUNGES WHERE I WAS ABLE TO TRANSMIT ALL THE POINTS 
TO DR KRUGER AND DISCUSS THE MATTER WITH HIM AT LENGTH. 
THE OTHER f.iEhBE lS OF THE h I SS I O~l .~CCOhP MJ I ED H li·i ANJ S_TCOJ BY 
WHILE '.v'E T ALKE J. 

,-..,,.........--~---:--- · - 'T-
l 
j 

I i 
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3. DR KRUGER SAID THEY ALL SHARED OUR SENSE OF DISAPPOINTMENT. 
THE ESSENTIAL DIFFICULTY WAS THAT THROUGHOUT THEIR EIGHT HOURS 
STAY IN THE PRISOII S NiJS H,. J RE FUSEJ TO ASSOCIATE HlhSELF \·:JTH 
HIS SI STER ' S APPLI CATJ O:·; . HE G.;\\/E hE THE JISTINCT li<PRESSION 
TH' T H;\ 2 SA f'l'.)3 3fi: \; \·JI LLl :~G TO C ' JPEr:ATE THEY \ CULJ HAV E REQUI RED 
TO SEE HIM EVEN \i/lTH THE THREE REPRESEMTATIVES 1,v'HICH HE iJEMANDED. 
BUT HIS UNl,1/1 LL IN iJES S TO ASSOC I ATE H I ViSE LF W 1TH THE APPL IC t, TI ON 
MADE IT J IFF ICU LT TO SEE H l h , .3EA, 1:,IG l i,i f··i l Ni) H IS I NS ISTE NCE 
ABOUT THE OTHER THREE , ~HIG H WAS 1JOT ACCEPTABLE TO THE PRISON 
AUTHORITIES. ''OUR HAN DS WERE WI DE OPEN'' SAI D DR KRUGER, 
''BUT WE WERE RESTRICTED BY ·THE FRAME\v'ORK OF THE CONVENTION IN 

·wH f CH \,Jt: HAVE TO \vORK'' • . DR KRUGER SA 10 THAT THERE WAS NO 
QUESTI QjJ OF Tf-lE: r-i !.:,$ )0;! " 1:C'.: CL031:;c THE :iCOK3". THEY 
WOULD CONTI NUE TO DO WHAT THEY COULD BUT THIS MISSION HAD : 
FAILED BECAUSE OF THE INSTRAN& IGE NCE OF SANDS. THE MISSION 
GENUINELY WANTE D TO HEL~ HI M AND HAD SPENT EIGHT HOURS 
EXPLORING EVE RY POSSi Hlt AVENUE. 

I 

4. I SAID THAT WE WOULD tAKE CAREFUL NOlE 1HAT THE 
COMMISSION WAS STILL INVOLVEJ ANJ THAT WE MIGHT BE IN TOUCH 
WITH HIM SOON AGAIN IF ANY OTHER AVENUE OPENED UP IN WHICH 
WE FELT THEY COULD HELP. HE EXPRESSED HIS READINESS TO DO 
SO AND REITERATED THEIR REGRET THAT THEY HAD NOT MADE 
PROGRESS. ' 

I 

, f4'., .,; :Jt . f 
1_ 

·, 

~"" 5. f CONVEYED THE ABOVE TO MR 6 HANNR ACHA IN FOR THE I NFORMAT i ON 
OF THE. TAOISEACH AND TO MR BURKE FOR OUR MIN !STER. . I 

/ ,.,,, ... 
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The European Parliament 

Recalling its commitment to respect for basic human rights 

Deeply concerned that the hunger strikes of prisoners in the 
Long Kesh Prison may very soon lead to unnecessary and avoidable 
deaths 

Sharing the hope that the question of the humanitarian aspects 
of the prison regime in North~rn Ireland would provide the basis 
for the resolution of the issues involved in the present dangerous 
situation 

Mindful of the anguish and distress of the parents and families 
of prisoners involved in the protests 1and of all those who have 
suffered loss of life or injury as a result of the tragic situation 
in Northern Ireland 

And concerned at the wave of escalating violence which could 
result if deaths occurred 

1. Urgently requests all concerned to do their utmost to find 
a way out of the present situation in the interest of the peace 
security of all the people of Ireland 

2. Calls on the United Kingdom authorities to apply their 
prison regulations with more flexibility, as recommended by the 
Europeam Commission of Human Rights, so as to improve conditions 
of detention appropriately. 

3. Undertakes to review this important matter from time to time. 

/ 

• 

I' 

I 

I 
1 

I 
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S'l'i\TEMENT 13Y 'l'llE '1'1\0ISF/,Cll 

The death of Bobby Sands is ~et one further tragedy in a 

lon0 line of such tragedies in North~rn Irel~nd. It must 

surely brin9 home to .:.ill cunc<~rncd tt:e 11cccl to find a solution 
. 

that will bring .:.i just and lasting pc.Jee to the area. 

' 
Since th~ commencement of the prcse6t hunger strike, my 

efforts have been constantly directed to securing in whatever 

way possible a hum.:rnitarian solution tlL,t would avoid loss 

of life. I d cc p 1 y r e g r e t t h .1 l ~; u c h ;1 ~; o l u t i on co u 1 d no t have 

been found throL,cJh ,, more hum.-1niL1ri,-:in ~!rH1 f]r:xiblc approc1ch 

to the .Jdministrl1tion of the [)ri.so:1. 

To the S,-:incls family zind to t!10 L1milic:3 of .:ill those v1ho have 

su[fcrcJ bereavement or seriou:~ injury, I extend most sincere 

syrnp.Jthy on my own bcilc1lf c:incl on bch.Jlf o( the Irish Go·1crnment. 

It is importtint nO\·I to en~~u~·c th.,1t thr~rc· vJill be no further 

suffering, injury or loss of ,life ·and th:_1t th<:' sorrow a·nd grief 

which exist shoulcl be expressed 1n c1 calr;. ond dignifiec1 manner. 
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TO HQ FROi•i LONDON 
FOR ASS I STANT SECRETARY NEL I GAiJ FROM P DE:<P SEY 
W.MAQWER 

PAPAL ENVOY 
• I 

.... 

EYERS (FCO ) HAS PHOi ED TO l~~o ~M US ABOUT THE MEETING YESTERDAY 
AFTERNOON AT LONDON AIRPORT BETWEEN THE POPE'S 
REPRESENTATIVE, FR. JOHN MAGEE, AND TWO BRITISH MINISTERS, 
MR. PETER BLAKER OF THE FCO AND MR MICHAEL ALISON OF THE N10. 

_ THE BR IT I SH HAD BEEN ASKED 3Y THE VA ri CAN YESTERDAY MORN l NG : F 
IT WOULD BE POSSI BLE FOR A PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE POPE 
TO , ·\AKE A PERSO:~A L VISIT TO SEE ViR SANDS AND TO MEET A BRITISH 
MINISTER IF POSS IBLE. THE KEET ING WITH THE MINISTERS WOULD 
ORDINAR ILY HAVE TAKEN PLACE AT THE FCO BUT TO AVOID ANY 
DELAY THE MINISTERS HAD GONE TO LONDON AIRPORT WHERE A 
DISCUSSION FOR HALF AN HOUR HAD TAKEN PLACE. EYERS UNDERSTOOD 
THAT TH E MAIN POINT MADE BY FR. MAGEE HAD BEEN TO ASK WHETHER 
FURTH ER CONCESSIO~S ON CLOTHI NG WERE POSSI BLE. THE MINISTERS 
HAD EXPLAINED THE PROBLE~S INVOLVED AND SAI D THAT MANY OF THE 

··CONCESSI ON S DEMANDED WERE ALREADY AVAILABLE. THSY SAID TH/~T IF 

\

SA NDS CAME OFF THE ·HUNGcR STR IKE THEY COULD SEE HUMANITARIAN 
IMPROVE!IE/IITS TAK i NG PLACE BUT THERE WOULD BE W" POL !T !CAL 

CO NCESSIONS. I ASKED WHE THER A FURTH.ER MEETING WITH 
MINISTE RS , HAD BEE N ENVISAGED , DEPENDING ON THE OUTCOME OF 
FR. MAGEE1 S VISIT TO S. NDS . EYERS REPLIED THAT THE BRITISH 
DID NOT SEE FR. M~GEE AS A MEDIATOR. EYERS WAS NOT AWARE OF 
WHETHER FR. MAGEE HAD GIVEN ANY INDICATION TO THE MlNISTERS OF 
THE LI NE HE WOULD PROPOSE TO TAKE \vlTH SANDS. 

END 

"B 
PD 29/04/81 
TIME: 11.47 
igi 
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CONFIDENTAIL 

1 • • 

' . 

.. . ' 

TO HQ FROM PMUN NY . 

' ' 

. . 
.. ..... 

., 

FOR CARROLL FROM O'DONOVAN 

MMM I XPWf< 

/' _. 

cC 

f , • 

. ' '). 

• 't 

HUMAN RIGHTS DEBATE AT ECOSOC 
' 

___________ _..,_ ---~ 
; 

. l 
I ~ • I I 

I 
I • . • , \ 

UK WAS SECOND SPEAKER IN DEBATE WHICH BEGAN THIS .AFTERNOON. 
Tl-fE STATE:•·lENT WAS DELIBERATELY LOW-KEY AND BRIEF. ! 
U~ DELEGATE TOLD ME THAT THEY WERE KEEN TO AVOID GIVl:NG ~EASON 

' FOR USSR OR OTHERS TO TAKE UP THE SANDS CASE. . 
I 

..;..,.60& ';Ji . 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

THE HUUGER STRIKE 

1. Mr Hyatt rang at 5 pm to bring us up-to-date on Father 
l'lacGee 's uission. • . 

2. Father IfacGee had seen 1-lr Sands last niGht for 75 minutes .. 
He has .said publicly that his mission was a spiritual pne, not 
polit::.cal, and his sole pu....~ose vms to ask Hr Sands to give up 
his strike. 

3. Father T'iacGee saw I1r Atkins this morning to tell him that he 
had urged Hr Sands to give up his strike and to deliver a 
personal message from the Pope telling Hr Sands that it was his 
duty to stop. Hr Bc:nds had not responded. Ho,·1evcr, he ho.d 
asked J?o.thor IlacGee to tell Mr Atkins that he would susuend his 
strike for five days on condition that a Northern I:reland Office 
ofi'icial should go to the Haze an.d negotiate the prisoners' 
five dcmr: .. nd.s in the presence of i:g-..iarantors: 1

• 

4. I".ir Atkins had seen Father i1acGee as a courtesy to the .?ope 's 
Representative and not to nec;otiate. T'ne NIO were not prepared 
to discuss Er Sands' reque~t .. T'uey recoc;nised that it would 
probably become public kno·wl-2dge sooner or lnter but did not see 
any al.vantage in the news being released now. 

5. Fc.1ther r·:acGee was not certain ',:hen he i..·:ould be leaving Horthe:::-n 
Ireland: he wishes to see t:-ie other hunccr strikers and has 
spoken of seeinr-; the relatives o.f .,rictims of De) .. violence - no 
names 1·ier·e mentioned. The NIO have told him they are haJ/PY .for 
him to return to the I'laze anri to confir:CT HhG 's position. ·:I.1hey 
would ·not \·1ish to see him again after·.-12.rds as this would gi ,re the 
impression thnt he had become an inter~cdiary in a negotiation. 
Father lI3.cGce understood and accepted this situation • 

C O:NFIDEN'.rIAL 



Note: 

Mr. John Blelloch, Deputy Under-Secretary, N.I.O., telephoned 

on 30 April to say that they were asking the British 

Embassy in Dublin to give us some further . information later 

today on what is happening :in the Catholic quarters in 

West Belfast. Briefly the Provisional IRA have for some 

days been _operating what seemed to be an established plan 

to create a siege mentality and to•have "no-go areas" 

set up in those quarters. They were putting it about that 

the Catholic areas would be attacked by rrotestant 

paramilitaries and the S.A.S. and were "generally attempting 

to justify their own existence". A campaign of 

"vicious lie-spreading" was in progress. 

In this situation the authorities intend to rely on the 

Roman Catholic hierarchy and on their own information services 

to get across the truth to people in the areas in question 

in an effort to save lives. Their message would be, briefly, 

"Don't be used. Don I t be misled. Be careful who you' re 

listening to . Listen to your clergy, listen to your radio. 

Don I t listen to local thugs·~. Mr. Blelloch said he hoped 

we might be able to help in efforts to prevent deception of 

the people leading to violence. I said we would continue 

to deplore violence and to appeal for calm to all sections 

of the population whenever a statement by us seemed justified. 

'7-~-->---, 
· .....:--· 

D~M. Neligan 

30 April 1981. 
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IMMEDIATE 

TO HQ ,/ 
FOR A/S NELIGAN 
Lf111 ,>L'1!N.t3VC v 

FROM LONDON 
FROM AMBASSADOR 

HU /.J GER ST.~! KE 

1. THA~K YOU FO R YOUR MSS S~G~ C134 ABOUT FR MACGE.' S MISSION. 
1J/E ARE, OF c vu:~SE IN CLOSE TOUCH \-.' ITH THE FC) A: lj) T -lZ. iJ I O HE RE ... 
AS y D ' " , Ot'l , 0U 1 ASSESS, .€:·rr AL L ALO,.G IIAS BEEN TH, T THE :,R IT I s .. 1 

~JE HE NuT P1. Er, A:~-:::D JO . ' JV"F- c\.\ 1J , ~; IVE,J TriS l ,~ TrV NS I ~::" l,JCE 1J:l ·s oTH 
SIDES, l:i'E A E U1• FORTU :ATELY •OT u;pf~ISED THE iicFORE ;\T Tri E F;1.ILUF<E 
OF Tl-lE MAco-·1: MI SS1 0; 1• THE BR ITI SH .,\TTITUDE WAS SISNALLED VERY 
CLEARLY BY EYER S OF THE FC WHEN ri E TOLD US THAT THE BRITISH 
DID NOT REG ·\RJ FR e 1,:AGGE£ AS l·iED I AT0f(. 

- 2. !~R DEMPSEY HAD Lu ;,;CH r' -STcRD:\Y '.iJliH MR >l!CH.t\EL f\'iOf<IART'i OF 
THE l\J 10 r;, TH_ COURSE vF ,Jrl IC:H CU ~f1f:)H Df~ ITISH ST~ATEGY 'dAS 
DI SC U·,SSD . 110n l\RTY TJu.c TrtE L J. ,E TH!\T ;\:·JY CONCESSIO:~S TO THE 
HU~1 -c~ sr;·~ I ~ 7 RS ' OU LD B= j;R~SEi·Hr:.D :~S A V ICTi)i~Y r·o :~ rHE I RA AND 
A R~C , .. 11?:·i !T ! _. DY Tt·C t. '· I 1..i ., (;0 ,,.:. :s'-l//,Ei·H Ji=' T:-F::IF! CLAl/1 TO 
POLITI C,'\l ST..\ TUS . DE>,?S::Y REPL IE.J T -l ,\T T: E IP , 1:4 FAC , 
GOT ; \UCH :'1v rr; ;·.11 LE4GE JUT F THE CU . r? C: NT co :lFL ICT 1\'.\ID OUT UF 
THEIR STATUS . s THE CH I EF PROTAGo;-. I STS OF r HE BH IT I SH GOV ERi·'ME T. 
THEY \•!OIJLD JSE TH I s C ucu;·,lSTANC E T J LEVER T' iEMSELV ES INTO 
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Circulated for inform~tion to: 
PSM, PSS, . Mr. Neligan, Mr. Burke, Mr. Whelan 

£_iary of Main Events concerning H-Blocks Protests 

28-4-1981 - 30-4-1981 

Tuesday, 28 April, 1981 

A special emissary from Pope John Paul II, Newry-·born Father John Magee 

flew into Belfast on "a mission of mercy". Father Magee said he would 

plead with Mr. Sands to end his hunger strike and would see what could 

be done to alleviate prison conditions. He spent three hours in the 

prison at Long Kesh. 

Mr. Atkins restated the British Governments attitude to the prison 

protests. According to a Stormont Castle briefing statement he "made 

it clear that the Government is determined to maintain the role of 

law in Northern Ireland. It would not be blackmailed or give in to 

threats from any quarter and would not abdicate its clear responsibilit~ 

in this regard. If Mr. Sands persisted in his wish to commit suicide, 

that was his choice. The Government would not force medical treatment 

upon him which he rejected, but subject to that would ensure, in 

accordance with the advice of medical specialists, that everything is 

done to prevent avoidable loss of life. 

Despite the actions of the four hunger strikers and the other 
\ 

protestors in prison, the Government would\not concede political status 

in name or in fact to any particular group or groups of prisoners. 

Murder and other serious crimes remain crimes whatever political motive 
-, 

their perpetrators may claim. 

The present situation placed obiigations not only on the Government but 

also on the whole community to refuse to support violence, or the 

threat of violence, in any form. Restraint, not retaliation, was the 

great need today." 

The National H-Blocks Conunittee claimed that the continuing arrests of 

H-Blocks activists (60 persons to date) amounted to a form of internmen 

The Ulster Defence Association put up to a thousand men onto the 

streets in West Belfast for what was described as "a purely defensive 

mobilisation exercise". 

There was speculation that in the event of Mr. Sands becoming unconsci.~ 

ous the doctors attending him might obey any request from his family 

for his life to be saved. 
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The European Commission of Human Rights in response to a request 

for a further initiative from Mr. Neil Blaney T.D. and 

Miss Sile De Valera T.p., formally ruled out any possibility of 

a recommendation being made aimed at breaking the hunger strike 

deadlock. 

It was reported that leaflets had been distributed in Catholic areas 

of Belfast advertising the existence of citizens def~nce associations 

and setting out plans to deal with refugees, food and medical 

supplies and the defence of Catholic areas in the event of communal 

violence. 

Wednesday, 29 April, 1981 

Father Magee visited the hunger-strikers and the Secretary of State 

but. failed to persuade the hunger strikers to give up their hunger 

strike. 

Leaflets circulating in Derry revealed that the National H-Block 

Armagh Corrunittee had laid precise plans for the period following 

the death of Bobby Sands. 

It was reported that the Northern Ireland Office had decid~d in 

principle to transfer the governor of the Maze Prison, Long Kesh. 

Thursday , 30 April, 1981 

A statement (full text is attached) was issued by the Secretary of 

State, Mr. Atkins attacking the Provisional IRA. 

In response to Mr. Atkins attack the PIRA in a statement said: 

11 The IRA view Humphrey Atkin's statement today on the prospects 

of an outbreak of violence as a major attempt to divert attention 

away from the hunger-strike and the determination of the hunger

" strikers. The IRA are not involved in whipping up nationalist 

fears - the British Government and the Loyalists are the experts 

in this field". 

In the House of Commons the British Prime Minister said that "there 

can be no question of granting political status to convicted 

criminals now or at all". 
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Father John Magee issued a statement (full text is attached) 

prior to his departure from Belfast. 

Mr. Paddy Lalor the Fianna Fail Euro Deputy and Dr. John O'Connell T.D 

the Irish Labour member tabled motions in the European Parliament 

on the hunger strike. 

Mr. Bobby Sands mother revealed that she had promised not to ask 

prison doctors to revive him should he go into a coma. 

Anglo Irish Section 

1 May, 1981 

' 



The full text of the statement issued 30 April, 1981 bythe Secretary 

of State for Northern Ireland, Mr. Humphrey Atkins: 

HAt this time the Provisional IRA have deliberately planned and 

created a climate of tension and fear in a number of areas 

throughout Northern Ireland. 

They have brought about~considerable community concern by 

cynically playing upon and fostering inter-sectarian fears with 

the objective of establishing conditions in which violence can 

be wilfully launched and subsequ'ently justified. 

Specifically the Provisional IRA are leading people, to believe 

that they will come under attack, either by the security forces 

or by paramilitary organisations. Residents have been forced to 

cooperate in publicising the hunger-strike at HM prison Maze 

under the threat that they will , be victimised. There has been 

a calculated and cold-blooded campaign designed to create a 

"siege mentality" which will justify the setting up of vigilante 

and so-called "defence committees". 

All of these activities have one clear objective; that is to 

provide an environment of fear within which the Provisional IRA 

can stir up sectarian conflict, and to enable them to exercise 

control of Catholic arias and present themselves as alone capable 

of protecting threatened people. 
I 

I believe that knowledge of these intentions is a first step 

towards frustrating them. In one area of Belfast the Provisional 

IRA are contemplating evacuating residents to other parts of the 

city, burning the emptied houses and, by throwing the blame to 

others, further fuelling sectarian conflict. Already, they have 

actually earmarked houses for these intended evacuees and the 

owners have been ordered to co-operate. 

In other areas, the Provisional IRA are suggesting that arfils 

intended for use against the Catholic community have been moved 

in. The IBA intend to build on these rumours in order to justify 

their own subsequent terrorist activities. 
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Leaflets have been circulated alleging that certain areas will 

be "over-run" by Loyalist paramilitaries led by the security 

forces and calling upon residents to stockpile food and other 

essential commodities. Those who will not co-operate in 

supporting the hunger-strike are told they will not get the 

essential goods which PIRA claim they will control in crisis. 

Most contemptible of all, they plan wherever possible to use 

young people in the confrontation they seek with police. Parents 

have a duty to guard their own children against such manipulation~ 

The need today, and it cannot be overstated, is for restraint, 

responsibility and the maintenance of calm and commonsense in the 

face of deliberately planned ca~paign of violence and disruption. 

Nothing will be gained by anyone attempting to take the law into 

his own hands. Anyone doing so will only make the proper 

discharge of their duties by the security forces all the more 

difficult. 

The maintenance of law apd order is the proper responsibility of 

the Government and of ~he police, supported as necessary by the 

Army. I am in the closest touch with the Chief Constable of the 

RUC and the GOC in Northern Ireland about the activities of the 

Provisional IRA. We will not hesitate to deal with them. 

The resources are available and the will is there. Nor will we 

hesitate to deal with other paramilitary groups whether they call 

themselves Republican or Loyalist. In this we must have the 

co-operation of the community as a whole in refusing to be 

provoked .or to do anything to impede the security forces in the 

carrying out of their duties. 

Having pledged the total backing of the se~urity forces, I also 

say that the role of the community itself is absolutely vital in 

all of this. Don't play the IRA's game or anybody else's. Don't 

listen to the Provisionals. Don't believe lies and rumours. 

Do listen to your local clergymen, councillors and other commu n itJ 
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leaders. We will be making it our business to ensure that the 

news media gets the facts so listen to that too. Observe the 

law. Keep away from trouble. Don't be fooled or misled by 

men and organisations whose inte.ntions are the direct opposite 
~ 

of your best interests. 

\ 

\. 

/ 
I ' 

\ 
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The full text of the statement issued 30 April, 1981 by the 

Papal envoy, Father John Magee: 

· httis Holiness, Pope John Paul, since his historic visit to 

Ireland at the end of 1979, has continued his efforts as 

Pastor and Father to encourage by his numerous appeals all 

Christians and all men of goodwill to do everything possible, 

even the seeming impossible, to seek a just, peaceful and 

truly Christian solution to the agonising problems of Northern 

Ireland. 

It was therefore in this spirit of pastoral concern and in 

response to the requests which came to him, from bath sides 

of the community in Northern Ireland, to intervene directly 

at the pYesent ~om~nt, thAt his Holiness asked me to travel to 

Northern Ireland as his personal envoy. 

The mission given me by the Holy Father was one of love, concern, 

understanding and mercy in his attempt to serve the cause of 

peace and harmony in Northern Ireland. 

I was commissioned to express to all his deep personal and 

pastoral concern for the growing tensions and strife that are 

afflicting communal relations in this country. 

The Holy Father's deep-felt concern is for the sacredness of 

all human life and his appeal is made to all concerned, to 

respect human life and to avoid everything that puts the life 

of anyone in danger. 

On my way to Northern Ireland, I met briefly at London Airport 

with a representative of the British Foreign Office and a 

representative of the Northern Ireland Office. 

During my two days visit to Northern Ireland, I brought the 

message of the Holy Fathe~ to the prisoners at the Maze Prison 

who are engaged in the hunger-strike, and to the Government 

officials at Stormont Castle. 

I visited the Maze Prison on two occasions and spoke to the four 

prisoners who are on hunger-strike, conveying to them the appeal 

of the Holy Father to put an end to their hunger-strike in order 

to save and respect their own lives, and the lives of all in 
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Northern Ireland who may be in danger as a result of their 

action. 

All life is sacred and must be preserved as a gift from God. 

I therefore appealed in the name of Christ and his Vicar-on

Earth, saying that viol~nce of all kinds must be condemned in 

the clearest terms as being against the law of God. 

During my visits to the Maze Prison, I met with Mr. Bobby Sands, 

on three occasions. 

I also visited Stormont Castle and conveyed to the Secretary of 

State, Mr. Atkins, the concern of His Holiness for the 

situation in Northern Ireland. 

And I told him of the appeal of the Holy Father to seek every 

means possible to bring about a peaceful solution to the 

existing problems in a spirit of justice, tempered with mercy. 

During the course of my short visit, I also met with the families 

of some of the prisoners involved in the hunger-strike and told 

them also · of the concern and sincere appeal of the Holy Father. 

In conveying to all concerned the pastoral solicitude and heart

felt appeal of the Holy . Father to seek every means to put an end 

to violence of all sorts, I have left with them this appeal in 

the fervent hope that some time, somehow, this appeal will be 

instrumental in bringing about a peaceful and lasting solution 

to the dangerous and tragic situation which has arisen. 

The appeal of the Holy Father was accepted with respect and 

gratitude by those with whom I spoke, and, for this reason, I 

am hopeful that it will be heeded in the generous spirit in 

which it was accepted. 

This is my prayer. 

I am now about to return to Rome, where I shall report in detail 

to His Holiness on the mission he has asked me to carry out. 

I can assure all that the efforts of the Holy Father will 

continue in seeking ways to help people in Northern Ireland, 
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indeed in Ireland as a whole, to work out solutions to their 

corrununal problems in accordance with Christian teaching. 

I wish to take this occasion to thank all those who have 

facilitated me during the carrying out of my delicate mission, 

and I convey to them al~o the gratitude of the Holy Father." 

\ 

\ . 
I 

\ 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

HUNGEH STRir'.J~ 

Northern Ireland Office have received reliable and 

detailed infor:r:1~1tion of steps beinc; tc:ken by the Provisionnl IIU1.. 

to create a siege mentality in t.he Catholic com11tuni ty, especio.J.ly 

in :Selfc.:1~1t, and to stir np .fear and actu2l violence on a large 
~ ' 

scale as a last throw. For instance, Defence Cor::mittoes have been 

set up, vi~~ilantes had been nppointecl to individual s trcets, 

people are being panicked into stock-piling food if they have 

money and forced to nut up posters on their houses on threat of 

1 1 . " ' 1 .,_ S l, ' 1 . · 1 . ' acrinc 100a .aLJer on. upposec..1_y ne-:,,i 11.rma ites are )eing sno\n1 

commun:i ty 2.f~ainst the imminent Protestant attacks. There arc 

plan:3 to create f'lash-~Joints at Eu.:·rc lk and .Short St.nind, '.1~1icl·1 

This informG.tion a ·,-,c. ... _ .... 

the best 110.ssible position to kno·:: Wljc:J l: PIRl\ o.r;:; up to 8Ucl .::,re 

not likely to pnnic. 

. 

J. n 

,.,, -
<t 
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FOR PA~L!AMENT DAIL DUBLIN 

FOR URGENT TRANSMISSION 

TO 
; , c l L. -i- • .. _ i·., , -~ \ 1" ;) : · 1 ::: :5 

~. i L ~ J ::_ '.' ~~ ;-: /~ w r r: ".J ; :: :: f) 
DR JOf{·J O CONi~ELL. T D MEP 

PRIMO 

l r~ ', \<I f1. 

2.' NA- l./t~ 

THANKS YOUR CABLE OF APRIL 30 STOP HAVE TAKEN NOTE OF YOUR 
REQUEST FOR ICRC TO INTERVENE IN HUNGE~ STRILE SITUATION 
MAZE PRISON LONG KESH STOP 

SECUNDO 
AS YOU ARE AWARE CMA SINCE 1971 THE IGRC HAS REPEATEDLY 
OFFU<ED ITS SERVI CcS TO THE Bf"( IT I SH COVE.f.;:NH E1H TO V l S ! T i\ LL 
f"\r"t'tr-At.i("\ ~AJ,,..r..r,r-r-i'\ATr-r, AC"- ... nr~((tT r,t~ Tr'.'"t,IC'l("'\~ !C' (\r.i T\JC'ltlDDf,i-.if"r:c 
r-t...n·JV i! .. , l\\!\JKf\Vl-1\/\\l. .. LJ MV I'\ {\ L-•,.)V l-1 V I r:_,i':~,1,vi ·~ .J Vl\ i.J ~V1 '..J l\~J t H ·; •,.,t.-V 

IN NORTHERN IRELAND STOP SUCH VISITS HOWEVER WERE ONLY 
AUTHORIZED TO PERSONS DETAINED OR INT ER NED WITHOUT TRIAL FROM 
1911 ·re) 19·15 Af'·-J:) f1·!o·r ·ro cc1Nvtcrc: .D Pi{ j ~/)i-! EHs ~·Lr ~)?, lCR(; F·~~ ;-. .. ~:\trJ.s 
PREP /\RED TO VISIT MJ_ PERSONS I ~JCARCER/~ TED .A.S A RESULT OF 
TENSIONS AND DI.STURBt\NCES IN MORTHERf1/ IHEL,\ND ChA IF AUTHORIZED 
TO DO SO BY THE Bf~ITISH GOVERNMET STOf" SUCH VISITS vWULD t\lM AT 

,,.,- IMPROVISING THER 1 CO;'W IT I ONS OF DETENT I Oi\J STOP 

TERTIO 
FFWM TH[ LEGAL PO lf';T OF VI E~.J MJ;J 1\S THE PR,:v 1\ I LI NG $ I TUi\T I m.1 
DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO AN ARMED CONFLICT IN THE SENSE OF · THE 
GENEVA CONVENTIONS OF1949 CMA THESE ARE NOT AP PLICABLE IN 
NORTHERN IRELAND STOP THE ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS OF 1977 ARE 
NOT IN FORCE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM WHICH HAS NOT RETIFIED 
THEM STOP 

QUARTO 
THE ICRC Rt:!TERATES ITS WILl.lr·iGNE SS TO EXERCIS[ ITS TRADITIONAL 
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTA ~CE AND PROT£c·r1 0N IN NORTHERN !RELA\ D STOP 

.F'H ANK SCHMIDT 
DELEGATE GENERAL FOR EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 
I NTERCfWSS 

GEtxEVA 

1.5.81../YDU 

31014 LOCG El 
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STATEMENT BY TEE TAOISEACH 
.cc t; n 

i""<~s 

'l'he c1e:.1t.·b of Bobby Sar!d~,; is :/et one~ further tragedy in a 

long line of such tragedi.e~ in Northern Ireland. It 

mu:::;t sur ely bring home to all concerned the need to find 
'16 

a solution that will bring a just and lasting peace to the 

area. 

Since the hunger strike began, I have sought constantly by 

every means open to me to secure a humanitarian solution 

that would avoid loss of life. I deeply regret that such 

\,.\_ ~- , t\r \... :· ,; 

a solution could not have bePn found through a. more flexibJ.e 

approach to the administration of the prison. 

To the Sands family and to . the families of all those who 

have suffered bereavement or injury, I extend sincere 

sympathy on my own behalf and on behalf of the Irish 

Government. 

I appeal now to al l sections of the Irish people that 

there should be no further sufferingf injury or loss of 

life and that the sorrow and grief which exist should 

be expressed in a calm and dignified manner. 
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ROINN AN TAOISIGII 
Uimhir ........ .. ..... . ... .. . ... . . .. . 

HUNGER STRIKE 

NOTE:-

On the Taoiseach's instructions, I phoned Mr. Michael 
Alexander, Private Secretary to the British Prime f 

Minister, to inform him, for the Prime Minister's 
information, that the Taoiseach intended to issue a 
statement shortly saying that he was asking the 
Commission of Human Rights, following a recent visit 
by a delegation, to intervene in the situation, as a 
matter of extreme urgency; and asking him to cGnvey 
to the Prime Minister the Taoiseach's wish that there 
should not be a negative reaction. Mr. Alexander 
said that he did not think that such a reaction would 
be forthcoming. The British view on intervantion by 
the Commission had been given reasonable publicity and 
they were by no means averse to it. He said that he would 
convey the Taoiseach's message imm e diately to the Prime 
Minister. 

I said that the Taoiseach' s action was being taken be·cause 
of his view that even at this late stage there was some 
hope - however slight - of a way out of the present 
impasse. 

I also said that it was important that the authorities should 
understand the enormity of the consequences which might 
ensue on Mr. Sands' death. Mr. Alexander said that they 
appreciated this and were deeply concerned. They had taken 
all measures they could think of to deal with possible 
eventualities. 

Finally, I asked that if possible, Mr. Brian Palmer should 
contact the Department (Mr. Kirwan or Mr. Murray) so as to 
make arrangements under which the Sands family, who were 
in the prison, with the hunger striker at present, could 
be contacted from this office. Mr. Alexander said he would 
do this. _(rt. ~s a bank holiday in the U.K.) 

-o"'II" C\ .. ' , '( OEf,~rJ1 . U. 1so;.1· ···=-

4th May, 1981. 

Copy to Mr. O'Rourke, Secretary, Department of Foreign Affairs 

i7735)131 IJ7. 40.000. 5-80. F P. - Ci2x' 



We mother/father of Robert Sands M.P. as victims 

of the vio\ation by the British Government of the rights set 

forth in Articles 3 and 8 of the European Convention on 
. 

Human Rights hereby petition the European Commission of 

Human Rights under Article 25 of the Convention. 

The grounds for our application for intervention by the 

Commission are: 

(1) the British Government is in breach of Article 3 of the 

Convention by subjecting us to extreme mental anguish 

and distress by their treatment ,of our son whose life 

is in danger. No conventional remedy being open to him 

by which to seek redress he was left with no choice 

but to go on hunger strike (now in its day). There 
~ 

is no fundamental rights charter or written constitution 

justicible in Northern Ireland or other domestic remedy 
l 

on which we can rely for redress. 

(2) The British Government is in breach of Article 8 of the 

Convention by failing to respect our private and family 

life and home in depriving us as set out at (1) above 

of the comfort and support of our son now and in the 

future. 

• Cl 0, / •• Ill 



We are victims of a continuing denial of our rights. 

The continuation of the inflexible approach of the British 

authorities ?{;-~~~:~?: a";h~~f ;~·~I t~~P;~--ti;1·.D~~;ision on 

Application No. 8317/78 by T. McFeeley et al against the 

United Kingdom)to the legitimate demands for investigation 

of prison cbnditions by our son has led to the present 

critical state of health of our son and will inevitably lead 

to his death. Our consequent mental anguish, the 

interference with our private and family life and home 

resulting from being deprived of his comfort and support 

constitutes a continuing breach of our rights under the 

Convention. 

We make this plea for the Commission to examine immediately, 

on a formal or informal basis, the said violations by the 

British Government. 
' \ 

In particular we would refer to Rules 36 and 41 of the 

Commission's Rules of Procedure and would ask that a specific 

on the sp?t investigation be undertaken a 9 a matter of 

urgency under that or any other appropriate rule. 



Since the present hunger strike in the Maze Prison 

began, I have constantly sought by every means open 

to me to secure a humanitarian solution that would 

avoid loss of life. I believe that even at this 

eleventh hour, such a solution can still be found, 

through a more flexible approach to the 

administration of the prison. Accordingly, I have 

asked the European Commission of Human Rights, 

a delegation from which recently visited the 

prison, to consider as a matter of extreme urgency, 

making a recommendation arising out of that visit 

which would contribute to such a solution. 



Secretary 

I refer to the possible further application to 

the European Commission in the,case of Robert Sands. 

A draft application for signature by members of his 

family was prepared this morning by me with Mr. Kirwan 

(Taoiseach's Office) and Martin Burke. I understand 

that it is unlikelt however that th~ application 

will in fact be forwarded. 

~ 
Legal Adviser 
4 May 1981 



Message from Ms. Liddy, fr om Strasbourg , 

8 .1 5 p . m. 4 May 1 981 

Following message was formally relayed to Ms. Liddy from 
European Commission of Human Rights for transmission to Dublin: 
The message was prefaced with remarks that Commission is not 
closing the door. 

"The European Commission of Human Rights has to-day discussed 
the communication received from Mr. Charles Haughey, the 
Irish Prime Minister. The Commission has no jurisdiction to 
consider any situation or make recommendations without being 
seized of an application brought before~it under the relevant 
provision of the European Convention on ·Human Rights. It notes 
that Mr. Robert Sands, M.P. did not associate himself with the 
complaints made by his sister Ms. Marcella Sands on his behalf 
and that consequently there is no application before it from 
Mr. Robert Sands. Neither is the Commission at present seized of an 
application by or on behalf of any other prisoner in the Maze 
prison which would enable it to act within the framework of the 
Convention". 

The 

1. 

2. 

3. 

message was followed by these remarks: 
,ku.4.~ 

The MacFeeley S:"i.senasion was a parti-al decision and therefore, 
so far as Art . 3 of the Convention is concerned, it has been 
disposed of. 

We can do what we like with statement. They will not issue 
it to-night. They will issue it to-morrow. It is reply to 
Taoiseach. 

Not be taken as rejecting Taoiseach's approach. 
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Circulated for Information to: 
PSM, PSS, Mr. Neligan, Mr. Whelan, 

Mr. Burke. 
Diary of Main Events concerning H-Blocks Protests 

1-5-1981 - 5-5-1981. 

Friday, 1 May 1981 

The shadow Northern Ireland Secre tary, Mr. Don Concannon 

visited the H-Blocks. The purpose of his visit, he said, 

was "to clear up any confusion w:iich might have arisen 

about the attitude of the Parliamentary Labour Party to,.,rard.s 

politic al s~ta tus. · There is no question in the Labour Party 

of granting special category or pdlitical status of any 

kind II• Mr. Concannon saw the four hunger strikers 

individually and asked them to come off their strike.· They 

replied that they would fast to the death unless the British 

Government gave them their fiv~ demands. 

There was much criticism of the v,isi t by the SDLP ( "a cheap and 

offensive publicity stunt") and the Provisional Sinn Fein 

( "a piece of cynical opportunism".) In a statement by · 

, Bobby Sands election agent issued by the Republican Press 

Centre it was reported that Bobby Sands had"asked that Haughey . ...-, 
should publicly demand that the Brits move on the prisoners 

' f j_ ve demands . " \ 

The Fifth Conferencet of the General Council of County Councils 

called on the Taoiseach to use whatever channels were still left 

open to him to save the life of the hunger-striking M.P. 

Bobby Sands . 

The International Committee of the Red Cross in a reply to a reques 

from Messrs Blaney, De Valera and O'Connell to intervene in the 

hunger strike situation said it would offer its services if 

authorised to do so by the British Government. 

Sunday, 3 May, 1981 

It was reported that Mr. Bobby Sands had lapsed into a coma. 

Mr. MacBride called on the British Government to allow the 

International Red Cross or Arlli~esly InLernational to investigate 

conditions in Long Kesh. 



Monday, 4 Ma y, 198 1 

The Taois e ach issued the following statement:-

"Since the present hunger strike in the Maze 
Prison began, I have constantly sought by 
every means open to me to secure a humanita.riq.n 
solution that would avo id loss of Jife. I be lieve 
that e ve n a t this el e v e nth hour, such a s o lution can 
still b e found, t hrough a more f l e xible appro ach to 
the aaJninistration .of the prison. Accordingly, 
I have asked the European Commission of Human Rights, 
a d e lega tion f rom ~hich rec e ntly v i s ited th e prii on, 
to oonsider as a matter of extre me urgency, making 
a recommendation arising out of that visit which 
would contribute to such~ solution. 

Tuesday, 5 May,1981 

Mr. Bobby Sands died at l.17a.m. In a statement from 

Stormont Castle the Northern Ireland Secretary said:-

. ...-, 

"I regret this needless and pointless death. 
Too many have died by violence in Northern Ireland. 
In this case it was self inflicted. We should not 
forget the many others who have died. It is my 
profound hope and prayer that the people of 
Northerr. Ireland will recognise the futility of 
violence and turn their faces away from it." 

The Taoiseach in a statement said:-

"The death of Bobby Sands is yet one further tragedy 
in a long line of such tragedies in Northern Ireland. 
It must surely bring home to all concerned the need 
to find a solution that will bring a just and 
lasting peace to the area. 

Since the hunger strike began I have sought 
constantly by every means open to me to secure 
a humanitarian solution that would avoid loss of 
life. I deeply regret that such a solution could not 
have been found through a more flexible approach to 
the administration of the prison. 

To the Sands family and to the families of all 
those who have suffered bereavement or injury, 
I extend sincere sympathy on my --: own behalf and on 
behalf of the Irish Government. I appeal now to 
all sections of the Irish people that there should be 
no further suffering, injury or loss of life, and that 
the sorrow and grief which exists should be express ed in 
a calm and dign ified manner." 
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TEL 3539 OF 5.5.81 

FOR THE SECRETARY 

FROM H C KRUGER 

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION OF HUMAN . RIGHTS HAS TODAY DISCUSSED 
THE COMMUNICATION RECEIVED FROM MR CHARLES HAUGHEY, . THE IRISH 
PRIME MINISTER. THE COMMISSION HAS NO JURISDICTION TO CONSIDER 
ANY SITUATION OR MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS WITHOUT BEING SEIZED OF 
AN APPLICATION BROUGHT BEFORE IT UNDER THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS 
OF THE EUROPEAN 'CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS. IT NOTES THAT 
MR ROBERT SANDS, MP, DID NOT ASSOCIATE HIMSLEF WITH THE COMPLAINTS 
MADE BY HIS SITER. MS MARCELLA SANDS ONT HIS BEHALF, AND THAT 
CONSEQUENTLY THERE IS NO APPLICATION BEFORE IT FROM OF AN 
APPLICATION BY OR ON BEHALF OF ANY OTHER PRISONER IN THE 
MAZE PRISON WHICH WOULD ENABLE lT TO ACT WITHIN THE 
FRAMEWORK OF THE CONVENTION.'' - 4 MAY 1981 

THIS TEXT HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE TO THE PRSS ·SERVICES OF THE COUNCIL 
OF EUROPE. 

I H.C. KRUGER 
SECRETARY TO THE. EUROPEAN 
COMM I SS I.ON OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

@ 

25300 B ESTR EI 
EUROPA C STRBG 
Vifll 



1. I contacted Mr. David Tatham, British Embassy 

this morning to enquire about the condition of 

Francis Hughes and , -to find out the posi '€ion -in 

relation to a new Governor for Long Kesh Prison. 
- .'--

2. Mr. Tatham has informed me that the medical people 

looking after Mr. Hughes feel that there is no 

danger of him dying until after the coming weekend. 

Although his eyesight has suffered his fluid level 

. ' od 1S go . 

3. Mr. Tatham said that a routin~ decision had been 

taken towards ther. end of last year to replace· the 

Governor of Long Kesh with an officer (Mr. William 

Kerr) from the prison service headquarters at 

Stormont. Mr. Kerr is a former Governor of 

Crumlin Road prison. The implementation of this 

decision was postponed because of the December 

Hunger-Strike and subsequent developments. Although 

there were presentational difficulties in making 

. .,.. the change at this time it is now felt that the 

tranfer should take place tow~rds the end of this 
\ 

month. Mr. Tatham stressed that there was no 

significance to oe attached to the change of 

Governor. 
\ 

4. Mr. Tatham also indicated that civil disturbance 

in Belfast was at a low level today and it was 

felt by the N.I.O. that further large scale rioting 

would not take place until after the funeral of 

Bobby Sands. 

1 Mar tin Burke 

6 May, 1981. 

P.S.M. 
P.S.S. 
Mr. Neligan, 
Mr. Kirwan, D/Taoiseach 
Mr. Collins . . 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Ambassador Donlon rang on 6 May to enquire about the latest 

situation after the death of Hunger-Striker, Sands. In 

particular he was interested in an assessment of the 

disturbances in Dublin indicating that the various Bord Failte 

representatives in the U.S. were clearly concerned about the 

effects of reports of these disturbances in today's news. 

The Ambassador mentioned that Senator Kennedy and Governor 

Carey had appeared jointly on television on 5 May and had 
I 

spoken about the Northern Ireland situation in sensible 

terms. Kennedy was anxious to do whatever he could to 

show his concern about the present critical turn of events. 

1.·he Ambassador then asked my views about the possibility of 

bringing pressure on President Reagan to say something 

to Mrs. Thatcher. He mentioned this because the conduct 

of business in the Congress over the next 48 hours would 

put Speaker O'Neill in a very strong position to ask a favour 

of the President. I reacted by saying that it did not seem 

appropriate from here to try to get the President to question 

or criticise British Government policy on Northern Ireland 

prisons. Not a day passed that the London Government did not .. 
repeat with emphasis that they could not change that policy 

and unfortunately they were supported in this attitude by 
\ . 

the British opposition. Moreover, the President would 

probably be reluctant directly to query an internal policy 

of an allied -country. However it did seem possible to me 

that something might be suggested as appropriate material for 

a message to Mrs. Thatcher based on the unprecedented 

interest of the American Media in developments in Northern 

Ireland and the notable propaganda failure by the British 

Government in this context. In other words what might be 
0 possible would be for the President to say that he felt he 

had to get in touch with Mrs. Thatcher to comment on the 

very bad press which her Government was getting in the States, 

arising out of the Sands death and to wonder whether the 

British Government had given sufficient thought to this 

extremely negative publicity aspect when defining their 

policy. The President could possibly link his remarks with 

something along the lines used by him on st. Patrick's Day 



-- "' ...... ' ____ , __ _______ ,, ___ - - '..__. - ------~"-

namely that it is not good for the Western Alliance to 

have within it an area of instability and violence such as 

Northern Ireland. The effects of the present crisis 

were not likely to reduce instabilitY,in-fact quite the contrary. 

He could also enquire how the recent deplorable developments 

would affect the dialogue between the British and Irish 

Governments inaugurated at the Bilateral Summit Meeting 

of 8 December. In genera~, the President might be willing 

to express the views that the pursuit of constructive policy 

could not. b~ carried on in complete disregard of public 

opinion and that viewed from America. public opinion was now 

disturbingly Anti-British in tone. 

There is of course no certainty that the President could 

be induced even in thP. favo11rable ci_ rcumsta.nces described 

by Ambassador Donl~n, to make any .de'marche to Mrs. Thatcher. 

p·e~haps, -however the above proposal could be examined. 

I reminded th_e Ambassador. that .Pre.~ident R~agan had alre9-dy 

made a statement of regret on Sand's death through the 

State Department. Donlon replied that this would have been 

a low level reaction relayed through the State Department 

but probably not even seen by President Reagan before being 

issued. In his view thak reaction did not preclude the 

possibility of the action we had been considering. 

' \ 
'-~·-:- .. -,,-.: / ->._;..... • 

' ~ . .---
D. M. Neligan 

6 May 1981. 
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TO HQ FROM WASHINGTON 
FOR ASST SEC NELIGAN FROM AMBASSADOR 

FP J f,!; f: ~1i i\i i ~:·;·rr~: P t· ·] ,,~:~(~;\.RET' -rHt-~TCHER 
lCJ DC1\:Ji" Ii;(-: s ·}-1--~:~:~ l 
1-C'HDOr·J ~ r:r.:(~Li\ND 

. ' 
: l 
• I 

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW PERSONALLY OF OUR DEEP CONCERN OVER THE 
SPECTRE OF WORSENING VIOLENCE AND TRAGEDY THAT THREATEN TO ENGULF 
~.JO R TH EF: M I fH: L .£\ /-,JD AFT E R TU: DE AT H OF BOBB Y ~:; !', '.1l T; S • 

I r~ RE C EM T MOMTI IS» vJ E H ~. VE PRAISED,/ OU R.--HOPf FUL:--{N f-T-h.\ r I V :::··-1,J FHt-
PY.GUfr· +H) ·- - . · 
YOUR HOPE~UL INITIATIVE W!TH 
PRIME ilr!N!STER l!AUGHEY OF·· IHELAND, MJD l~E°i-ii\VE LC(jr(t.:i.1 FOR~-1/\RIJ 
TO FUR'fHER PROGRESS IN SECURING A PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF THE 
CONFLICT. 

THROUGHOUT THESE TRAGIC YE1\i~S OF f< I LLI MG AhD :OESTf"?UCT i ON i N 
NORTHERM !RELAND, WE HAVE GOf'JSISTEtJTLY 1\i,JD u:,:[QU!VOC~U.Y 
CONDEMNED ALL VlbLENCE FROM ANY SOURCEa . 

BUT \•! E Q U EST ! 0 r-,! A POST U Fff OF I r!F LE X ! B I LI TY TH fl, T Vi UST LE .4 D . 
INEVITABLY TO MORE SENSELESS VIOLENCE AND ~ORE NEED~ESS DEATHS 
IN NORTHERN !RELAND. 

v!E URGE YOU TO AGT N.0\1/ , BEFORE ADDiT!C:\!/1,L. LIVES ARE LOST~ TO 
I M P LE Ii [NT SENS I i3 LE AND h~ E !\SON A?. L ( REF On MS I f\i THE ft D :ii I N I ST RAT I C ~ l 
OF THE 1~/.1.ZE PR l ,~ON ·- REFOR; ;s THA T OFFER RE/\L HOPE OF E!1JDU.JG THIS 
VI OLErJT I MP,\SSE f ND AC I CV I :iJG /l. PE1\CEFUL ,~'.JD H!Y,1;\:'J ! T /\~c I /lJJ 
SE TTLD 1iEf1 OF THE TH 1 EE HU 1J GEf-< t} 1·:< i KES THAT ARE :JG'.·J rJ[/\R i ~JG TH:: 
POINT OF NO RETURN. 

SU RELY IT IS POSS i BLE TO C0 1PR0 1·l l <'E OtJ THE PRACT I CAL I SSUE S OF 
PR I SON ADM i hi i ST RA TI o r4 , ' ·/( TH OU T COh flROi•i IS I i !G I fl ~N Y .; A Y OM TH !: 
BASIC PRI NCIPLE OF OPPoi 1·rt ON TO ViOLENCE o SURELY THE LEA DERS 
OF GR EAT BRITAI N HAVE AN URGENT RE~PONS IBt LI TY TO DO ALL WITHI N 
THE IR PO\-!E R TO END THI S TRAG I C AND U1H,JECESS1\RY CRISIS. 

EDv!Mrn M KEiJf-JEDY 
UNITED STATES SENATE 

DANIEL PATRICK MOYNlt~N 
UNITED STATES SENATE 

n:or-:1\S p. 0 t NEILL; JR. 
S lr:'} c.- J\ :< j":' ~ ~ ~ ( : ! (~ (' n C r..1 ,;: ·'."J p r; •':; ':: q T ,\ ~, .. ~ \/ r;:: r~ 

l__ ,.., , , ... . , , I , , J 1.J • j L ...,. I ! \ l .... ~ I , \ ~ - ,..: _,., ·, I . ... , J , o-,.... \..-' 

HUGH L CAr~EY 
GOVtRNOR, STL\TE OF" \JF'•/ YORr( 

corir~~CTi ON 
SECC/··lD L l f,JE C)F SEC;C)~\~D P;\r~ SHOUL.'IJ F:;\JJ: 
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URGENT 

Tu HQ 

, . 

FOR A/SECY NELIGAN 

! 

-. ·~ 

FROM LO!tDON 
FROM AMBASSADOR 

I • 't, 

MANY THANKS YOUR C145. I WOULD JUST LIKE TO MENTION THAT 
I HAVE ASKED SIR KEi·J STO,;E T.J LJ>lCH JN TUESDAY 12 .ilA{ ( l..v E 
KEEP REGULARLY IN TOUCH) •. IF THERE IS ANY POINT YOU 'IJJULD 
WISH ME TO MENTION TO HIM THIS WOULD BE A USEFUL OCCASION. 

' • < ' . 
' 

2. THE GE~ERAL LINE l~TEND TO TAKE IS TrlAT CURRENT TENSION 
IN NORTHERN I RELA ;rn MUST \JOT BE ALLJ\'.JC:D TO BLJ'.'I Lo;rno;·~ -DU iiL I 11 
RELATIONS OFF COUR_SE. INDEED, I WILL ARGUE, PRESENT TENSION,S 
MAKE CLOSER C00PERATIJN ESSENTIAL. I \~ILL ALSO SOUND HIM OUT 

I . 

ON THE HU ''1 AN RIGHTS co ·<M I SS I O\l .. .'.\ND IF THERE ARE ANY DEVELOPMENTS 
BET,·iEEN NQ',,v MJD THE:,i ON THAT FRJNT PERHAPS YOU ',i/OULD LET M::: 
KNOw'. 

OGTKTNNX '--~o 
22' 251:,·::;.>lFJDCv-1:1:FXY EPVAAT 

• I 

;4.l!B-~69G.t1.1})5t= MCUJRSB), .+ O' )c:?~5+Ct•1 IA'iYF ESTR ii 
2~3~;CF EST:~ EI 
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Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the 10 

at Venlo 9/10 May. 

The Minister had a lengthy informal conversation with 

Lord Carrington regarding the situation in Long Kesh. 

The Minister told me afterwards that the following points 

arose in their discussion~-

(a) Lord Carrington reiterated the British position 
that no concessions would be made to the 
hunger-strikers. The British do not appear 
at this stage to be rea~sessing their position; 

(b) Lord Carrington felt that .the second hunger
striker would continue his hunger-strike to 
the death. There appears to be some hope 
on the part of the British that the international 

. attention will diminish and that the other 
hunger-strikers will not continue 

when no concessions ·are made; 

(c) Lord Carrington expressed great concern at the 
international attention which the hunger-strike 
had achieved; 

(d) He confirmed that the British Government would 
cooperate with and would be quite happy to see 
the European Commission of Human Rights involved 
in reassesing the prison conditions in 
Long Kesh; .. 

(e) Lord Carrington also indicated that he fully 
understood the Irish Government's concern and 
was not critical of our request (which the 
Minister reiterated) for greater flexibility in 
the administration of the prison. 

The Minister said that most of his colleagus (expecially 

the West German Foreign Minister) questioned him about the 

situation in Northern Ireland and our attitude to the 

hunger strike. Finally, Lord Carrington indicated that he would 

convey the Minister's views to Mrs. Thatcher whom he is meeting 
this morning prior to the Anglo-German Summit at Chequers . 

....-.::::: .. 
~ 

Martin Burke 

l<P.5.1981 

c .c. PSM 
PSS 
Mr. Nally 

• Mr. Neligan 
Ambassado~, Washington 
1>.mh.=l .C:: .c::.=lnnr. T.nnnnn _ 
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EDITOR I AL ENT IT.LED +WHAT NEXT FOR BLOODY ULSTER?+ APPEARED TODAY. 
___ -···- ··-- ._,,,_.,...,,..,.. .,,,n-.- a11"\1.1 urHIC"' Tf'\ A\11:'0T C'l!OTUCQ EDITOR I AL At{GUcj I H.a.1 \\lK~. IM~ i l.,liC:.,i l'IUv I l'IVn l'IV v ,_ , v n v '-", • vo,,, ._ .. 

. .. 
1 ·• :, 

CRISES IN NI. IT STATES THAT SHE SHOULD FORGET HER DESIRE OF 
+STARING DOWN+ IRA, AND SHOULD START TALKING WITH'+RESPONSIBLE -. 
CATHOLICS LIKE JOHN HU ME+. OBJECT OF TALKS WOULD BE TO RESTORE 
HEATH'S P0\1E R-SHAK I tJG STRUCTURES. IN ACHIEVING TH IS, EDITOR I AL 
ADVISES THAT +PO\A!ER-HUNGRY DEMOGOGUES AND BIGOTS LI KE THE REV • 

. IAN PAISLEY AND JAMES MOLYNEAUX+ SHOULD BE IGNORED. EDITORIAL ALSO 
CALLS ON BRITISH TO DROP +CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEE+ AS IT IS USED 
+AS AN ABSOLUTE VETO WITH WHICH TO OBSTRUCT ANY AND ALL EFFORTS 
TOWARD RECONCILIATION AND PEACE.+ PIECE CALLS FOR CONTINUATION OF 

- TAOISEACH/THJ\TCHER TALKS AND STATES THAT THEY SHOULD BE EXPANDED 
IN SCOPE.. i DEA OF +LOOSE FEDER AT I ON+ BETWEEN I RE LAND AND BR IT A IN 
IS MENTIONED FAVOURABLY. '. · · .. 
EDITORIAL CONTINUES BY ADVISING MRS. THATCHER TO GRANT SOME 
CONCESSIONS IN NI JAINS, AND MENTIONS SYSTEM EXISTING IN SOUTH. 
IT ALSO STATES THAT UNIONIST CONTROL OF TRADE UNIONS MUST END. 
EDITORIAL ENDS BY DISCUSSING U.S. ROLE IN PROBLEM. IN FIRST PLACE 
IT STATES U.S. FINANCIAL AID COULD BE OF DECISIVE IMPORTANCE IN 

END I NG PR03LEM. IN SECOND I NST A:-JCE ,· U.S. COULD ACT AS MEDI ATOR 
IN DISPUTE: BECAUSE OF COUNTRY'S NEUTRAL STANCE IN CONFLICT, 
IT WOULD BE IN GOOD POSITION TO DO SO. PIECE ENDS BY STATING THAT 
REAGAN, BUSH, HAIG OR FORD WOULD ALL BE OF USE AS MEDIATORS. 

COPY IN POSi. 

NNNEND 
16100 HOURS 
8.5.81 

ifli 
25300 C ESTR El~ 
2530Q C ESTR El~ 
25300 C ESTR El~ 

,_; ' 
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Condition of Francis Hughes 

• • A 

I asked the British Embassy today for information on the 

~ medical condition of Francis Hughes. 

Mr. Smith British Embassy informed me that Mr. Hughes' 

eyesight had deteriorated to a situation where he was 

virtually blind. He was·. semi-consciou; and had not yet 

slipped into a coma. He is now in his 58th day on hunger 

·strike and .he is not expected to live as long as Mr. Sands 

did (66 days). 
., 

Mr. Smith promised to keep us informed of his condition. 

Martin Burke 

11 May 1981 

c.c. PSM 

PSS 

Mr. Nally 

Mr. Neligan 

Ambassador London 

-
\ 
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5 p.rn. on 5 May 1981 
. ·) I 

Corrunittee of the Nat.iono.l H-Blocks Committee, 

as part of their demonstration outside Government Buildings 

(North Block) on 5 May 1981, delivered two fetters addressed 

to the Taoiseach. In the process of delivering th~m, a ., 
representative of the Ex.ecutiv~ Conu11ittee indicated that they 

wished to discuss the matter with the Taoiseach and would 

appreciate it if he would meet them. ,· . I conveye? this req~est 
' : • ~ .' ~ t . • • 

td the Taoiseach Jwho ·w~~ in Loin~ter House and involved in 

Dail business). He asked me to ~eet the representatives 

of the Executive Committee, listen to what they had to say 

and convey it to him. 

Within five minutes of their havinq asked to meet t~e 

-Taoiseach I met the following people in Government Buildings 

(North Block): 
\ 

Sean MacMathuna, Uas. I Ard Runai, Conradh na Gaeilge; 

• 
- Mr Jim Monahan, Dublin H-Blocks Committee; 

- Mr Brian Higgins, Dublin Trade Union H-Blocks Committee 

(and Chairman RTE section of the Federated Workers' Union 

of Ireland) . 

The three persons were very courteous ~nd polite during the 

meeting with me. • 

The foll~owing is the generul theme of the messaqe which these 

three persons conveyed tom~ and which I indicated would be 

communicated to the Taoiseach irnmediutely (the words and nhrases 
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which follow were those used by the delegation): 

'The Executiye Committee of the National H-Blocks 

Committee were gravely concerned, even at this stage 
~ 

after Bobby Sands' death,·. that 'the five demands would 

be met by the British Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher. 

It was imperative that Mrs Thatcher should publicly 

grant the five demands at this stag~. The British 

Government had pqrpo~efully allpweo the s!t~P.tion tq get 
' . ,( ' ' l ~ 

' ~ : . , . ,I; l • ~· . , ~ • • .. ' 
'' 

by the treatment t~§¥ g~vp ;p ~p~~¥ SAnds wh~~ the 
' • , ! \ , ·1 I 

delegation from the Europe~n Coromipsion on a4m~n Rights 

arrived in Northern +relanH, 
C 

rpis action by the British 

Government was a snub to both Bobby Sands himself and to 

~he Taoiseach. The Taoiseach should publicly demand now 

that the British Government act on t~e five demands. The 

Government of the 26 Counties were not putting enough 

pressure on the British Government at th~ present time and 

the people both North and South of the border were not 

going to wait.indefinately for action. It was a moot 

point that the nationalist people of Northern Ireland and 
1 

Sinn Fein regard the issue as a political one .. The 

British Government, particularly Mrs Thatcher, were 

criminalising the whole matter. The National H-Blocks 

Committee could not understand why the Taoiseach has not 

come out publicly on this issue before now. The 

insensitivity of ·the course pursued 0y the British 

Government was evidenced by Mrs Thatcher's indication 

that she would not meet national politicans when the 
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three Eurooean Parliamentarians, - Miss Sile de Valera, 

Dr John O'Connell, and Mr Neil Blaney - wished to see her. 

These three persons, at that time, were not national 

parliamentarians, they were Eurp-deputies and cozfsequently 

did not fit into Mrs Thatcher's category. Bobby Sands' 

_demands were infinitesima~_in relation tp the i~plications 

which could arise from a continuati~n of the hunger strike 

activities. 

crime is a crim~'! ~q:3 ins~n~itiv~ ijpd cti.9 not refl~ct reality • 
.. , . .. 

A dramatic mov~ wa~ no~ m~r~ tpffln ~y~r n~qe~~ar.y t9 sav~ 
. . . . ·. . 

the life of the 11e~t ht.mger ?tr tl5e::r, The T~piseach was 

the key to this matter! ije, ~tonef in thes~ islands could 

arrange or orchestrate such a move. The people ~nd the 

Government should be concerned not alone about the hunger 

strikers in Northern Ireland but also about all the 

nationalist and unemplo¥e~ youth, both in ~he North and in 

the Republic. Bobby Sands represented them. 
\ .. 

Leaders like 

the Taoiseach could show the yo~th what could and should be 

done. Peoole in the South should now stand up to the . . . 

situation which had developed in relation to the H-Blocks 

issue. And the Taoiseach should lead in this. . It was 

such a general situation in earlier years which had driven 

the Taoiseach's father out of the North. 

had sympathy with the present situation. 

He would have 

The National 

H-Blocks Committee is willing to meet the Taoiseach anytirne, 

anywhere to discuss these matters. 1 

The above message was given in discussion form and in an earnest 

fashion by the three members of the National H-Blocks Committee, 
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i.e., each person made some of . the points - sometimes 

speaking together and overlapping. The people who did 

most of the talking were Mr Jim Monahan (Dublin H-Blocks 

Committee) and Mr Brian Higgins (Dublin Trade Union H-Blocks 

Comrni t tee) . Before finishi.ng the~r message and, as" a 

separate issue, Mr Monahan made the point directly to me 

that both today and over the next two days fr so they wished 
., 

to keep their acti.vi ties peaceful p.nd d:Lgnif ied. However, 

he said, it was e~tremely provocative for them ?nd their 
' • ,, ; ' • !' , , 

Buildings (North a1~c~) and 
(c c" 'I ;. 

that consideration oa~iq be . . . . . . ~ .' . ·,· : ~··· 

~hey w.ould earnestly .hope 

9~y~n, tq ~nsuring tnqt the 
;, ; I • 

wearing of riot gear by the ~ar.dai would not be continued. 
, \ 

It was, Mr Monahan stressed, extremely provocative and 

j.nflamatory. ~ thanked the three members of the delegation 

for their courteousness and indicated I would pass on their 

message to the Taoiseach; they thanked me for having rece!ved 

them on behalf of the Taois~ach and indicated .that they 

appreciated it. The delegation l~ft Government Buildings 

• (North Block) - af~er about 15 minutes taken to give m~ 

the above mentioned message - at about 3.30 p.m. I 
,. ~ 
' : 

reported back to the Taoiseach on the matter at 4 p.m. approx. 

,. , 
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Circulated for Information to:

PSM, PSS, Mr. Neligan, Mr. Whel.an, 
Mr. Burke. 

Diary of Main Events concerning H~Blocks Protests 

5-5-1981 - 7-5-1981. 

Tuesday , 5 May, 1981. 

Riots and protests followed the death of Bobby Sands. 

were also many pleas for calm. 

It was reported that the condition of hunger-striker 

Francis Hughes continued to deteri)orate • 

. , 

There 

More reactions by public figures to the death of Bobby Sands 

were reported. 

The four leading Irish-American Democratic Party politicians 

(Messrs Kennedy, Moynihan, o 'Neill and Carey) urged 

Irish~Americans and the nationalists of the North to exercise 

restraint. They also condemned the British Governments 

"posture of -inflexibility". 

A White House spokesman said:-

"The President and the Administration\deeply regret the death 
(of Bobby Sands) and we ,hope that the hunger strike by the 
three others will not end in a similar tragic fashion". 

Church leaders appealed for restraint but it was noted there 

were widely differing attitudes to the death of Bobby Sands. 

Cardinal O'Fiaich in a statement said:-

"Once more I appeal to both sides in the prison dispute for 
a change of heart, just as our Holy Father pleaded with both 
sides through his envoy last week. I renew my earlier 
appeals to the hunger-strikers to give up their fast. I 
repeat my previous pleas to the British Government to abandon 
their inflexible attitude regarding prison dress and 
work". 

The Moderator of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland said:

"I personally could not see that the British Government 
could remain a Government and yield to the demands the 
prisoner was making. In fact, if those demands had been granted 
I feel that further demands would have come because ultimately 
it was for political status". 
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There was widespread international publicity and reaction to 

Bobby Sands death. In the House of ·commons Mrs. Thatcher said:-

"To grant political status would be to give a licence to kill. 
That is why this Government will never grant political 
status, no matter how much hunger striking there may be". 
The Opposition leader, Mr. Foot expressed his support for the 
Governments approach. 

Wednesday 6 May 1981 . 

There was more domestic and international reaction to Bobby Sands 

death. An attempt by the Conservatives in the European 

Parliament to prevent a debate on,the death of Bobby Sands and 

conditions in- Long Ke.sh failed. 
' 

. Additional British troops (600) were drafted into the North 

to deal with the possibility of increased disturbances 

following the funeral of Bobby Sands. 

Twelve Labour Party backbenchers ,tabled a motion in the House 

of Cornmoris which declared that Mr. Sands's life "had been 

forfeited because of the intransigence of the Government." 

In an interview broadcast by a US television network Mr .Atkins said 

" · ••.•. there is no way the British Government can or will 
concede political status for certain types of crimes". 

\ 
"I very much hope that -t;.he other three people who are on 
hunger strike will recognise that their hunger strike is 
pointless". 

\ 
"Murder is a crime. It is not to be excused because the 
motive is political" . 

The Republican prisoners in Long Kesh in a statement said:-

"The hunger strike goes on, and will go on until our demands 
are met". 

The leader of the SDLP, Mr. Hume maintained on an interview 

that the Republican protest in the H-Blocks, including the 

hunger-strike would end if all prisoners were allowed to 

associate freely within the 25 man wings and if they were 

permitted to wear their own clothes. 
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Thursday 7 May, 1981 

In one of the biggest demonstrations of Republican sympathies in 

the North tens of thousands attended the funeral of Bobby Sands. 

At the end of a debate in the European Parliament a motion 

tabled by the British Conservatives was .adopted. The motion 

expressed its sympathy for the families of all those who had 

been murdered in the Nortn. It condemned all forms of 

violence and called on the EEC Council of Ministers to join 

with the' European Parliament "in expressing their readiness 

to offer any assistance that may ease the tensions and thereby 

assist in solving the problems in ways compatible with the 
·-· 

wishes of the appropriate authorities and the people 

concerned" • Motions by Deputy P. Lalor calling on 

the British Government to be more flexible over prison conditions 

.in the H-Blocks and one tabled by a group of Independents 

were defeated. 

Four leading American politicians called on the British Prime 

Minister to save the lives of the three remaining hunge~

strikers by implementing reforms in the administration of the 

Maze Prison. The text of their telegramme is attached. 

,,,. 

The RUC warned that the PIRA and the INLA are considering 

attacks on a range of public figures. 
\ 

The Secretary of State for N. Ireland restated the Governments 

position on the prison protests. 

statement is attached. 

The .text of the 

Dr. David OWen of the SDP declared that the Irish Governments 

involvement in an overall settlement to the Northern Ireland 

problem was essential. 

Anglo-Irish Section. 

8 May, 1981 

• 



Text of Telegramme of 7 May, 1981 from 

Messrs Kenne dy, O'Neill, Moyn ihan and 

. Carey to Mrs. Thatcher 

We want you to know personally of our deep concern over the 

spectre of worsening violence and tragedy that threaten to 

engulf Northern Ireland after the death of Bobby Sands. 

In recent months we have .praised ybur hopeful initiative with 

Prime Minister Haughey of Ireland, a~d we have looked forward 

to further progress in securing peaceful settlement of the 

conflict. 

Throughout these tragic years of killing and destruction in 

'Northern Ireland. We have consistently and unequivocally 

condemned all violence from any source. But we question 

a posture of inflexibility that must lead inevitably to more 

senseless violence and more needless deaths in Northern 

Ireland. 

We urge you to act now, before additional lives are lost, 

to implement sensible and reasonable reforms in the administration 

of the Maze Prison - reforms that offer real hope of ending 

this violent impasse and achieving a peaceful and humanitarian 

settlement of the three hunger strikes that are now nearing the 

point of no return. 

Surely, it is possible to compromise on the practical issues of 

prison administration, without compromising in any way on the 

basic principle of opposition to violence. Surely the leaders 

of Great Britain have an urgent responsibility to do all within 

their power to end this tragic and unnecessary crisis . 

• 
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Stormont Castle. 
Belfast BT4 3ST 
Telephone Belfast 63011 
Telex 74163: 74250: 74272 

Great George Street. 
London SWl P 3AJ 
Telephone 01-233-4626 
Telex 1918889 

Ulster Office. 
11 Berkeley Street. London Wl 
Telephone 01-493-0601 
Telex 21839 

7 May 1981 

STATEMENT BY SECREI'ARY OF STATE FOR NORTHERN IRELAND,', RT HON HUMPHREY ATKINS, MP 

We have seen today the funeral of a man who took hie own life, either by his own 

decision or on the instructions of those who felt it was useful to their cause that 

he should die. Whatever the reason, it wae a tragedy that he should have added 

his naJ11e to the list of those who have died in Northern Ireland as victims of a 

campaign which can contribute nothing to the resolution of the historic and deep-seated 

problems of this Province. 

And we shall shortly see - the event deserves no less publicity - the funeral of 

Constable Ellis, an officer of .the law murdered yeste~day in Belfast in the course 

of his duties. The dead Constable Ellis differs from the dead Mr Sands in that his 
"' death was not of his choosing. The two bereaved families can surel,- not 

be the only two who realise that there CB.l1 be no worthwhile dividend from terrorism. 
\ 

\ 

I regret very much the death of any person, whether policeman, soldier or citizen 

going about his daily business who is murdered by those who claim to be acting in 

pursuit of a political objective. All of us know that the claim of political 

justification is bogus. 

I must say to you with all the seriousness at my command that we will not give way 

to this demand for political status. There is no question here of any lack of 

flexibility. We come right up against the matter of principle. Is murder any less 

murder because the person responsible claims he had a political motive? The answer 

ie no. Is robbery with violence any lees a crime because the perpetrator said he 

had a political motive? The answer is no. Is the kneecapping of a milkman 

acceptable because its perpetrators say they had a political motive? The answer is no. 

II 
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If yb~)were to answer yes to thoee questions, you would encourage murder and 

violence throughout the Weetern ~orld, in the UK, in Europe and in the United States. 

Thie ie not a matter tor argument nor ie it a matter for negotiation. We really 

111ust have clear in our minde that the central issue is not whether or not the 

Government is being flexible enough; it is about political etatus. 

The Government's position ie perfectly clear. We are not prepared to concede the 

principle of political statue for which Robert Sands was ordered to die, nor are we 

prepared to do so to prevent others taking the same course. 

Some people have said that if we were flexible in our administration of the prieon 

system in Northern Ireland it would save the lives of those who wish to hold us to 
' ransom. 

There is nothing flexible about murder and bombing. 

There is nothing flexible about the demands. M~ Sands and others have made it clear, 

all too clear, time and again that it is political statue - that is, to be recognised 

ae a different class or prisoner~ that they want. 

By contrast we have shown that we have been prepared to be flexible. We have in the 

paat year introduced a number of changes in precisely the kind of matters - prison 

clothing, letters and·parcels, remission - which are alleged by some to be what the 

hunger strikers are concerned about.- We have established one of the most humane 

and liberal prison regimes in the Western World which hae taken serious account 

of the !indinge of the European Commieeion on Human Righte~ And we will continue 

to do so. 

We have shown that in our consideration of the treatment of all prisoners we are 

prepared to be flexible. We have proved this by the provision of civilian-type 

clothing to all prisoners, and even to those who break prison rules, the provision 

of the right to additional letters and visits, the granting of facilities for 

compassionate home leave and in many other ways. Prisoners who have decided to end 

their proteet and conform with prison rules have received some restoration of lost 

remission. All of us who are concerned with creating a more humanitarian regime are 
, 

glad that the so-called dirty protest, which so disgusted all who heard of it, has 

been ended and that those prisoners involved are now living in clean furnished cells. 

Despite all of these developments however the five demands, which constitute 
• political statue, still atand. 
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W6 as a Government are concerned with the well-being o! all prisoners. We have 

taken as I hsve outlined a number or etepa to improve the conditions of thoee held 

in custody. But we are not prepared to give in to blackllla.il in the form of a hunger 

atrike or of any other fo:r,n of preeeure. 

We must and will govern in the interests of all of the people of Northern Ireland. 

That is the message which any Gove~ent must give to those who seek to subvert 

democratic government by the exercise of violence. 

-
\ 

• 
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The Gcvernment has already made its position clear, a position 

which was established last October and I"eaffirmed in December;' 

The Gcweniment does not want ·a.nybody ·to die but ,there ·w111 be 
no concessions to hunger-strikes or other forms of violence. · ·· 

• 

r, 

The Government is committed to a humanitarian p-ri son regime, 

ed is ·prepared as it always has been to listen to representa

tions from responsible quarters on ~11 aspects of the environ-

men~ for all conforming prisoners. 

In tha·t context we were an.d are prepared to- give the European 

Commission for Human Rights facilities for investigating a 

genuine complaint within their terms of re:fe:r,,ence. We told 

them so before they responded to Sands' complaintt we regard 

that avenue as still ·open but it oa.miot act 'as channel of' 

negotiation between Her Me.ie-111ty's Government and Prov:lai on 1 

Sinn Pei / hunger strikers. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Her Majesty's Government is serious in emphasising that the Commission 

has had and could have again a constructive role in this matter. 

We confideirtly expect the Commission, if' it were again asked to consider 
I 

complaints against Her Majesty's Governmelft's administration of priso11s 

in Northern Ireland, to reaffirm ita earlier endorsement of our position 

with regard to political status - ie political status would not ~ecome 

an issue between the European Commission for Human Rights and Her 

Ma,jesty•s Government. 

In saying that, ai1d in emphasising that we d.o regard this channel as a 

possible source of a solution to prison difficulties, we make no 

assumptions about. what they might or might not say about the prison 

adminis·tration in detail: it should be noted tha.t they have not failed 

to criticise Her ¥Jajesty's Goverrunent in the past. 

We responded to the la.at criticisms which the European Commission for 

Human Rights made: our response was detailed, progressive and su.s;tained 

over several months and we should be very disappointed if the European 

Commission for Human Rights did not recognise this. 

If the European Commission for Hwnan Rights were to make any further 

criticisms or suggest.iom:: a.bout the prison regime or abou·t our handli1'lg 

the conti.11u.ing protest, we would consider them very seriously as our 

record shows that we have done in the pasta 
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, 

Strasbourg, 5 M~y 1981 

IA, ,r 
Restricted 
CM(81)0J 1 prov. 

-= 
A. 

PROVISIONAL AGENDA 
I 

of tJ;ie 68th Session of the Cotmnittee of M-inisters, 
to be held on Thursday, 14 May 1981 at 10 am 

at the Council of Europe, Palais de l•Europe, Strasbourg (1) 

1. Adoption of the agenda 

3. Progress of European co~operation 

e/£ (§!) 6 t. 4-1. t I 4. United Nations 

5. Intolerance 

6. Access to justice (7./1 <OJF, ~c._ 
7. Dates of forthcoming sessions 

p~~~ 
8. Other business 

a. Statement by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Turkey on 
the situation in his country 

9. Communique 

(1) Postal address . Council of Europe . 
67006 Strasbourg Cedex, France 

Telephone . (88) 61.49.61 . 

Telegram . Europa Strasbourg . 

Telex . Strasbourg 870943 . 

E 46 . 883 

2-o . 5] . 
-

1-0-. ro 
~2.-/0 

"l--0 . 2- 9-. 
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B. 
PROVISIONAL ANNOTATED AGENBA 

FOR THE 68TH SESSION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MINIS.TERS 

1. Adoption o f the agenda 

The Chairman has sent a message (CM(81)89) to his colleagues 
commenting on his intentions concerning the conduct of the meeting. 

2e CSCE -
An introductory statement will be made by the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs of Spain in his capacity as Representative of the host government 
for the Madrid Conference. A statement will also be made by the Head. 
of the Netherlands delegation on behalf of the President of the Council 
of Ministers of the European Communities. 

In their debate Ministers might wish to assess the Madrid meeting 
and the CSCE process in general and to examine the question of post
Madrid in the light of the latest developments in East/West relations. 

Progress of European co-operation 

Written reports by the President of the Council of Ministers 
of the European Corrmunities, the Chainnan of the EFIA Council and 
the Secretary General of the Council of Europe appear in CM(81)90, 
91 and 92 and Add. These reports will be introduced briefly by the 
Head of the Netherlands delegation, the Head of the Federal Department 
of Foreign Affairs of Switzerland and the Secretary General. The President 
of the Commission of the European Communities, Mr. Thorn, will also 
speak under this item. 

The Secretary General•s written report (CM(81)92 and Add.) contains 
in particular chapters on the following subjects: 

Reinforcement of political dialogue within the Committee of Ministers 

Balanced development in Europe 

Human rights - follow-up to the 1978 Declaration on Human Rights 
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Fascist propaganda - action taken since the 67th Session 

Terrorism - action taken since the 67th Session (see in particular 
the Addendum to CM(8j)92) 

The Austrian delegation has circulated a document (CM(81)93) 
on human rights. 

Ministers wishing to speak on two or more of the matters referred 
to above may prefer to do so in a single intervention. 

4. United Nations 

The Chairman of the Deputies• report on the latest exchange of 
views on the United Nations., which took pl,ce with the participation 
of experts on 26 January 1981, is contained in CM(81)81. The Chairman 
of the Deputies will briefly introduce this report, time permitting. 

5. Intolerance 

The Deputies recommend that Ministers adopt the draft Declaration 
regarding intolerance - a threat to democracy (CM(81)124). 

6. Access to justice 

The Deputies recommend that Ministers adopt, without debate, 
the draft Recommendation on measures facilitating access to justice 
as it appears in CM(81)94. 

7. Dates of forthcoming Sessions 

The date of the 69th Session has been fixed for Thursday, 19 
November 1981. Ministers could decide to hold the Colloquy with 
Parliamentarians in the afternoon of Wednesday, 18 November 1981. 
It is proposed that the 70th Session be held on Thursday, 29 April 
1982. 

8. Other business 

a. Statement by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Turkey on 
the situation in his country 

This sub-item has been placed on the draft agenda at the request 
of the Turkish delegation. 

9. Communique 

The draft communique will be prepared by a drafting group comprising 
the Permanent Representatives of France and the United Kingdom and 
a member of the Chairman's delegation, assisted by an official from 
the Directorate of Political Affairs and the Director of Press and 
Information Services. 
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Council of Euro~ · 

The Committee of Ministers is scheduled to meet on 

Thursday,, 14 May with an informal meeting anticipated for 

Wednesday, 13 May p.m. 

For the meeting the Presldent-in-office draws up the agen0a 

and this is adopted at- the opening of the meeting_. 

'l'his would seem to imply that other i terns could be introduced 

on to the _ agenda at that stage if the meeting 3greed. 

The Committee of Ministers is entitled to examine reports 

of the Commission and ea~h represer1t~tive in the Committee 

may make submissions. This would appear to apply only if 

the Committee has the report of the Commission before it. 

In relation to the McFeeley case there is no re~ort from the 

Commission since most· of the alleged violations were found 

to be inadmissible and deliberation by the Commission - on 

the outstanding points has not been completed and therefore 

no report which could be considered by the Committee of 

Ministers has been produced by the Commission. It seems 

therefore that there is no action which can be taken in 

relation to the McFeeley case. It is ~ot on the Comrnission 1 s 

agenda for this meeting since they are awaiting further 

observations from the applj,,cant's solicitor on ~rticle 13. 

In relation to paragra~h 61 of the Cornmi~sibn's Decision it 

appears the Commission is of the view that there is no scope 

for it to get involved for instance in checking up on the 

flexibility of the British as they suggested1the Decision 

since the main finding was one of inadraissibility. 

. .. I . .... 
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It is also worth noting that if the Co~~ission finds that 

there has not been a violation it is not entitled to make 

· proposals to the Committee of Ministers (Rul~ 6). 

In relatihn to Article 57 and the suggestion that the Minister 

might, in tbe Committee of Ministers: make a proposal which 

would lead to an ·initiative by th12 Secretary General under 

this Article, there seems to be no procedure laid down. 
I , 

The implication in Article 57 is that the Se~retary General 

would on his own.initiative take action and the question 

arises as to how he might be encouraged to take an inttiative. 

The view of Michael O'Boyle (H.R. Sectetariat) is that the 

Secretary General would onli act at the request of the 

Committee of Ministers.~ Wheth2r the:, Committee of Ministers 

would make such a request if the ~ritish opposed it is in 

my view unlikely. 

Even if the Se~retary General acted in the matter it would 

still be open to the British to "furnish explanations" 

in accordance with that Article without further involvirtg 

the Secretary General or the Commission and our objective 

would not be achieved. It would depend on the virtual 

collusion of the British to ensure that the Secretary General 

or persons nominated by him became involved directly. 

In relation to Article 2 of the Convention which re~uires 

the right to live to be pr~tected by law it would in my view 

be extremely difficult to formulate any submission. The 
' 

right itself is already subject in the Convention to 

certain limitations and in this instance since death 1s 

self-inflicted it is difficult to see how any submission 

could be formulat2d. 

Leqal l\dviser 

12 May 1981 

\ 
\ 
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Op tions 

1. Reactivo.tion o_f the Marcella ·sands ar~lication 

This application was rejected ab initio by the 

Commi~sion as not meeting the requirements of Artic!e 25. 

It was not by a person claimihg to be a victim of a 

violation of the Convention. Re-submission of this 

application is therefore not possible. 

2. The McFeeley case 

(a) The main finding~ of the Commission were that the 

complaints were inadrnissi~le. In so far as those 

complaints are concerned the case can be brought no 

further, there is no report for consideration by 

the Co"inmittec of Ministers. As far as having the matter 

referred to the Court this could only be done 

by the defendant and not by the applicant as an 

individual petitioner. There is no manner in which 

it could be raised by us. 

(b) The Commission adjourned for further deliberation 

allegations under Articles 8 and 13 of the Convention. 

These matters have not yet been considered by . the 

Corr@ission: and ca~not be taken up by another body 

pending the fiqding of the Commission thereon. 

3. An inter-State case 

Ireland as a high Contracting Party could initiate an 

action against the U.K. for violation of the provisions 

of the Convention. Such a case would need· to be well

founded and based on substantial grounds. It is not 

, 
• • • I •• 
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' 
a procedure which would lead itself to an emergency 

situation or to immediate investigation by the Commission 

of the allegalions. It would also take some time 

to prepare if we were to formulate it in a manner likely 

to be seriously considered by the Commission. 

4. Actic·n by the Secretary General of the Counc:i.l of_~urc~ 

Under Article 57 the Secretary General can request an 

explanation from any Contracting Party of the manner 

in which its internal laws ensure effective implementation 

of any of the provisions of the Convention. The 

question aris2s as ~o hew the Secretary General could 

be encouraged to take action in this regard. He would 

be unlikely to act without a mandate from the Commit.tee 

of Ministers. It would also be necessary in this 

instance for the British to co-operate with the Secretary 

General since the strict requirement under this Article 

would merely require them · to furnish an explanation 

which they could do in any form which s.eemed appropriate 

to them and also apparently without any obvious 

time constraint. If the British were amenable they 

could facilitat0 on the spot investigation or some other 

direct involvement by the Secretary General or persons 

nominated by him with a view to finding a solution. 
,. 

5. United Nations/Security Council 

Any member of the U.N. may bring a dispute or a situation 

I . h . h t 1 d t /inter nation a 1 . . r i· se to w11c mig. ea o _ rr1cE1on or give 

a dispute to the attention of the Security Council. 

This mett~d was the one adopted in 1969 but failed on the 

basis thc1t it dealt with an internal domestic situation 

anr-1 so was outside the mandate of the U.N. All U.N. 

I 
• • • I • .. r 
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involvement seems to depend on the existence of a 

dispute which th1eatens international peace and security 

or where such possibility exists. The international 

peace ~nd security elem~nt is the bverriding one. 

The SE·curity Council may inve·stigate any dispute or 

situation which may lead to international friction 

(Article 34). It might be possible to classify the 

present situation within this provision but again ~ithout 

British agreement it is unlikely the Sec~rity Council 

would pursue the matter .. 

United Nations/Secretary_General 

The Secretary Gen~ral may bring to the attention of the 

Security Council any matter which in his opinion may 

threaten the maintenance of international peace and 

security (Article 99). Again, however, it is for 

the Secu~ity Council to take a decision and presumably 

to give a mandate to the Secretary General. The 

Secretary General performs the functions entrusted to. 

him by the U.N. organs and being the chief Administrative 

Officer of the U.N. is apparently not entitled to act 

independently. He is precluded from seeking or receiving 

instructions from any government . 
,• 
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DRAFT STATEMENT 

In continuation the the Government's efforts to secure a 
settlement of the H-block crisis, we have pursued actively 
all possibilities of seizing the European Commission of Human 
Rights once more of the issues. In so far as matters arising 
from the prison situation in Northern Ireland are still before 
the Commission we are particularly anxious that they should 
complete their consideration of them without delay. 

Meanwhile I have directed the Minister for Foreign Affairs to 
travel to Strasbourg to take control of the conduct of our 
policy in this matter and in particularito stand ready to address 
the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe which may have 
a role in the matter, emphasising the political importance to 
our Government of finding a solution to this question. 

As a further possibility, the Permanent Representation in 
Strasbourg has already invited the attention of the Secretary General ' . 
the Council of Europe to the possibility of his intervening with 
the British Government under Article 57 of the European Convention o~ 
Human Rights. 

As we actively pursue these ~ndeavours, I have to add that we would 
also regard it as a favourable development if p~isoners themselves 
made application to the Commission about the conditions under 
which they are at present held in Long Kesh. 
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The Hughes family of Bellaghy have now joined the 

"'·!!/ . •.. 

many•families who have suffered bereavement or 

injury in Northern Ireland. To all of them, 

I extend my deepest sympathy. 

1 · 

., 

.T~5 ldea~h 0-f y~t anO-trhep---pri-suner-i-n--'-t-he---11-B locks 

demands with an - even greater urgency.than ever, 

a solution/which will bring the present tet"riblc 

situation to an end . 

No Irish Government can be indifferent to the .. 
/ 

prospect of these deaths ~ontinuing. 
\ 

Even ·before the first hung<'!r st.rike at the II-Blocks 

began, and since the present hunger strike was 

; 

proposed, I have constantly made known to Lhe British 

Government the deep concern and anxiety f~lt by the 

• 
Irish Government at the developing and highly 

dangerous situation as we saw it and emphasising the .... 

nPcd to find a humanitarian solution to this probl~rn. 

; 
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2. 
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\ I have again conveyed that concern and anxiety to 
\ 

' 

the British Government. I have also conveyed my 

view to the European Commission bf Human Rights 

~hat their involvement could contribute to a solution . 

. , 

~ solution must be found but it can only be found 
.1"'4\J,01...Vi:.i) 

. /1,, , ,._.c -~ ' -----/ ~. - -.. · - .. . - .. ~ -
if all those •filft:::Ba.v.e l"e~pons.,i..b.ility-decid that 

in the name of humanity 't 

The tragic events of recent weeks have confirmed 

\ 
once more that Northern Ireland as at present .. 
constituted is no longer~ viable political entity. 

\ 

A new political arrangement is the only possible 

way forward to peace. A ~olitical solution -

_ c ~~i~ging this ~rim cycle of violence, 

• 
destruction and ·death to an end. 

, •, 
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3. 

I appeal to Irish people in every part of this 

island by their behaviour in these difficult days 

to uphold the honour and dignity of Ireland and 

to let no-one for whatever motive use this tragic 

situation 

the world . 

. ' 

ca.u-J.e. ~'-t~ -t. . .;.j; /~ •. >J~l {.~ 
~ -1S ./!;. &. ~ l~l: 

tof damage our good name in the eyes of 

I' ., . 
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Steering Note 

1. The Minister could . begin by explaining that an extremely serious 

situation has now developed in Northern Ireland with two 

hunger-strikers dead and with other deaths and large-scale 

rioting taking place. T~nsion between the two 

Communities is at its highest level since the major 

disturba~ces of the early 1970's. There is great danger 

that the level of violence will increase dramatically and 

that it could spill over into the SG;Uthern part of Ireland. 

2. Meanwhile the effects of recent events on the political 

r~.--J. 

i::i +n;:i+i nn in Nor+hi=>rn Ireland have been deleterious.. The 

Provisional I.R.A. has made great propaganda gains, with a 

corresponding movement towards extremism on the Unionist side, 

and an erosion of support for moderate politicians of all 

groups. In the rest of Ireland a similar increase in 

generalised sympathy for the I.R.A. is discensible, and this 

also represents a danger of an undesirable shift in the 

political spectrum. Internationally the propaganda success of 

the I.R.A. bas been notable. 

/ 

3. A deadlock exists at present in the prison because of the position 

adopted by the hunger str·ikers and the Bri°tish Government. 

Both sides have adopted inflexible attitudes and in an effort 

to find a way forward the Irisp Government has sought the 

inv.olvement of the European Commission of Human Rights. The 

Commission last year did consider the prison conditions at 

Long Kesh and in its partial decision (application No. 8317/78 

by T. McFeeley) expressed inter alia its concern at the 

inflexible approach of the British authorities. 

4. In this connection, it may be relevant to mention that the 

British Secretary of State for Northern Ireland stated on 
I 

4 December 1980 that his Government "have always been and still ar< 

willing to discuss the humanitarian aspects of the pri_son 

administration in Northern Ireland with anyone who shares 

our concern about it" ; 1'+-J_J_ J' ~ of\. 11 1~ > ,.,;,, .., ,l,--v,-J,.,, 

.,_-4,~ h e,..,,J. ~~ ~ ) /.-__ -~ LJ :+ "'- l~r) -<M. ~t I' 

~- 1: TC ~ ~ ~ { ~ I .4. f._..._-.,,_. ~~;...:.. .e C 

~ ~t<,~ ,Ve'~ 
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5. 

... ·~ -

None of the prisoners involved in the hunger-strike appear to 
be prepared to submit a further application to the Commission. 

In the circumstances we have examined the-European Convention 

· on Human Rights and feel that the Secretary-General under 
1 

Articl~. 5 7 could have a role to play. The Minister could ask 
. -... . 

the se&iertary-General under this Article to seek an 

explanation from the British Government ·on how it is 

implementing the provisions of the Convention with 

particular reference to the prison regime in Long Kesh 

and the terms of the Commission's partial decision in the 

McFeeley case. Could the Commission not be invited 

to reexamine on the spot in N.I. the ' changes that have been ., 
made by the British Authorities since.the McFeeley case and 

. . . 
the. changed· prison ,Cegime ·outlined' i·n· the British· document of 
18 December,. J.:J. • • C:-.. .. fr':i:;i ? · tl;, • ~ ____, ~ ~ .-

. ~ - .-1:ft.. L . 

Department of Foreign Affairs. 

13 May 1981. 
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Secretary. 

Strasbourg Programme , 13 May 1981 

I have just spoken to Brian Earls in Strasbourg. 

Party due to arrive there C. 18.30 (local time). 

?', I ( . 

Minister due to go straight to informal meeting of Ministers being 
hosted by Swedish Foreign Minister in Hotel Sofital 
(tel. (163388) 329930)to be followed by buffet (also in. Sofital). 

Michael Flynn is expected to accompany ~nister to Sofital. 

Mr. Earls understood that Mr. Neligan and PSM would not be 
accompanying Minister to Sofital and would presumably proceed 
t~ the Hotel Terminus (tel. (163388) 328700). · 

He himself would be in the Council Building(tel. (163388) 61496 1 x2093 
or 2050) until C 19.00 (local). Thereafter he had to attend a short 
reception and would then be returning to Ter minus where entire party 
is overnighting. 
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III. So~~ practical e;:uidelines for the resear~her 

1.ar'IY of these aforementioned categories and questions require evaluative

descriptive treatment. The individual researchers will have the freedom 

to choose where such treatment 1• appropriate and necessary. However, 

the choice should be explained. I~ is ,alsn pose ible, where neces11a.r,y 

out of special reasons, to add or break down certain categories. 

But the core of the Model has to re~ain and has to be accepted in order 

to achieve some level of wiiformity in the analytical reaulta. It 1 

also possible not to treat certain categories. However, all d.eviationa 

\ from the Model muat be reasoned and explained. 

Where it is found neceasa.r,y to include substantive definitions or 
certain terms or criteria in order to understand them correctl,1 in 

their national context, the rene&rcher should provide these. 

The following table summarizes the stages of analysis (Impulse for 

change; process and struct'ure ~f change; results and prospects), the 

systemic level• (Envirorunent/Context; Firm and Workers; Experiment) 

and the method of analysis and preaentation and etreeaea the intensity 

ot their interrelationships 

~Systemic New Form/ 
, 

lL:Method 'level Environment/ Firm/ Experiment of 

Context Workers 
in Work analysis 

Stag;~ Organisa,- and 
analysis tion tatior: 

Cau=,es/ IX X Descript. ive & Iripul !le 
eval.;.:it 1ve 

Proces'J/ . X XX Descriptive Structure . . 

Ret:ults & 
X XX Evaluative Prospects 

. 

('Ihe X'• indicate the relative :lmportanoe ot the croas-relationshipa, 

i.e. tllO X' • inclicate a 1'?"9&ter importance tbazl on. X or a blame apa.o41.) 
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C155 
TO HQ 
FOR SECRETARY 

FROM LONDON 
FROM AMBASSADOR 

/l-l":/-
1«.- ~-?J ·: , ·:, E ....•.•....•.... . .. . .... . . .. . . . . ~ 

MMMLOIKJ 
-, 

~~ ······· :r ....... , .............. ~ ........ _._..··-····---
CALL ON PRIME MINISTER 

THE APPOINTMENT YESTERDAY WEDNESDAYf 13TH MAY AT NO. 10 WAS 
FOR 6 P.M. I ARRIVED AT 5.55 P.M. AND WAS USHERED IN TO 
THE PM'S OFFICE AT ABOUT 6.05. SHE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY 
SECRETARY OF STATE HUMPHREY ATKINS AND MICHAEL ALEXANDER, 
HER PRIVATE SECRETARY FOR OVERSEAS AFFAIRS (AS DISTINCT 
FROM HOME AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS). OUR CONVERSATION 
LASTED FOR ABOUT 40 MINUTES. 

. / . 
2. THE ATMOSPHERE WAS COURTEOUS AND FRIE~DLY BUT A LITTLE 
TENSE AT THE BEGINNING. I BEGAN · BY EXPRESSING APPRECIATION 
FOR BEING RECE1V£D AT SHORT NOTICE BUT THAT THE 
IMPORTANCE OF THE MISSION WHICH THE TAOISEACH HAD GIVEN ME 

AND THE MESSAGE HE HAD ASKED ME TO CONVEY CALLED FOR MOST 
URGENT CONSIDERATION. I THEN WENT OVER ALL THE POINTS WE 
HAD DISCUSSED IN THE TAOISEICH'S OFFICE YESTERDAY MORNING 
AND LATER WITH OUR MINISTER IN THE PLANE EN ROUTE TO LONDON. 
I HAD MARSHALLED OUR ARGUEMENTS ON SMALL CARDS INSTEAD OF 
READING THEM FROM A WRITTEN TEXT. 

3. THE PRIME MINISTER LISTENED CAREFULLY TO WHAT I SAID 
WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. SHE OPENED HER REPLY BY SAYING THlT 
SANDS AND HUGHES BEFORE THEY DIED, AND THE NEWSPAPER 
AN PHOBLACHT THIS WEEK1 ALL MADE IT VERJtf CLEAR THAT THE 
IRA WANT ALL THE F I VE DEMANDS OR NOTH I NG. THEY WANT 
POLITICAL STATUS AND THEY CAN'T GET IT. SHE REFERRED 
TO MY CALL ON NO. 10 LAST OCTOBER JUST BEFORE THE HUNGER 
STRIKE BEGAN AND SAID SHE REGRETTED ANY SUGGESTION THAT 
SHE WAS INFLEXIBLE THEN OR NOW. IT WAS THE HUNGER STRIKERS 
WHO WERE BEING INFLE.X IBLE. LAST OCTOBER THE GOVERNMENT 
HAD MADE A GENUINE EFFORT TO HELP ON CLOTHING BUT lHIS 
HAD BEEN REJECTED BY THE PRISONERS AS NOT ENOUGH. ATKINS 
MADE THE POINT THAT THERE SEEMED· TO BE VERY LITTLE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN A SWEATER SUPPLIED BY MARKS AND SPENCER AND A 
SWEATER SUPPLIED BY A PRISONER'S FAMILY. IT SEEMED 
HARDLY WORTH DYING FOR - WHICH PROVED THAT THE REAL POINT 
AT ISSUE WAS NOT THE SWEATER BUT POLITICAL STATUS. THIS 
THEY COULDN'T BE GRANTED AND THE PM SA ID THAT SHE WOULD' 
NOT BE TAKEN-IN BY 'SALAMI TACTICS' WHICH WOULD MEAN THAT 
EACH CONCESSION WOULD BE FOLLOWED BY MORE DEMANDS. 

4. I ARGUES THAT OUR CONTACTS HAD GIVEN US TO BELIEVE THAT 
IF THERE WERE SATISFACTORY MOVEMENT ON CLOTHES AND 
ASSOCIATION IT MIGHT BE POSSIBLE TO REACH AN END OF THE 
STRIKE WITHOUT GRANTING POLITICAL STATUS. THIS WAS 
STRONGLY CONTESTED BY THE OTHER SIDE BUT THEY WOULD BE 
INTERESTED IN ANY HARD INFORMATION TO THAT EFFECT. THEY 

WOULD BE QUITE COOPERATIVE WITH.ANY COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
MECHANISM AS THEY WERE PROUD OF THE PRISON REGIME. ATKINS 
~NTIONED THAT AFTER THE CONCERN EXPRESSED IN THE 1978 REPORT 
FROM STRASBOURG AT THE INFLEXIBLE ATTITUDE TO PRISON 
DISCIPLINE THEY HAD INTRODUCED NINE SIGNIFICANT 
REFORMS. I MENTIONED THAT OUR MINISTER WAS IN STRASBOURG 
YESTERDAY AND THAT HE WOULD PROBABLY DISCUSS A MOVE BY 
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE WITH THE SECRETARY-GENERAL. THEY 
WOULD PLACE NO OBSTACLE BUT FELT THAT WE RATHER THAN THEY 
SHOULD __ JN l T I AIE AC.IJ ON. 



5. I SKED THE PM TO BEAR IN MIND THAT THE DENIAL OF THE 
FIVE DEMANDS WAS MADE ALL THE DIFFICULT BY THE FACT THAT 
HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRISONERS WERE STILL ENJOYING THEM UNDER 
lllE SAME ROOF. SANDS HAD THEM DURING HIS EARLtER PERIOD OF 
IMPRISONMENT. THE ONLY REPLY I GOT (WHICH ILLUSTRATES A TOTAL 
LACK OF A SENSE OF URGENCY) WAS TiiAT THE TWO CLASSES OF 
PRISO ERS WOULD BE SEGREGATED LATER EXT YEAR WHEN A NEW 
PRISON WOULD BE RE DY. 

6. THIS LEAD ME TO EMPHASISE AGAIN· THE URGENCY OF THE 
PRESE T CRITICAL SITUATFON AD THE EFFECT IT WAS HAVING 
NOT ONLY IN THE NORTH, IN THE REPUBLIC AND ABROAD BUT 
ALSO IN THE AREA OF ANGLO-I ISH RELATIONS TO WHICH THE 
TAOISEACH ATT CHES SO MUCH IMP RTANCE. THE PM REPLIED 
THAT SHE ALSO GREATLY VALUES IT EVE IF ARMED ATTACKS ARE 
SOMETIMES DIRECfED ACROSS THE BORDER AT BRITISH SECURITY 
FORCES AS HAPPENED RECE TLY. I URGED THAT A WELL PREPARED 
M!ETING OF THE TWO PRl~E MINISTERS LEADING TO THE COLLAPSE 
C, THE STRIKE ON THE BASIS OF AGREED IMPROVEMENT AND 
FLEXIBILITY OF PRISON REGULATIONS WOULD NOT NLY REMOVE 
THE PRESENT INTOLERABLE TENSION IN NORTHERN IRELAND BUT 
CJ>EN A NEW CHAPTER IN ANGLO-IRISH RELATIONS. THERE WAS 
NO ''GIVE'' 0 THIS. t WENT ON TO MAKE THE POINT THAT 
WE ONLY HAVE ABOUT TEN DAYS FROM NOW TO THE EJ<T DEAfHS 
AND THAT IT WAS ESSENT1IAL THAT BOTH GOVERNMENTS 
KEE~ IN TOUCH I ORDER TO FIND A WAY OUT OF AN INTOLER BLE 
CRISIS. THE PRIME MINISTER SENT GOOD WISHES TO THE TAOISEACH 
AND AGREED WE SHOULD KEEP IN TOUCH AS SUGGESTED AND THE 
CONVERSATtON THEN CAME TO A CONCLUSION. SHE ASKED WHAT 
St:tE SHOULD SAY TO THE PRESS ABOUT MY CALL AND I REPLIED 
THAT QUIET DIPLOMACY SEEMED BEST. (I WISHED TO AVOID ANY 
SUGGESTION THAJ OUR APPROACH HAD BEEN REBUFFED) 

7. YOU WILL HAVE SEEN THAT JON HUME REPORTED TO THE PRESS 
LAST NIGHT THAT HE HM> RUN INTO IMPLACABLE OPPOSITION IN HIS 
REQUEST FOR FLEXIBILITY ON CLOTHES ETC AT 0.10. ~E ARE 
SENDI Q A SEPARATE BRIEF REPORT ON THIS. HUME WILL BE 
RETURNING TO DUBLI THIS MORN1NG AND HOPES TO SEE THE 
TAOISEACH THIS AFTERNOON BEFORE LEAVING FOR DERRY. 

END 

EK 14/05/81 
TIME1 12.17 
@ 
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Statement made by Minis ter on leaving 

Strasbourg 14/5/81 

I was in Strasbourg today to attend a -meeting of the 

Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. 

On the basis of information obtained in the course of 

contacts made by me while I was in Strasbourg it is my 

hope that action will very shortly be taken under ,the 

European Convention on Human Rights in relation to the 

humanitarian aspects of the prison regime in Northern 

Ireland. 



/ 
Confidential 

Minister's visit to Strasbourg ( 1 3-14 -&fa y 198 1) 

The Minister met the Irish member of the Council of Europe 

Commission of Human Rights and the Secretary-General 

of the Council of Europe and directed the Permanent 
' Representative, Mr. Flynn, to explore some matters with 

the Secretary to the Commission, Mr. Kruger. The Minister 

also had contacts with Mr., Douglas Hurd British Minister 

of State for Foreign Affairs, in the margins of the 

r.nmmit-t-,::,,::, of Mini!:::t-Pr~ mPPt-inrr . ---- - ---- ~, 
n.::i rt- i ;::i 1 1 v 
J: -- -- ---.l. 

attended. 

In these contacts, the possibilities for activating the 

Council of Europe human rights machinery to seek a solution 

to the H-block crisis were urgently discussed. 

Three options were disc_ussed as follows: -

1) An inter-State case. It became apparent that, 
although we know this option was seriously looked 
at by the Corrunission ( with the idea that a 

2) 

3. 

third power, perhaps Austria, might initiate 
a case against Britain non-contentiously and for 
the purpose Gf establishing facts and making 
recornmend a.t1ons) , it was not going to be 
accepta~ e to the British Government or to the 
Human Rights Secretariat who disliked the 
precedents that would be set. 

Ac ti on b y t h e Sec retary-General (Article 57). 
Th e Secretary- Genera l . readily accepted the 
Minister ' s suggesti on that , given the gravity 
and urgenc y of the case , h e should create 
p receden t and enlar ge h is role by acting to de~~nd 
an a ccount of t h e s i t uati on from the British 
authoriti es , but rrad e i t c lear that he would only do 
so i f t h e British concur r ed, e ven tacitly or 
inf orma l ly . Howeve r Mr . Hurd indicated British 
ob j ection ·t o t h is opti on . 

Action by the Human Rights Commission either on 
foot of a new petition or revival of the exi s ting 
one (McFeeley et al, no. 8317/ 78 ). In the event 
this option was adopted by the Commission 

---------------.1..~ ....,.,~~--,el-~:i:ng L1 1e rs e o. the day to reactivate its 
consideration of the McFeeley case. At a late 

I 



' 
- 2 -

stage, the way was cleared f.or very early action 
through communication from London that Britain 
was waiving its right to submit observations on the 
Commission's decision which as·a party it was 
entitled to do. Without exercise by the British 
of this waiver, action would have been held up for, 
at least, several days. 

The Cormnission sat throughout the day and deliberated as 

usual in camera. Contacts with Mr. Kiernan, the Irish 

Commissioner, were accordingly very intermittent but he 

availed of every opportunity to give us information. In the 
i 

afternoon when it became ev·ident that there was delay in 

getting British cooperation in the matter of the waiver, 

despite assurances about cooperation from Mrs. Thatcher on 

13 May and Mr. Hurd in Strasbourg, the Minister instructed the 

undersigned to telephone Ambassador Kennedy in London and 

the Department in Dublin to urge very prompt action from 

Whitehall. The Minister ~lso asked Mr. Hurd to step 

outside the Committee of Ministers meeting and pressed him 

to intervene. The outcome of these pressures was that 

at 5.00 p.m. local time, when the Commission had considered 

all other business and was about to adjourn to next week, a rnessa 

reached the British member ~nd acting Chairman) Mr. Fawcett 

conveying the required waiver decision. 

Mr. Flynn continues to follow very closely the Commission's 

proceedings and intentions and will keep us informed. 

Mr. Kiernan telephoned the Minister when the Commission finally 

adjourned at 8.00 p.m. local time and told him that he thought 

the Commission's work in Belfast would probably begin 

on Tuesday next, 19 May. 

Both the Commission and the British side urged the utmost 

confidentiality about what was being arranged. The Secretary 

of the Commission stressed to Mr. Flynn that the judicial 

impartiality of the Commission could be impaired by 

disclosure of its proceedings. The Commission, he said, 

had resented the intrusions made and misleading material 

published by the Press when its members acted in April. 

In addition, if the Commission were to act on a dormant 

se. j t coul 

one of the parties (the complainant) knew about the matter. 

I - - -



I - ..J -

For this reason they did not wish any statement to be made to 
the· press. We pointed out the extreme political urgency 

of the problem on which the Commission was to act and the 

absolute necessity of the Minister making a statement. We 

also indicated that a lot of reports by the media were coming 

in, based on speculation, and referring to new moves in 

Strasbourg in which the Minister was involved. Eventually 

Mr. Kruger agreed to the Minister saying that he was "confident 
. . 

that action will very shortly be taken under the European 

Convention on Human Rights" (wording proposed by us) and the 

Minister issued the annexed sta~ement at 6.00 p.m. local time. 

Confidentiality about details of the Commission's 

proceedings and proposed action evidently continues to be 

necessary. 

~~ _,.:--· 

David M. Neligan. 

15 May 1981. 

\ 
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ANNEXED FOR YOUR INFORMATION ARE TWO REPORTS PREPARED IN 
· THE EMBASSY · THIS MORNING, o·~ E BY DAITHI O'CEALLAIGH ON 
A CONVER SAT ION LAST NIGHT WITH JOHN . HUME AFTER HIS MEETING 
WITH MRS THATCHER, THE OTHER BY PAT HENNESSY ON· A 
CONVERSATIO N YESTE RDAY '11TH LE;~ DQl;JN IE, LONDON CORRESPONDENT 
Of THE WASH I N8TOi'~ POST. 

MEETING BETWEEN JOHN HUME AND MRS THATCHER ~~---~--------------------------~---~ 
1. WHAT FOLLOWS IS BASED ON A NUMBER OF VERY BRIEF CONVERSATIONS 
WITH JOHN HU~;E, MOSTLY IN TrlE PRESENCE OF OTHERS. 

2. HUME SAW THE PRl >lE MINISTER FOR AN HOUR AND 10 MINUTES. 
THE PRFlE MINISTER \'JAS .<\CCOi'iPAiJIED Bi THE SECRETARY OF STATE, 
MR HUMPHREY ATKINS. MRS THATCHER DID MJST JF TrlE TALKl~G fJR 
THE EN,.;L IS H S IDE. 



---·· 
3. AS DISCUSSED IN DUBLIN · BEFORE HIS VISJT, MR HUME SAID IT 
A~ HIS BELIEF THAT THE HUNGER STRIKERS WOULD'END THEIR STRIKE 

IF, lfJ ADD ITIO'.'l TO TT:: co·>JCESS 10:is OFFERED BEFORE c:rn ISTMAS, 
THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT WERE TO ALLOW ALL PRISONERS IN 
NORTHERN I RELAf'm WEAf{ THE I R O\vN CLOTHES AT ALL TI ~JES AND · 1 F 
TiiERE vJERE A MEASURE, OF FF~EE ASSOCIATION IN 'THE WINGS OF THE 
H-BLOCi<S • . (HUM!: TOLD ~·~E TH.\T HIS EVIDENC~ FOR THIS w .. ~s FROM 
A PRIEST WHO HAD VISITED HUGHES UN JHE MORNING OF HIS DEATH 
AS WELL AS THE OTHER TWO HUNGER STRIKERS, _AND ON A CONVERSATION 
WITH GERRY ADAMS HAD SOUGHT WITH HIM. BEFORE SEEING THATCHER, 
HE SAID HE WOULD MENTION THIS TO HER BUT I HAVE NO CONFIRMATION 
THAT HE DID SO). 

L1- . l iJ RE5PJ,., ·E, ;·US d; TC: ER S.' I D Tri T n,AT ,\~ ; QT THEIR bELIEF. 
THEY UNDERSTOOD THAT THE PRISONER S WOULD ACCEPT NOTH I NG LESS 
THAN THE FIVE DE1!.i\NDS IN TOTO . THESE AMOU,J TED TO POLITICAL 
STATU S A1rn Td~Y ·,·lERC: ;. T PREP;. ."' -D TO GRA:rr TdlS. 

5. . HUME REFERRED TO THE POL IT ICAL CON-SEQUENCES OF THE CONT I NU I NG 
~ERIES OF DEATHS IN THE MAZE, INDICATING THAT THE PROVISIONALS 
WERE ON THE CENTRE OF THE STA -E . MRS THATCHER REPLIED THAT 
Tu.-c,r- l) "LIT! r' I ,..,""' ..,., ~· , .... ,,--,- J~ "..., - , ,,... ... ,, I ,,... . , ;.<wt ..: , ..,; v,,1- , · l, .....,...,n. ..... 1-,1 ,....., an .. ,\~ 1 , ~ 1 v1 · .l ~,\ • ,t-\, , J u . 

6. THERE WAS~ GREAT DEAL OF DISCUSS ION ABOUT RIGHTS FOR SOME 
AND NOT FOR OTHERS. t 1RS THATC, EH OBVIOUSLY FELT VERY STRONGLY 
THAT THOSE l i~ THE MAZE WERE MU RDERERS AND THAT THEY SHOULD NOT 
BE TREATED ANY MORE LENIENTLY, OR IN ANY MORE SPECIAL A WAY, 
THAN ONE WOULD EXPECT THE AUTHi ~ IT I ES TO T~EAT THE .~ M \f/HO 
HAD ATTEMPTED TO ASSASSINATE Tri: POP Ei MR HUME REFERRED 
TO THE BACl<GROUND S, FR 11 WHICH SOhE OF . THOSE IN THE MAZE COME. 
HE REFERRED TO THE CHILDREN OF WHAT HE TERMED GOOD FAMILIES 
INVOLVED IN THIS BUSINESS. HE REFERRED TO THE IMMENSE DAMAGE 
IT \'/AS DOING IN NORTHERN IRELAND. MRS TH ATCHER CONTI NUED TO 
SPEAI< OF MU RDER IN ,I). DLU iJT FASHIJN TO v/HIC H MR HUi ·lE REPL IED 
THAT SHE DID 1WT u,,JDERSTAND TH:: f1E inNG OF !RISH NATIONAL ISM. 

7. -ON THE CENTRAL ISSUE OF MOV EMENT OF PRISON CONDITIONS, 
MR HUME FOU ,·~D THE PRIME MIN !STER TOTALLY IMPLACALBE. SHE 
DID, HOWEVE R, RA ISE WITH HIM TrlE EUROPEAN COMMISSION FOR 
HUMA N 'RIGHTS Mm SA ID THAT TH EY ViOULD GIVE EVERY SUPPORT 
.TO THE COMM I SS I ON. 

\ 

8. MR HUME THOUGHT THE ATMOSPHERE AT THE MEETING WAS GOOD. 
IT WAS NOT Ar~ E \SY OdE FOR H H·, HOWEVER. ON BALANCE HE FEELS 
IT WAS THE RIGHT THI Mi:' FOR Hlh TO DO AS IT IS BETTER FOR HIM 
TO BE SEEN AS TRY I NG TO DO SOMETH IN,., EVEN IF IT FA !LS. HE 
PLANS TO CALL ON THE TAOISEACH LATER TODAY TO BRIEF HIM ON 
THE MEET I NG. . ; 

D O'CEALLAIGH 
14- MAY 1981 
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FOULOW I NG ARE SOME PO l·NTS FROM CONVERSATION \m ICH I HAD 
YE, TERDA Y WI TH LEN DOl1N I E, WASH l NGTON POST CORRESPONDENT. 
DOI l~IE, WHO HAS EXCELLEiH CONTACTS AT BOTH THE· POLITICAL AND 
OF ICIAL LEVEL HERE AND IN NORTHERN IRELAND, HAS JUST 
R~ UR NED FROi•I BELFAST: 

THERE 1s· CONTINUING BRITISH CONFIDENCE THAT THEIR 
PRESENT STRATEGY IS THE RIGHT ONE AND WILL BE SUCCESSFUL. 
THIS IS M.I\TCHED BY A DETERMINATION TO ENSURE NO EXCUSE 
FOR VIOLENCE IS GIVE1~ TO L0 i".1L1ST co;:;.::.ii: ITY • 

. PERCEIVED ·GREATLY INCREASED SENSE OF AL IEi'lATION AhONG 
SETTLED, "NON-RIOT Ji'RONE", ·COMMUN !TIES IN CATHOLIC 
AREAS I l AFTER;,:,\ T·I OF S•~i lDS r:ATH. i-lE DID MOT, HO\>iEVER, 
FEEL TM AT THIS \'!OULD NECESJARILY TRAIISLATE l.'HO ACTIVE 
SUPPORT FOR A COMP A I GN OF VI OLENC!: . 

' . 

ON BASIS OF CONVERSATIONS WITH LOCAL PEOPLE COMMENTED ON 
CP.L:';I ::'.: l '.·!FLUE' 1C': 0F LOYALIST-AREAS OF STRENGTHENED 
PRESENCE, AND . HIGH PROFILE, OF SECURITY Fv~~c~. uu~ 
LEADERS \o/ERE MAK I NG BIG EFFORTS TO PRESENT THEMSELVES 
IN STATEMANLIKE ROLE TO FOREIGN JOURNALISTS. 

' - FELT LARGE-SCALE IRA RETALIATION IS NOT TOO DISTANT 
FUTURE INEVITABLE AND HAD BEEN STRUCK BY A NUMBER OF 
OMINOUS REFERENCES T0 ROY~L FAMILY. 

- IMPROPER PRACTICES OF PRESS IN REPORTING LAST WEEK'S 
/EVENTS NOT WIDESPREAD AND MAINLY CONFINED TO F'RENCH 
CAMERA CREWS. STRUCK BY CARE WITH WHICH ALL PARTIES 
(UNOFFICI AL AS WELL AS GOVER NMENTAL) TO CONFLICT 
MON ITOR US PRESS COVERAGE AND NOTE EVEN MINOR CHANGES 
OF EMPHASIS. VERY CRIT ICAL JF CiiR ISTOPHER nio:-,A~. 
TIMES CORRESPONDENT WHO, HE SA ID, RARELY LEFT THE 
EURoPA. 

- SOME OFFICIALS ErlDEAVOURED TO SUGGEST THAT LONGER-TERM 
BfllTISH STRATEGY ENVISIONED FURTHER POL ITICAL 
INIT IATIVES AT SOME. TIME IN THE FUTURE IN PURSUIT OF 

WHICH CRED IT EARNED ~JITHNLOYALIST COMMUNITY BY PRIME 
MINISTER'S REFUS1\L TO COMPROM ISE COULD BE TURNED TO 
ACCOUNT IN PUSH I NG THROUGH Ai~ INSTITUTI ONAL SETTLEMENT. 
I PO INTED OUT THAT APART FRJM ABSENCE OF PRECEDE11T 
IN TERMS OF BRIT I Sri WILLINGNESS TO FACE UP TO 
LOYALIST INTRANSIGENCE THIS SCENARIO OVERLOOKED THE 
ENORMOUS DAMAGE \:JH tCH PRESENT POLICY WAS INFLECTING 
ON LEGITi i•lATE POLITICAL FORCES IN THE NATIONALIST . 
cm;,MuN ITV. IT COi~SEQUENTLY PUT I N JEOPARTY THEIR 
ABILITY TO LEAD THAT COM/,WJ ITY TO GIVE ITS CONSENT 
TO ANY FUTURE ARRANGEriENT AND INCREASED THE DANGER OF 
THEIR DISCARDED I N FAVOUR OF LESS MODERATE VOICES. 

HENNESSY 
4 MAY 1981. 

ND 
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STIHEMENT OF SEMt\TOF: l<ENNEDY \~ESPOND HJG TO PR !ME MIN ISTEr~ 
Tf-l.~TCHER 1 S LETTER ON MORTHEf~N lf~ELMW. 

QUOTE 

TH: CENTRAL POINT OF THE'MESSAGE THAT SPEAKER o~NEILL, SENATOR 
MOYNIHA~j GCVERNOR CARY AND I CONVEYED TO PRIME MINISTER THATCHER 
Ui.ST WEEl< JS THAT Gl~ EATER FLEX IH !L ITY BY Gf<E~T Ef.? !TI'i. !M 0:\ 
THE ISSUE OF Pf< i son ADM IN I ST RAT l ON I i'-JVOLVED l N THE HUNGER STf~ l KES 
AT THE M1\/E PR I SOt~ IN NORTHERN I FIELM·.JD IS ESSENT 1.6,LL Y TO ,6,VO ID 
GR EATER VIOLENCEo 

f CONDE!V1N AL V I OLE.·,cE IN NORTHERI~ IRELAND. I CONT t NU!'; TO Bt l l EVE 
Tll !\T BR IT, .. j t,J 1· AS A RC:SPO!,J S IB 1 . !TY TO .~tL L THE PEOPLE OM BOTH 
SI DES OF THE COMMUN IT I TO PURSUE E !E RY POSS IBL[ STEP THAT GOULD 
LEAD TO A OU I CK, FA:.< Ai ID HUr,1.!\ i\! IT AH I A~l ~;f:TTLE.Mf] •ff OF T!!E HUMGER 
STl~l!(ES,. D:rcR-: ADDITIO,,lAL DE.o:\"l·lS Q(;CUli., UNFEEL i,l·JG IN-LEX B! LlTY 
WILL /~CH I EV E MOTH I N~1 ... UT MOl{E D - t\Tl·L 

THE PRIME MINISTER' S RESPONSE SIIOWS ONLY THE SHADOW OF FLEXIBILITY. 
vJ IT HOUT THE SUBST ?,NCE. IT I GNOih:: S P0~3 S ! BLE i NIT I AT IVES VH I CH . 
COULD RESOLVE THE CURRENT DI SPUT E OVER PRISON CONDITIONS. 

OB V r ous t\ VEr.H.JES ARE OF'EN FOF: SE:NS i DU: Mm RE,\SON/\BLE COMP RO/,]! SES 
a~ THE PRACTICAL IS SUES OF PRlSON ADMlNiSTRAT!ON WITHOUT 
COMPROMISING IN ANY WAY ON THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF OPPOSITION TO 
VIOLE.f~GE., 

THE LEADI.:f!S or GREAT BR n,.., l!,1 HI f: A HtJr.'t•,i RES! ONS lB IL fTY TO Sc.El< 
,.,UCH A COi'·1P ' OM I SE. SUl?EL.Y v• 8t:.FOHE M011E HUW;f R S fR I KERS i) f E, 
PrEF ORE ,~ORE L IVES A~~=. LOST I iJ V I JU~. !C n:::;-v:-.,~ .... TIUff l ONS /l BEFORE 
ALL THE HOPEF UL PR0'1RESS OF HiiC•".ff ;:,om l·l~} IS l. O~T "" THERE IS T !l1f: 
FOR BRITAIN TO BREAK THIS ENDL ESS ~P IRAL OF DEATll IN NORTHERN 
IREL~.: .. rn 11 SO TH!IT LEMKRS OF GOOJ\/ IL.L Vif"Y l~ESUME TIi l: I R EFFORTS TO 
t1CH I EVE A PE1\CEFUL AND LAST I r!C SETTLE ,~:::ff OF THE CONFL ICT 

W4QU OTE 

END 
3.5 MI\Y 1981 
TIME SENT: 1250 HR S~ 
2~5 3DD C EST!\ C I 

r~FPL Y TO HIDE FN I t6l+t 60 
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TO HQ 
f OR BUfH<E 

FROM LONDON 
FROM O'CEALLAIGH 

TEXT OF PRIME MINISTER'S REPLY TO MESSAC~ OF 6 MAY FROM 

______ ,. __ ·----------'---------~..--·-----,--------------·---- -
SE~ii\TOP. KENNEDY, SENATOF? MOYNIHAN, C.:ONGRESSMf~N O'NEIL,_ .. 

(S 0 EAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES) AND GOVERNOR CAREY 

OF NEW YORK 

1. ! AM ~1/RITING TO THA!~K YOU _FOR YOUR MESSAGE OF 6 M1\Ya I 
~/EL COME YOUR CLEAR RESTATEMENT OF YOUR UNEQUIVOCAL CONDEi;NATI ON 
OF ALL VIOLENCE ·IN NORTHERN IRELAND. I WELCOME TOO YOUR EFFOR(S 
TO DISCOURAGE AMERICAN SUPPORT FOR THE MEN OF VIOLENCE IN 
;~ORTHEf~N I HEL/1.ND AND TO PROMOTE BETTER UNDEHSTAl~D I NG AMOr.iG 
ALL THE PEOPLE OF.IRELAND~ i \ 

2. YOU QUESTION A ripostURE OF INFLEXIBILITY'' THAT MUST LEAD 
INEVITABLY TO MORE VIOLENCE AND DEATH IN NORTHERN IREL ~NDa 
BUT THAT IS N9T THE GOVEtrnMENTS POSTURE. IT IS I MPOR"1 ANT THAT 

THERE SHOULD BE NO MISUNDERSTANDING BETWEEN US. I AM THERE~ORE 
SENDING YOU WITH THIS A FULL ACCOUNT OF WHAT HAS HAPPENED 
IN THE MAZE PRISON SINCE THE PROTESTERS' COMPLAINTS W~BE 
INVESTIGATED BY AN INDEPENDENT INTERNATIONAL BODY, THE EJ~OPEAN 
COMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. , . 

3.. THIS FULL ACCOUNT SHO '.'/ S THAT ::M GOVER r~ ME~JT HAS lN FACT 
ACTED WITH GREAT FLEXiB!LITY. WE HAVE OFFERED A SERrEs OF 
IMPROVEMENTS !N CONDITIONS TO ~LL PR!SONE~S - MOST OF WHICH 
THE PROTESTERS HAVE REJESTEDw WE HAVE·ALSO FACILITATED 
VISITS TO THE HUNGER STR!KEF~S BY THE EUROFE.t.N COMMISSION 
OF HUM/:.i'J RIGHTS, E Y MEMBERS 8F THE DUBLIN PARL I A Mt NT, BY 
THE REf)RESENTAT!VE OF T~'E OFFiCi;i,L OPPOSITIO'.J HERE Mrn BY 
THE PERSON Al_ REPRESU!TAT I VE OF Hit POP;:". NONE OF THESE 
ACT I 1J N ~; HAS HAD AJ',JY Ei=T ECT UPON THE PR I SON ER S, WHOSE SOI_E · 
PURPOSE IS TO ESTABLISH 4 POLITICAL JUST!FICAT!ON FOR THEIR 
APPALLING RECOHD C,F MURD.C"... AND \/ I OLENCE - MUfrnE~ AND Vi OLENCE 
WH l CH DESERVE THE SAME TOT 1\L CONDEMN!i. TIO N I r~ '.1!0 RTHER r,J I r~ ELA ND 
AS THEY WOULD GET IN THE UNITED S1ATES, 



,_, THl: f-' RISONEHS 1 AND THOSE vJHO SPEA.K nm THE.M, CLA!M Tl-l..\T 
lHE PROTESTS ARE NOT ABOUT PRISON COND:TIONS, BUT ARE ABOUT 

THE DEMAND FCf{ POL. lTIC/\l .. STATUS., POLITIC1\L STATUS WOULD 
ME /\ N TH AT TH E P 11 I SO N f::: R S , NOT THE P R ! SO i~ A U TH O R I T I E S g \,JOU L D 
DETEFIM I NE ~/HAT THE :')A Y TO Dt1 Y REG I ME 'tJ i TH IN THE Pl~ I SON 
SHOULD BE. ON THIS THE GOVEf~f·'i,·~E NT WILL NOT COMPROMISE~ 
IT IS NOT PREPARED, THROUGH THE GRANTING OF POLITICAL 
STl~TUS, TO LEGITIMISE CRP··1 lNAL. P,CTS urDERTA,<EN IN PURSUIT . 
OF POLITICAL ENDS. IT 1·s NOT PREPARED TO SURRENDEq CONTROL 
OF THE PH I S:JNS.. IT IS NOT PREPt._f~ED TO BE COERCED BY . 
PROTEST ACTION, IN ~v'HATEVER FORM, INTO CHANGES Fern 11/HICH 
THERE !S NO JUSTIFICATION ON HUMANITARIAN GROUNDS. WE 
KNOW FROM EXP ER I ENCE THAT TO DO SO \vOUL 1l NOT BR I NG THE 
PROTESTS TO AN END~ ON THE CO NTRARY, YIELDING TG 
COERCION WOULD PROVOKE FURTHER COERCION, AND ~OULD 
ENCOURAC~ MORE ~OJNG PBIPLE TO FOLLOW THE PATH OF VIOLENCE. 

5u IT IS THE GOVf.RNMENT' S PROFOUND HOPE THAT THERE \11 LL BE 
NO MORE DEATHS DIRECTLY OR JND[RECTLY DUE TO THE PRESENT 
HUNGER STRIKE. SUCH DEATHS C~N SERVE NO PURFOSE. IF 
POLITICAL STATUS REMAINS THE PROTESTERS' OBJECTIVE, THEN 
IT CANNOT AND WILL NOT BE CONCEDED. IF THEY HAVE OTHER 
'GROUNDS FOR COMPLAINT AGAINST THE PRISON REGIME, THEN 
FURTHER RECOURSE TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS REMAINS AVAILABLE TO THEM. THE GOVERNMENT HAS SHOWN 
THAT IT IS PREPARED TO RESPOND TO THE COMMISSION'S FINDINGS 

. AND TO FACILITATE IN ANY WAY IT CAN THE COMMiSSiON'S 
CONDUqT OF ITS INVESTIGATIONS~ 

6. MORE WIDELY, THE GOVERNMENT REMAINS COMMITTED TO THE 
SEARCH FOR WAYS IN WHICH THE PEOPLE OF NORTHERN lRELAND CAN 
ASSUME GREATER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR OWN AFFAIRS, 
THROUGH POLITICAL INSTITUT!ONS IN WHICH ALL SECTIONS OF THE 
COMMUNITY CAN HAVE CONFIDENCE. IT BELIEVES THAT THE BEST 
HOPE FOR LONG TERM PEACE AND STABILITY IS TO BE· FOUND -IN 
THE POLITICAL PROCESS, NOT IN VIOLENCE AND INTIMIDATION. 

: AND THE GOVERNMENT J . REMAINS DETERMINED TO 
UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP THAT ALRfADY EXISTS BETW~EN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM AND THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND TO THE BENEFIT OF ALL 
THE PEOPLE OF THESE ISLANDSa 

SIGNED -
MARGARET THATCHER 

AND THE GOVERNMENT REMAINS DETERMINED TO BUiLD ON THE 
UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP THAT ALREADY EXISTS BETWEEN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM 

{ 

-
BUILD ON 

·:-- - -- ~ . .. ... .._ .. ·- - - . ---.. ~ ..... .,._ -- ·- · ··- . . 



ANNEX _ ... . ·---
.,.. ISSION rv~ ' HUMAN RIGHTS 

1.. .1 N 1 ~78 THE E~11_~~~~~ ~~M~HE MA z E \..~)H I SON ll'~ THE CONTEXT 
CONS I DER ED, THE ~-! ! UMJA. nt TO THE -CIJMM I SS I ON BY FOUR 

/OF AN APPL1CATICJN • J...l.. ' - · 

Pf~ I SONERS. 

2g· THE PRISONERS~ MAIN COMPLAINT WAS THAT THEIR RIGHT TC 
FREEDOM OF CONSCl~NCE AND BELIEF (UNDER ~RT!CLE@ 9 OF THE 
EUROPEAN CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS) WAS DENIED THEM BECAUSE THE PRISON 
AUTHOP'TIES SOUGHT TC APPLY TO THEM THE NORMAL PRISON 
REGIMf .. THE COMMISSION IN THEIR DECISION·OF JUNE 1980 
FOUND THAT A RIGHT TO PREFERENilAL STATUS FOR A CERTAIN 
CATE.GORY OF PR I SONUiS \I/AS W)T AMONGST THOSE GUARANTEED 
BY THE CONVENTION OR BY ARTICLE 9 IN PARTICULAR. 

3D THE APPLICANTS W ALSO ARGUED.THAT THE REGIME .UNDER 
WHICH THEY LIVED AMOUNTED TO INHUMAN AND bEGRADING TREATMENT 
AND PU N I S ~W1 ENT I N B R r. ,'\CH OF A R T L CL E J O F THE CO NV E NT I O N o 

THE COMMiSSION DECLARED THAT ALL THEIR C6MPLAINTS UNDER 
THIS ARTICLE WERE INADMISSABLE ON THE GROUNDS THAT THEY WERE 
'' MAN IFESTLY ILL-F OUNDE D''. AT THAT STAGE MANY OP THE . 
PRISONERS \.JERE , AS YOU l<N0VJ, CONDUCTING A UNIQUELY , 
DISGUSTING FORM OF f1 ROTEST IN WHICH THEY FOULED THEIR CELLS 
HITH FOOD 1ND EXCRETA. THEY HAD BROf<EN UP FURNITURE IN 
THE IR CELLS AND H;.'...D USED IT TO Dti.MAGE THE vJI NDOv.JS AND OTHER 
FITTIN~S. THE EUHOPEAN CO MMISSION RECOGNISED THAT THESE 
CONDITlONS WERE SELF-INFLICTED. THE PRISON AUTHORITIES, 
OF COU/~SE, MADE AR A1'GEi'-:'ENTS FOR THE CELLS TO BE ,CLEANED 
AND R[PAINTFJ AT FREQUENT INTERYALSo 

4w B~T AMONG THEIR OTHER FINDINGS , THE COMMISSION EMPHASISED 
THE PRISCN AUTHORITIES, DUTY ''TO· KEEP UNDER CONSTANT · 
REVIE1 THEIR REACTION TO RECA LCITRANT PRISONERS ENGAGED 
IN .A, DcVELOP I NG A,JD PROTRACTED PROTEST'' AND COMMENTED 
THAT ''EFFO RTS SHOULD HAVE BEE N MADE BY 'THE AUTHORITIES 
TO ENSURE THAT THE A~PL ICA NTS COULD AVAIL OF CERTAIN 
FACILITI ES sue~ AS TAKING REGU LAR EXERCISE IN THE OPEN 
/j, ! R w I TH S0!'1~E FORM OF CLOTH: :.JG ( OTHER THAN p R i sor~ CLOTH I NG) 
AND MAKING GREATER USE CF THE PRISON AMENITIES UNDER 
Sl~ILAR CO~DITIONS= 1

• IT ALSO SAID THAT ''ARRANGEMENTS 
SHOULD HAVE BEE.r~ MADE TO ENABLE THE APPL I CANTS TC• CONSULT 
OUTS I DE MEDI CA!. SPECIALISTS EVEN THOUGH THEY vJERE NOT 
PREPARED TO WEAR PRISON UNIFORM OR UNDERWEAR.'' 



5. THUS THE PRISONERS! CLAIM FOR POLITICAL OR SPECIAL STATUS 
HAS BEEN INVESTIGATED RECENTLY AND DECISIVELY REJECTED BY AN 

. INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY OF THE HIGHEST STANDING: THE CONDITIONS 
AT THE MAZE PRISON WERE COVERED AS PART OF THE COMMISSION'S 
INVESTIGATION AND NO SERIOUS COMPLAINT ~GAINST THEM WAS 
SUSTAINED AND THE COMMISSION DID NOT, WHE~E IT FELT NECESSARY,_ 
.HESITATE TO CRITICISE THE GOVERNMENT AND THE PRISON AUTdORITiES. 

• • \ I 

6. THESE CRITICISMS WERE RESPECTED AND NE~ ARRANGEME~TS TO 
SATISFY THEM HAVE BEEN IN FORCE FOR MORE THAN A YEAR. THAT· 
I~ NOT ALL. DURING THE COURSE OF 1980 THE PROTESTING PRISONER& 
WERE OFFERED, WHETHER OR NOT THEY ENDED THEIR PROTEST, A RANGE 
OF IMPROVED CONDITIONS IN CONNECTION WITH LETTERS, VISITS, 
RECREATION, ASSOCIATION AND COMPASSIONATE LEAVE. IN OCTOBER 
LAST YEAR THE GOVERNMENT ENDED PRISON UNIFORM AS SUCH IN 
NORTHERN IRELAND PRISONS IN FAVOUR Of THE ISSUE OF CIVILIAN
TYPE CLOTHING IN A RANGE OF COLOURS ~ND STYLES. OF THESE 
MEASURES, THE PROTESTING PRISONERS HAD, BY THE BEGINNING OF 
MARCH THIS YEAR, MADE USE IN SOME CASES OF THE FACIL~TY OF 

' ADDITIONAL VISITS TO RELATIVES IN ILL-HEALTH~ APART FROM 
THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO RE.SPONSE. i - , 

7. THE FIRST HUNGER STRIKE ENDED ON DECEMBER 18, 1980. 
CONTRARY TO WHAT HAS BEEN ALLEGED, NO UNDERTAKINGS WERE f' 
G I VEtl TO THE HUNGER STRIKER$ OR THE REMAIN I NG PROTEST I NG 
PRISONERS AT THAT TIME~ BEFORE IT OR AFTER: WHAT THE . 
GOVERNMENT HAD SOUGHT TO DO WAS TO EXPLAIN TO ALL PROTEST!~G 
PRISONERS WHAT FACILITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES WERE AVAILABLE 
TO T~EM WITHIN THE EXISTING PRltON REGIME, WHICH, AS WAS 
ALSO E CLEAR TO THEM, THE GOVERNMENT IS COMMITTED TO 

, AND, ft.S CIRCUMSTANCES ALLO'vJ,· IMPROVING. THAT 
.XPLANATIO~ TANDS AND THE SAME FACILITIES REMAIN AVAILABLE. 

WH · ENDING OF THE FIRST HUNGER STRIKE FAILED TO LEAD TO 
THE ENDING OF THE OTHER PROTESTS, THE PRISON AUTHORITIES, 
WITH THE FULL BACKING OF THE GOVERNMENT, TOOK THE INITIATIVE 
TO MOVE 96 OF THE PROTESTING PRISONERS INTO CLEAN CELLS. 

' ' ' 

WHEN IT BECAME CLEAR THAT THESE PRISONERS HAD STOPPED FOULING 
THEIR CELLS, NORMAL CELL FURNITURE \vAS PROV't DED. 

' ' 



8~ TH I S PROC[SS COMPLETE. 1Jf THE !IEX T STEP TO~/ARDS A CONFORMif\fG 
R~G I ME ';/AS THE I SSUE OF THE C I \/ I LI AN-TY PE CLOTH I NG.. THE 
PR I SO NE RS REFU SED THIS, SAYI NG THAT THEY ICRE NOT PREPARED TO 
WEAR IT UNLESS THEIR O~N CLOTHING WAS ~ROV IDE D AT TH E SAME TIME~ 
AND THAT THEY 10ULD TA KE PART I N NO \40R!< OTHER "f'H AN THAT OF 
CLE AN ING TH EIR O' /N C~LLS AND RECEIVING FULL- TI ME EDUCATION~ 
(THE CGMi11SSION H1\D , INC 1 DENTALLY,' Si\'D IN ITS FINDINGS Tl·M T 
I T DID NOT CO l~S IDER THER t TO BE ANYTHING I NHEHEN i"LY DEGRADlr!G 
OR OlJECTIONABLE ABOUT THE REQUI REMEN T TO WEAR A PRISON 
UN I FORM OR TO ... ~OHK). TH E GOVERNMENT HAD NO CHO ICE au·r TO SAY 
IT C0ULD NOT ACCEPT THESE CONDITI ONS. THE PRISONERS ' 
RESPO NSE, ON 27, JANUARY, WAS TO SMASH ;"HE FURNITURE . THE'' 
HAD BEEN GIVEN A~D TO DA MAG E THE FABR IC OF TNEI~ CELLS 

~T T~~ ;~:~~ ~' tvbH~ Tp:~~~g~~s s~~iAi~~y 1. ~E~~E E~~ ~~~Ti~,; sp~,g~~ST 
OF PRO-t'EST, BUT, ri ER E DO I NG SO ~JOT AS A STE P T01 'ARDS 
CONFO RM ITY 11TH THE PRISO N R~G 1ME BUT IN SUPPORT OF THE HUNGER 
STR I l<E •,m I CH 1-IAD THEN JUST B'.:GUN,, TH.E GOV ERMMENT NE VERTHELESS 
WELCOM ED THE PR I S01~E RS' DEC ISION TO END THE GON D IT I ONS THAT 
THEY HAD IM POS E~ UPON TH EMSELVES: THE PRlSO NERS W~RE TRANS
FERRED TO CLEAN CELLS AS QUICKLY AS THE NEC ESSAR Y ARRANGEMENTS 
COULD BE MADE: t\ND \v'HEN TIIEY ASKED FOR THE ISSUE OF FURNITURE 
THI S WAS , NOTWITHSTANDING THE ACTIO NS OF JANUARY 27, INITI ATEDo 
AS IN JANUAR Y, THE PR ISON AUT~OR ITI ES RESPONDED TO TH IS SCALING 
DOWN OF P~OTEST ACT ION BY SCALING DOWN TH E rUNiS HMENT AWARDED, 
IN THI S CASE BY REDUC ING BY HALr TH E RATE AT WHICH THE 
PROTESTING PR ISONERS FO RF EITED REMISSiON. FOR THOSE 
PRISONERS WHO HAD ENDE D PROTEST ACTI ON ALTO GETHER SINCE 
THE PREV IOUS HU NGE R STRIKE, THE PRISON . AUTHOR ITI ES HAD 
ALREADY, AS THEY HAD UNDERTAKEN, CO MPLETED A REVIEW OF RE MISSI ON 
AND, WHERE THE PRISONER CO NCE RNED HhQ BY A PER IOD OF CONFOR MING 
BEHAV IOUR SHO ~vN TH AT Hrs DEC ISION TO CEASE HIS PROTEST WAS A 
FtRM ONE, RESTORED SOME OF TH~ REMISSION PREVIOUSLY FORFE ITED. 

END 

DO'C 14/05/81 
TIME: 18.20 
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Confidential 

PR. 9/81 
11th May, 1981 

Secretary 
Department of Forei "'.!l Affairs 
Duhlin 

A;MBASSADE D'lllltLAND I: 
HOLY SEE 

Fr. John Ma.gee's missicm to N'M"thern Ireland 

Summ a.ry. 

1. In the course of a. Meetin ':' of EEC He&is of Xiiasion at the lletherlands !mbairsy 
on Qth May, the Netherlands Amba.ssador asked th4, British Kinieter, Sir Mark Heath, 
if he ,~ould comment on-the Holy Father'• decision to send Fr. John M~ee to 
Northern Ireland to visit Bobby Sands. 

' 2. The l3ri tish Minister informed. us tha.t the ini tia.tive had COllle from the Vatican; 
he had been infonned of it by Magr. Silveetrini flhortly before Fr. Magee was duiP'\1> 
leave Rome. The Monsignor told him the.t Pr. Magee was going- to :Belfast on an 
uno~ticial visit to undert~.ke a peraonal mission to Sands on behalf of His BolineaA. 
Fr. Mag·ee, Sir Mark understood, had pleaded wit~ Sands to desiet from his hun~r 
strike but Sands had adamantly refused. (pa.ra.. ,2) 

"· The British Government regarded the visit a~ helpful; they did not reg~rd. the 
Vatican as "interfering''. Although Pr. M~ee had not succeeded in persuading Sands 
desist from his hunger strike, his visit ml\,' prevent other I.R.A. prisoners from 
taking a simillll" course. (para. 3) 

4. The German Ambassador noted that a. Vatican emissary had not been sent to the 
German terrorist hunger striker who died in prison recently or had any German 
hi shop · intervened. Hence, the Ambassador regarded the Magee visit as "political" 
rather th::ui. 0 hu.mru1i taria.n". (para. 4) 

)• Ms :;r. Silvestrini had been taken a.back hy the tone of "The Times'' leader 
criticising the MFleee visit. The British Minister had long felt that the 
Secretari.at of St~te officials •·rere taking too simplistic ::i view of the Northen 
Ireland situation 9artly heca.use of what they hear from some members of the 
Hierarchy "l.l1d the Nuncio in Dublin. The Papal intervention in the Sands case 
could well h8ve a ne~ative effect on the public reaction to the Pope's visit 
to Britain next yee.r. ( pci.ra. 5) · 



Confidential 

PR. 9/P.1 

tfth Mey, 1981 

Secretary 
Department of Forei r-,,i Affairs 
Dublin 

AM8A9SA0~ ~IRLANOE 

HOLY SEE 

Fr. John Mae:ee's missi on to Northern Ireland 

1. During ~ meeting of EEC HeMs or Mission held ~-t the Netherh.nds ~ba.aey on 

F'ridey-, (9th Ma.y, the Netherlands Ambassador esked. the British Minister, Sir 

Ma.rk Heath, if he wou!d comment on the Holy Father's decision to send Fr • .John 

Magee to Northern Irehnd to visit Bobby SM.ds.· 

2. Sir M~rk informed us that several newsp~per stories hR.d been seriously 

inaccurate. The initis.tive had come from the Vatican. Shortly before Fr. Ma.gee 

,.,as due to le::ive for London, Msgr. Silvestrini had informed the Minister that 

Fr. M.1gee ·,1F1.s going to Eel fast on an unofficial visit to undertake a personal 

mission to Sands on hehalf of His Holiness. At London Airport Fr. Ma.gee had had 

discus~icms ,.dth Peter Bl:tl<er, Minister of State, F.c.o. and Mich~.el Alison, 

Ninif.'ter of Stl'lte, Northern Ireland Office and on ~rrivd in Belf3.st ,,ras t,3,ken 

immediately to the Ma:re Prison. The Minif;ter understood that Fr. M::1gee h::id pleaded 

1,1i th Sands to desist from his hunger strike but Sands had ~dama.ntly rf:'fus ed. 

F'r. MAp:ee sa,,1 S:mds and the other hunger strikers several times hut h~ heen 

urv:i hl,-, to chanr,e their resolve. He had also had a. meetin~ •-rith the Secretary of 

State for Northern Ireland but Sir M::i_rk had no knowledge of the tenor of their 

discussion. The Vatican had indicated its appreciation of the co-operation the 

Brit i sb authorities had :;i. ven. • 

1 • The British Minister went on to sa;, th,3,t his Government reg;:i.rded Fr. !fagee' s 

visit ::i.s helnful; they did not take the vie•·, that the Vatic:m. '·'"l.s ''interfering". 

Although Fr. Ma.o:ee had not succeeded in· dissua.din.g S1U1ds from continuinfl,' his 

hun °-:er strike ".lnd ·.1hile it did not now seem likely that Francis Hui;hes, ,,rho ma;y 

not l j ve very much longer, would decide to desist, there was a slight indicc1.tion 

thq,t the rema i nin l?.' bro hunger strikers might ah:mdon their f::i.st. Furthermore, the 

Briti P> h crnthoriii.es "!:lelieved that the M"tgee visit might 'he instrumental in 

preventinr othe r I.R.A. prisoners from st!U'ting 3. hun'ser strike. There had 1:een 

reports thcit some seventy prisoners 11ould no·,. go on hunger strike but the 

Government did not tJelieve it likely 1h-'1.t anything approaching th,.t number •.muld 

determine t o fast. 

... , 



- 2 -

4. Our German collea,<;Ue remarked that in the Federal Republic a terrorist on 

hunger strike h;ui died recently and there had been no Vatican emissary sent 

to try to persuade him not to starve himself to death nor, indeed, had any 

German bishop intervened in the case. For this reason, the German Ambassador 

continued, he regarded the intervention in the Sands instance ::1s ''political" 

rather than "humani ta.ria.n". The 'BeV','ian Amba'.ss~or wa.s inclined to a:~ee 

adding that he had been surprised to read that Fr. Magee had given Sands a 

crucifix apparently from the Holy Father and 1 this gesture must have ·ti ven 

many the impression the Church did not regard Sands as· committing suicide. 

It was remarked (not by the undersiP,?1ed) that Pope John Paul II had, c1. special 

interest in Ireland and presumably did not consider 1311 I.R.A. prisoner as .. 
being in quite the same category as a Bader-Meinhof terrorist. 

4 

5. Sir Mark then mentioned that Ms[;?'. Silvestrini had been somewhat t;:iken 

aback by the tone of "The Times" leader whi'ch had been sharply critical of the 

Magee visit. He (Sir Mark) had not heen too surprised by Msn-r. S:.lvf>strini's 

reaction as he has lon,:i; felt that the Secretariat of State officbils \l ,,iere 

teJdng too "simplistic" a view of the Northern Ireland si tu-'ltionJ partly, 

he suspected, because of T,.,hat they hear from some members of the hiercl.rchy 

':!11d the Nuncio in Duhlin. The British Minister referred to Cardin'll Hume's 

comment. on a hunger strike beinr-: a form of violence; this ··•ould he ··•idely 

:3,ccepted in Bri t1.in. The British people ivere at a loss to understand ho 1,, 

huna;er striker!'; could continue to be permitted to receive the Sr1crarnents. In 

reply to ~ question, Sir Mark tho11ght the intervention by HiE Holiness in the 

Sands case could well have a. ne?-'1-tive effect on the public reaction to the 

Pope's visit next year. 



I AMfillSAID NA hEIREANN. LONDA.IN. 

IRISH EMBASSY, LONDON. 

18th May 1981 

·~/-~ a fJ/> 
Dear Assist~rit Secretary 

, ' . , 

, 

17 Grosvenor Place 

SW1X 7HR 

When I met with the Prime .Minister and Mr Humphrey Atkins 

at No.10 Downing Street on Wednesday, 13th May I mentioned 

in my telexed report (No. Cl55) that reference was m~de to 
an article from An Phoblacht about the . hunger strike~making 
the point that nothing less than the five demands will be 

acceptable. 

Humphrey Atkins has since sent me the enclosed(copy of a) 
letter of 15th May together with a copy of the relevant 
An Phoblacht issue of 2nd May. I thought that perhaps 
our Department and the Department of the Taoiseach might 

wish to have a copy of the letter and enclosure. 

Yours sincerely 

ii/ ·, L . b~ --~,. 
/-c~ 

Eamon Kennedy ----------
Ambassador 

-------- Mr David Neligan 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
Dublin 2 

Encl. 
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NORTHERN IRELAND OFFICE 

GREA'F GEORGE STREET, 

LONDON SWlP 3AJ 

SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

\ . 

. . . 

HE Dr Eamon Kennedy 
Irish AmbassRrior 
17 Grosvenor Place 
London SW1 7HR . f S- May 1981 

When we met last night I mentioned an article 
from An Phoblacht about the hunger strikes, 
which came out earlier this month, and I 
promised to let you have a copy. You will 
find one enclosed. 

As always, I was glad of the chance to see 
you again and to have a talk. 

' ) 
I 
1 
I 
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1 
jV~O m~jor attempts to unco~ditionally :-· · a rte,· having been se?n to be not just the '.formality' .rl_ fou.: C<?urageous hur_111ct-srrikcr~ .dicJ, and by uttJn11 

1 th H-Block hum:f!r-strikc themselves. and 'back ~oor o_ut . HiJ.J ghey had promised to the -, their lrvr.s on the 1. 11!c stoo~ f 1rm l,y the a .. !! r uo.n 
en.,l : .1 , , ::J , ~~- •• ,.· Suncls fam ily, 'Ntthtn scvonty-two hours the four that they are rtQ!!.lli=QL.P.!!1iQD.Crs ;ind th; : 1hc1r 

1 end:.!d m fo1.urc ,ol,mving r;!-n:,ffl'l;dtions fom ilics were again subject to false hopes and the · strugyle -- Ire land 's right to seli-determi 1J tion 1 
., to tlwir rel.:1tivcs by h~.mq:.=r-!:t~ikors Botby . · h11n!}er·strikers to the _greatest pressures put on peocc and justice - is a just .ind hon urJbl~ 
' · ~ S,::md$, Francis f·1..;glrn~, Patsy O'H~:-1, cJnd ·:. ·.them yet. - strum:ile, bigger even than themselves, tho 1uh its 
· .' Raymond McCn,.csh, that they y,i;I not:·: · Whcrr.ns the December decision of the oriqinal . intr;1rity is bei_n~ mcnsured in terms o their 

settle for anything · \i;ss than their five de- : seven hun!J"r-strikcrs to end their fas t was inf luc;1cod ,cc.kilauc and sacr r.fici!. 

· mends. · --·-----~ by Lile i111rnincn t death ?f one of thE!ir ~u~n.bcr , The hunger-strike may soon be over for rw, or 
List we:£kcnd's suspect introduction of the.' . Sean Mcl<~nna, the _Bnts must have rn 1t1ally possibly two, of the hunger-stri kers, giv :n the 

.European Commission on Human Rights into the :.: rubbed th~1r hands. with glee _when last Tuesday critical detcriorntion in the condit ion not . nly of 
H-Blocl< crisis app~ared to hold ou_t the b~s~ pros· ,; . the Pope dispatched to Ireland h1spersonalsccret~~Y, Bobby Sands, but also of Francis Hughes. Al houuh. 
pccts for those wrth whom the idea ong,nalcd, ,' · Fr. John Magee, as a moral envoy to plead with Bobby Sands, JRA Vo lun teer .ind member of the 
SOLP leader John Hume and Frcii State premier the h11 n9t!r-st rikcrs to end their protest, since Wcstminsler parlia111e11t, insi sted on goinri ou t in 
Charles Haughey,_ to. avoid. the nationalist prcs~ure to conti1_1ue would carry the impli~it thr~t of front of his three comrades by two weeks c> th<1t 
on them from within their own ranks to publicly moral dtsJpproval(from the Catholic point of his death alone could perhaps save the lives of the 
take Britain to task by supporting the prisoners' view) of 'Christ's vicar on Earth', The iNC?apon others as well as securing · the demands of his 
jus~ demands. Bobby Sands and the other three . . u sed to w.:ige w.:ir on the nerves of the origina l comrades in the Long Kesh H-Blocks and rrnagh 
hunger-strikers were probably expected to be . seven hunr,cr-s tr ikers wasthcpotcntialrcsponsibility jail. 
impressed by the journey of two Scandinc.1vian · . for their comrade's death: now, it was not a tem
professors, who, according to overwhelmingly . pornl but a spir itual threat which must have taken 
"vrn<l-up media reports, offered the prisoners,· · some moral courage, personal discipline- and 

,f last hope'. ,. ~.. · republican principle to counter. 
'~~. this 'last.Qop~' foundered last Satu.rday, '. .. But, counter that . considerable pressure. the 

The hunger-strikers' courage should be 1 !uted, 
their morality goes without question, and from 
the outcome of their protest, tomo'rrow's essons 
can be drawn. 
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Draft 

peath of Raymond McCreesh. 

A Government spQ~elJIJlan said tha~ the Taoiseach and the 

Government profoundly regretted the death of Mr. MaCreesh, 

as they regretted th deaths of all in Northern Ireland 

whose lives had been prematurely cut short over the last 

decade. The Government's sympathy for the bereaved 

relative• and concern at the wider effects of a prolongation 

of the exia.ting sit.\lation had prompted their continuing 

eftorta to contribute to an acceptable settlement both 

of the immediate isaue and of the underlying political 

problem. The spokesman referred to the strong desire 

on the part of the Government that the efforts they and 

other• were making would avoid further deaths. 

May, 1981. 



Statement by Taoiseach of 19 May,1981 

These latest deaths in the continuing toll of tragedy 

underline once more the need to pursue urgently 

a political solution which will bring this awful 

cycle of death and destruction to an end. 

' Our sympathy goes out to all the bereaved families. 

What is needed on the part of all who are involved 

in Northern Ireland is an approach based above· 

all else on respect for human life. 



, -.. 
European Commission of Huma n Rights 

The European Commission will issue a press release in the 

next day or so regarding the various cases which it 

dealt with at its recent meeting. The following 

section will appear in this press release: 

The Commission in the course of. its May session considered 

the remaining complaints in the case of McFeeley et al 

against the UK (No. 8317/78). These complaints concern 

an alle~ged interference with respect for the right of 

correspondence (Art. 8) and the alledged lack of 

effective remedies (Art. 13). The other complain~s in 

the application concerning prison conditions had been 

previously d1::e:lareu .iua.u.m.i:ss.ible in a partial decision 

dated 15 May, 1980. The Commission without in any 

way prejudging the issues aris~ng under Arts. 8 and 13, 

and in view of the complex questionsof law involved 
I 

decided to declare these complaints admissible. 

It will now decide, after consultation with the parties, 

the future procedure to be adopted and will reconsider 

the application - again in due course. 
\ 

Mr. Flynn telephoned this morning with the above information 

and said that the cormnission since last evening has been using 

the above text in answering press queries. Mr. Flynn 

confirmed that the Commission feels that it has a wider 

remit that simply considering the remaining two aspects of 

the McFeely case. The Commission does not propose and 

would not wish us to make public the wider possibilities 

of the friendly settlement procedure~ They wish to avoid 

undue publicity or propaganda which could impair their ability 

to bring about a friendly settlement. 

We are free of course to use the text above in dealing 

with press queries. 

~ 
Martin Burke 

22 May 1981. 

c.c. P.S.S. 
Mr. Neligan 
Mr. Kirwan 
Mrs. Liddy. 
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. The Commission in the course of ,its May session considered 
t _he remaining complaints in the case of McFeeley et al v. the 
United Kingdom (No. 8317/78). Thes~ complaints conceru alleged 
interference with respect for the right of correspondence (Art. 8) 
and the alleged lack of effective remedies (Art. 13). The 
other complaints in the application concerning prison conditions 
had previously been declared inadmissible in a partial decision 
dated 15 May 1980. The Commission without in any way prejudging 
the issues arising under Arts. 8 and 13 and in view of the 
complex questions of law involved,decided to declare these 
complaints admi-ssible. It will now decide, after consult.:\tion 
with the parties,the future procedure to be adopted and will 
reconsider the application again in due course • 

. / 



1. No re ,:o.r;n:i.U.on of the riamage bcin~ done - in the way of 

lfl.A recru .itment. Sympathy f or the cause among the Catholic 

populati o n - 70,000 at Sanrls funeral - and in the middle 

of an election here, where this sort of "hardline attitude 

only creates support for the H-Block sympathisers. 

2. The mor e fundamental lack of appJ'."'.eciati.on of where the 
~ 

the fault and its remedy lie. The short-term answer may 

be in a humanitarian prison regime, security and la~ and 

orr~er meaE;u r es; but in the longer term, The answer can 

only come from n recogniti on of the cause of the trouble, 

and piicies to remove that cause. 

3. From cert ain co r1tc1.ct:::;, w 0 get the Lmpressi.on that the H-Blo c k ers 

may be looki ng for a way out. If they are, a solution is 

not being made any more easy - and may in fact be put 

further off - by the rep e titi on of the line in the speech. 

'l(l t ~' . rf·./ f'/iay, 1981. 
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TO LONDON FROM HQ 
FOR AMBASSADOR FROM NELIGAN 

QQQS'6o~QQMMMSF JGF 

MRS THATCHER'S SP!:ECH YESTERDAY 
. . 

,· .. 

HAVE DISCUSSED YOUR 542 WITH D NALLY AND WE ARE OF OPfNION THAT 
HAVING REGARD TO THE TIMING AND CONTENT OF PMt STATEMENT OF 28 
MAY YOU SHOULD SEEK VERY EARLY OPPORTUNITY TO SEE lSIR K STOWE AND 
SHOULD BASE YOUR REMARKS ON THE FOLLOWING NOTE WHICH NALLY JOTTED 
DOWN DURING OUR CONVERSATION:-

1. NO RECOG NITION OF THE DAMAGE BEING DONE !N THE WAY OF IRA R~C
RUITMENT, SY MP ATHY FOR THEI R CAUSE AMONGST THE CATHOLIC POPULATIO~ 
(E.G. 70,000 AT SANDS FU NERAL) AND IN THE MIDDLE OF AN ELECTION 
HERE, WHERE THIS S RT OF HARD-LI NE ATTITUDE ONLY CREATES SUPPORT 
FOR THE H-BLOCK SY MPATHISE RS. 

2. THE MORE FUNDAMENTAL LACK OF APPRECIATION OF WHERE THE FAULT 
AND ITS REMEDY LIE. THE SHORT-T~RM ANSWER MAY BE IN AN HUMANITARIAN 
PRISON REGIME OR IN SECURITY O&LAW AND ORDER MEASURES, BUT THE 
LONG-TERM .ANSSWER CAN ONLY COME FROM A RECOGNITION OF THE CAUSE OF 
THE TROUBLE AND FROM POLICIES TO REMOVE THAT CAUSE. 

' · 3. FROM CERTAIN CONTACTS we GET THE IMPRESSION THAT THE H-BOLOCKERS ( 
MAY BE LOOKI NG FO R A W Y OUT. 0 IF THEY ARE A SOLUTION IS 
NOT BEl dG MADE ANY MORE EASY - AND MAY IN FACT BE PUT FURTHER OFF -
BY THE Re.PETIT I ON OF THE LI NE IN T' iEi",\X 

QQQ 
KQ 
OOQ 
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3. FROM CERTAIN CONTACTS WE GET THE IMPRESSION THAT THE H-SLOCKERS 
MAY BE LOOKING FOR A WAY OUT~ IF THEY ARE A SOLUTION IS NOT BEING 
MADE ANY MORE EASY - AND NAY IN FACT BE PUT FURTHER OFF - BY THE 
REPETITION OF THE LINE IN THE SPEECH. 

· RE PARA 1 ABOVE YOU WILL KNOW OF THE HOSTILE RECEPTION GIVEN TO 
T. YESTERDAY I IN BUNDORAN AND HA~~XSHA©i BALLYSHANNON AND THE INTEN
SIFYING PRESSURE ON HIM IN DOMESTIC POLITICAL TERMS. NEITHER IN 
THI -S RESPECT !WR IN HIS PERSONAL RELATIOiJS 'vJITH MRS THATCHER IS HE 

· AT ALL HELPED BY HARD-LINE CLUMSILY TIMED BRITISH GOVERNMENT 
STATEMENTS. 
~,-~,-..,.....,,,.;J~i.:....,__,:,..ac..,uu '- '-'J,,..Jµ4,..1~ M 

A FURTHER POINT - THE PMS REFERENCE TO THE AVOIDANCE OF 
LEGITIMATION OF HUNGER STRIKERS' CAUSE BY WORD OR DEED. THIS 
IS AN UNDERSTANDABLE CONCERN, BUT WHAT DO THE BRITISH AUTHORITIES 

CONSIDER THAT THE GRANTING (AND THE PRESENT MAINTENANCE) OF 
SPECIAL CATEGORY STATUS DID FOR THE ''CAUSE'' OF THOSE CONVICTED 
BETWEEN 1972 AND 1976? DID IT LEGITIMATE lT? DOES IT NOT STILL 
DO SO? THE SITUATION IS NOT BLACK AND ·WHITE AND ABOXXX ABSOLUTIST 
STATEMENTS WILL NOT MAKE IT SO. MORE POLITICS AND LESS MORALITY 
MIGHT BE RECOMMENDED. 

I 

END END END 

ir;~ . / 

END END 
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PSM, PSS, Mr. Neligan, Mr. Whel a~ 

Diary of Main Events conce·rning H-Blocks Pro tests 

8-5-1981 21-5-1981 

Friday 8 May 1981 

/' 
Mr~ Burke / .'· 

The- Taoiseach in a speech (text attached) in the Metropole Hotel 
~ ! in Cork called for the urgent intervention of the European 

Commission o.f Human Rights in the hunger strike. 

•' t· -The leader of Fine Gael, Dr. Fi tzGerald in a statement urged 
the Commission to set aside its bureaucratic procedures and 
suggested that the British Government should invite the 
Commission to make observations on the manner in which it had 

. ·responded to the Commissions comments on prison administration 
in 1980. 

The condition of the three remaining hunger strikers (Hughes, 
McCreeSh, O'Hara) was reported to have de..teric ated "at an 
alarming rate'' according to the H-Block Information Centie. 

,-,'"'T'r'IT'r'I ~ +-~-- ____ ., .. ,,.._ ,...,......,=1 ..... ~ ..... ~ - -t=- .. 
...... '-".t.L!..I.LI..J,.--'-,._ t,,,,,1,,&.4.1, ~ ',,J ..... ,1..&. ...... '-~ '-.1..1.\...&.\... t..1,. .L-\..1. ' 

the hunger-strike. 

of Provisional Si~n Fein said 
thought "it reasonable to 2 

,~ill make some sort of :r. · 
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PSM, PSS, Mr. Neligan, Mr. Whela 

Diary of Main Events conce·rning H-Blocks Protests 

8-5-1981 21-5-1981 

Friday 8 May 1981 

I Mr. Burke / 

The-Taoiseach in a speech (text attached} in the Metropole Hotel 
· ? in Cork called for the urgent intervention of the European 

Commission o.f Human Rights in the hunger strike. 

The leader of Fine Gael, Dr. FitzGerald in a statement urged 
the Commission to set aside its bureaucratic procedures and 
suggested that the Br·i tish Government should invite the 
Commission to make observations on the manner in which it had 

. ·responded to the Commissions comments on prison administration 
in 1980. 

The condition of the three remaining hunger strikers (Hughes, 
McCreeSh, 0 'Hara) was reported to have deteriorated ." at an 
alarming rate" according to the H-Block Information Centre. 

prisoner would shortly join the hunger-strike. 

The vice-president 
conference that he 
some point the IRA 
of Bobby Sands. 

of Provisiona+ Sinn Fein said at a press 
thought "it reasonable to assume that at 
will make some sort of response" to the death , 

Mrs. Thatcher speaking to the Scottish Conservative Party 
conference referred to the attemptsby the Northern Ireland 
Secretary to "try to build up political institutions acceptable 
to all sides in the community in the province" and continued: 
"But that community cannot be coerced into accepting such 
institutions if it does not want them". Mrs. Thatcher 
rejected suggestions that her Government had been intransigent 
on the hunger strike and commented on the humane conditions in 
Long Kesh. She also said her Government respected the views of 
the European Commission of Human Rights and described the 
death of Bobby Sands as a "needless and futile waste of life". 
She also referred to the concern of the Republic of Ireland 
about the situation in Northern Ireland and the joint efforts of 
the two governments (Dublin/London) to improve their relationship. 

Saturday 9 May, 1981 

A fourth prisoner Mr. Joe McDonnell (30) of Belfast joined the 
hunger strike. He was sentenced to 14 years imprisonment in 
September, 1977 for possession of a gun found in a car. 

Sunday 10 May 1981 

The leader of the Labour Party, Mr. Cluskey added his voice to 
those of Mr. Haughey and Dr. Fitzgerald insisting that a 
greater degree of flexibility and sensitivity in the administration 
of the prison was demanded of the British Government as a 
matter of urgency. The Labour leader also declared his party's 
firm opposition to political status for the prisoners and 
called on the Provisional IRA leadership to call off the hunger 
strike and allow time for further investigation of conditions 
in the prison by the European Commission of Human Rights. 

•, 
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In an RTE interview Bishop Edward Daly of Derry said he believed 
the British Government had been intransigent and described his 
efforts and those · of Cardinal O 'Fiaich to resolve tt.e earlier 
hunger strike in 1980. The Church of Ireland Bishop of Down, 
Dr. Eames denounced the "calculated blackmail and intimidation" 
of the Long Kesh hunger strikers. 

It was reported that the British Labour Party leader Mr. Foot 
had come under attack from some of his backbenchers over his 
support for the British Governments policies on the hunger 
strike. The condition of Francis Hughes -~~s reported to have 
deteriorated. 

Tuesday 12 May 1981 

Mr. Francis Hughes died at 5.43 p.m. 

The Taoiseach in a statement (text attached) said tha~ the death 
of Francis Hughes demanded with greater urgency than ever a 
solution that would brinq "the terrible situation" in Northern 
Ireland to an end. 

Several Gardai and civilians were injured during a H-Block 
demonstration outside the British·Embassy in Dublin. 

It was announced that the SDLP leader Mr. Hume ~uld meet the 
British Prime Minister in London on Wednesday 13 May, 1981. 

Mr. Tony Benn of the British Labour Party declared that British 
policy on Northern Ireland had failed and suggested the 
intervention of a United Nations peace keeping force. 

\ 
Wednesday 13 May, 1981 

The British Prime Minister underlined her determination not to 
give way to the demands of the H-Block hunger strikers during a 
75 minute meeting with the SDLP leader Mr. Hume. · 

A statement (text attached) was issued by the Catholic Press 
and Information Office on behalf of Cardinal O'Fiaich appealing to 
the British P.M. to abandon her inflexible policy on the hunger 
strike. 

The sisters of hunger-strikers McCreesh and O'Hara met the 
Taoiseach "with the sole intention of asking him to now call 
publicly on Mrs. Thatcher to implement the five demands and save 
the lives of our brothers". It was announced that another 
prisoner would join the hunger strike. 

The H-Blocks Information Centre issued a statement on behalf of 
the family of Francis Hughes alleging RUC harassment at the 
funeral. 

Thursday 14 May, 1981 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs issued the following statement: 
"On the basis of information obtained in the course of contacts 
made while I was in Strasbourg, I would hope that action will 
very shortly be taken under the European Convention o Human Rights 

' · I 
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in relation to the humanit~rian aspects of the prison regime 
in Northern Ireland." 

In a reply letter to four leading Irish American politicians 
·· Mrs. Thatcher said: "It is the 

Governments ·profound hope that there will be no more deaths 
directly or indirectly due to the present hunger strike. Such 
deaths· can serve no purpose. If poli tic;al status remains the 
protesters objective then it can no~ and will not be conceded. 
If they have other grounds for complaint against the prison 
regime. then further recourse to the European Commission of 
Human. Ri.ghts remains ·available to them. The Government has 
shown that it is prepared to respond to the Commissions findings 
and to facilitate in any way it can the Commissioners conduct 
of its investigations". 

Another prisoner Mr. Brendan McLaoughlin (29) of Greysteel, 
Co. Derry joined the hunger strike. Mr. McLaughlin was jailed 
in February, 1977 for 12 years for firearms offences.· 

Friday 15 May, 1981 

A spokesman for the Northern Irel~nd Office said it understood 
that the European Commission had been considering whether it 
should proceed under the friendly settlement provisions of the 
European Convention on Human Rights on two outstanding parts of 
an earlier complaint. 

The British Prime Minister in a reply to Cardinal O'Fiach's 
telegram of 13 May, 1981 said "It (the solution) lies with the 
hunger strikers their families and advisers. More directly 
it lies with the leaders of the Provisional IRA who have taken 
a . cold-blooded decision that the unfortunate men now 
fasting in prison are of more use to them dead than alive. 
This seems to be the most immoral and inflexible decision anyone 
could take. The Government have repeatedly made clear how 
much they regret the loss of life through all forms of violence 
in Northern Ireland. The Government is not the inflexible party 
in this issue. The Provisional IRA at whose behest the hunger 
strike is taking place have stated and restated from the 
beginning that they would call off the strike only if the 
Government were to concede all five of their demands. What they 
want is not prison reforms, but a special different status for 
some prisoners. This the Government cannot concede since it 
would encourage further blackmail and support for terrorism. We 
cannot treat persons convicted of criminal offences as prisoners 
of war, which is what they want." 

Senator Edward Kennedy in a reply to Mrs Thatcher said that she 
had ignored "possible initiatives" which could have resolved the 

·despute. He said that "an unfeeling inflexibility will achieve 
nothing but more deaths." 

Mr. David Steel MP leader of the Liberal Party said in a 
statement that "a solution must lie in fresh dialogue between 
the Governments of the U.K. and Eire within the . context of our 
European Community membership. We should explore new 
constitutional arrangements embracing the federal concept ..... " 

I. . ,, 
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Saturday 16 May, 1981 

- 4 -.. . . 

There was speculation that there might be a fresh intervention in 
the hunger strike despute by the European Commission of Human 
Rights. 

Dr. David Owen, leader of the British Social Democratic Party in 
a speech in Blackpool called on Britain and Ireland to establish 
a working party composed of all the member states of the E.C. 
to investigate the Northern Ireland political problem. 

Sunda y 17 May , 1981 

On the "Weekend World" television programme the former British 
Labour Party Secretary for Northern Ireland, Mr. Rees suggested 
that the removal of the British constitutional guarantee to the 
North could be a "good step" because it would force people to 
realise that what mattered more than any guarantee was the 
will of the majority not to join with the Republic. 

Monday 18 May, 1981 

The family of hunger striker McCreesh called for the removal of 
two members of the prison medical ,team following an assertion by 
the NIO that McCreesh wanted to end his fast on Saturday 
16 May, 1981. It was reported that the European Commission of 
Human Rights had become involved in another attempt to solve 
the prison dispute but the intervention would not include a visit 
to the North or the prison. H-Block activists warned the 
Taoiseach that unless he calls publicly on the British P.M. 
to grant the five demands they would put forward candidates 
in the bord~r constituencies at the next election. 

Tuesda y 19 May , 1981 

The Taoiseach had a brief meeting yesterday with Ms Elizabeth 
O'Hara, sister of one of the hunger strikers after a 250,000 
signature petition calling for Government pressure on Britain 
had been handed in to the Taoiseach's office. 

Dr. Bill Loughnane, Fianna Fail T.D. accused the Taoiseach of 
showing weakness in his dealings with the British P.M. 

Wednesday 20 May, 1981 

Election day for the Northern Ireland district councils. 

It was reported that the Taoiseach had asked the H-Block hunger 
strikers to suspend their fast while the intervention of the 
European Commission of Human Rights is sought. The request was 
made at a meeting with relatives of hunger-strikers McCreesh 
and O'Hara. At a meeting of the Fianna Fail Parlaimentary 
Party the Taoiseach said he would continue, as a matter of 
extreme urgency, his efforts to secure a solution through the 
intervention of the European human rights group. 

In a letter to the brother of hunger striker McCreesh the 
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British P.M. said the granting of the pris~ners demands was 
not within the gift of any responsible GovernroAnt. 

Thursday 21 May, 1981 

Hunger striker Raymond McCreesh died at -2.11 a.m. and Patsy 
O'Hara died at 11.29 p.m. It was announced that Kieran 
Doherty (25) from Belfast would replace Raymond McCreesh. 

The European Commission of Human Rights announced that it was to 
take up two minor aspects of a case lodged by four H-Blocks 
prisoners in 1978, but it was understood that this move is not 
expecte.:i to mean that the Commissitm will play a role in the 
continuing hunger strike crisis. 

Senator Edward Kennedy said of the death of Raymond MyCreesh 
that the British Government should now implement "real measures 
of prison reform that offer genuine hope of ending this deadly 
stalemate!! • 

. In a statement ttext attached) Cardinal O'Fiaich-appealed to 
both sides for a compromise which , would·bring the hunger . strike 
to an end. 

, 
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Speech by_the Taoisea~h, Mr. Charles J. Haughey, T.o., 
at the Annual Dinner of the Fianna Fail 
Cork City Comhairli Ceanntar in·the Metropole Hotel, 
Cork on Friday, 8th May at a.oo· p.m • 

Sin~e the hunger'·strike ·began, I have constantly made 

known the anxiety of the Government that unless a 

humanitarian solution were found there would be a real 

danger of loss of life, both inside and outside the 

prison • That danger h~s now become.the grim reality. 
: ; -

. ... . 
., 

The death of Bobby Sands has given Lise to deep feelings 

and emotions in every part of this country. 

· we have seen too many deaths, too much destruction. We 

must make every effort now to bring this terrible. cycle 

~ to an end. . ' , 

•. 

~ .. .. ::" 

From the time the first hunger strike was proposed, ·i 
\\ 

have taken every step open to me that appeared likely to 
.. -

.f 

be effective in resolving the situation in the prison • 
. , 

I will continue to seek and to avail of every opportunity 

to achieve this. There is no human problem which cannot 

yield to a humanitarian and practical solution. I 

believe that reasonable people everywhere not alone in 

these islands but around the world,- now wish to see such 

a·solution. It has always been and remains my view that 

the involvement of the European Commission o·f Human 

Rights offers the obvious hope ·of achieving this • 

• 
, 

I appeal again to every section of the Irish people to 

exercise restraint and responsibility at this time and I 
.• 

-condemn any acts of violence or intimidation that have 
., 

/ ..... . 

... . 
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The Government will fully discharge their 

duty to safegua~d and protect the personal freedom and 
• 
•security of all the people • 

. 

cu: 

The policy of this -Government in its efforts to provide a 

.... ··' 

political. solution to the No·rthern Ireland problem is 

. cleaily the right one· and must be pursued· even· in the ., 
preseht difficult circumstances uritll the objective of a 

peaceful and lasting solution is achieved. We must 

not be deflected from these efforts to resolve the basic 

underlying problem. That is the clear ~essage coming 

through in recent days from around the world. 

Responsible leaders of opinion everywhere are a~ 1 urgir-,· 

that such a solution be found. Far from deterring us 

from our efforts,. the tragic events of recent days and 
,, 

·· the present situ~tion in the Maze '~ust strengthen our 
"' 

resolve to pursue it with even a greater sense of urgency 

than ever before. ·=· 

· I am reminded in these days of trial of the words of 

·Abraham Lincoln "let us, with malice towards none but 

with charity for all •••••••• ~.strive on to finish the 

work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds •••••••••• , 

to do all which may achieve a just and lasting peace 

among ourselves and with all nations". 
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Statement by Taoise;'£~ on 12 May 1981 

The Hughes family of Bellaghy have now joined the 

many . families who have suffered bereavement or injury 

in Northern Ireland. To all of them, I extend my 

deepest sympathy. 

Thi.slatest death demands with even greater urgency than 

ever, a solution which will bring the present terrible 

situation to an end. 

No Irish Government can be indifferent to the prospect 

of these deaths continuing. 

Even before the first hunger strike at the H-Blocks 

began, and since the present hunger strike was proposed, 

I have. constantly make known to the British Government 

the deep concern and anxiety felt by the· Irish Government 

at the developing and highly dangerous situation as we 

saw it and emphasising the need to find a humanitarian 

solution to this problem. 

I have again conveyed that concern and anxiety to the 

British Government. I have also conveyed my view to 

the European Commission of Human Rights that their 

involvement could contribute to a solution. 

\ 
\ 

A solution must be found but it can only be found if 

all those involved decide in the name of humanity that 

it must be. 
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The tragic events of recent weeks have confirmed once 

more 'that Northern Ireland as at present constituted is 
. --

no longer a viable political entity. A new political - -
arrangement is the ·only possible way forward to peace. 

A political solution .acceptable to all is the only means 

of bringing this grim cycle of -violence destrucEion 

and death to an end. 

I appeal to Irish people in every part of this island by 

their behaviour in these difficult days to uphold the 

honour and dignity of Ireland and to let no-one for 

whatever motive use this tragic situation to cause 

further suffering and damage our good name in the eyes 

of the world.-. 

.... · .. 

\ 
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Statement of 13 May, 1981 issued by the Catholic Press and 

Information Office on behalf of Cardinal O'Fiaich 

My return from Lourdes last night brought me the sad news of the 

death of Francis Hughes. I sympathise with his parents and other 

relatives and friends. May the Lord have mercy on his soul. 

The H-Block problem could have been solved without any sacrifice 

of principle on several occasions during the·past two years. 

How many more Irishmen must go to their graves inside and outside 

the prison before intransigence gives way to a constructive effort 

to find a solution? 

I have already urged Mrs. Thatcher to abandon her inflexible 

policy on .Prison clothes and work and 
,_ ___ _ 
ua.vc appealed to the 

Hunger-Strikers to give up their fast. I do so once more today. 

I exhort all sections to exercise restraint in the present critical 

days. 

The text of the Cardinal's telegram to Mrs. Thatcher was:-

Having already appealed to the Hunger-Strikers on several 
occasions to give up their fast, I now repeat my earnest 
request to you and the cabinet to abandon the inflexible 
poiicy in Northern Ireland regarding prison dress and the 
fraternisation of prisoners at work or recreation. 

Northern Ireland, with a five-fold increase in prison population 

requires a different approach from other areas, for the vast 

majority of its prisoners 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

are very young, 

come from law-abiding families. 

have been sentenced to very long terms, 

do not share the religion or national identity of their 
jailers. 

Yesterdays death of Francis Hughes is a further blow to the efforts 

of all true christians here to uphold love of neighbour as the supreme 

law and only adds fuel to the fires of hatred and violence. In 

God's name, dont allow another death. I beseech you to make the 

move immediately by making prison dress and work optional for all 

\ _ ,·. I . .. 
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prisoners in Northern Ireland, as prison dress has already been 

abandoned here in Armagh prison for nearly a decade. Such 

changes would be welcomed by prisoners of all denominations. 

Please send a representative to talk to the ·prisoners' spokesmen as was 

done during the last hunger-strike and the danger of further 

death can be removed. 

, 

\ 

\ 

j 
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Statement by Cardinal O Fiaich of 21 May, 1981. 

·I offer my deep sympathy to the parent"$ and family,,_qf Raymond .. 
McCreesh. During recent weeks they h,ave borne their· ·pain and 

grief with examplary fortitude. May the Lord have mercy on the 

soul of the deceased and on the souls of all who have lost their 

lives in the northenitroubles. 

The death of Raymond McCreesh, exemplifies t~e cruel dilemma in 

which northern Catholics are caught. I shared the family's joy 

in 1973 when an t-Ath Brian (Fr. Brian McCreesh) was ordained 

priest for this diocese. It would be unthinkable of me, therefore, 

not to be willing to share their burden now in the hour of their 

greatest need. 

·Raymond McCreesh was born in a community which has always openly 

proclaimed that it is Irish, not British. When the northern 

troubles began he was barely 12, a very impressionable age at 

which to learn of discrimination. Those who protested P,eacefully 

against it were harassed and intimidated. Then followed Burntollet, 

the Bogside, Bombay Street, and Bloody Sunday in Derry, all before 

he was 15. These events gave rise to very deep emotions in 

Nationalist areas. Sectarian murders in Co. Armagh made many 

young Catholics and Protestants easy recruits for paramilitary 

organisations. 

I repudiate unequivocally this recourse to arms but I well 

remember how ea$y it was in the mid 70s for many young men on 

both sides to become convinced that this was the best way to 

defend their own community. Raymond McCreesh was captured 

bearing arms at the age of 19 and sentenced to 14 years imprison

ment. I have no doubt that he would never have seen the inside 

of a jail but for the abnormal political situation. Who is entitled 

to pronounce him a murderer or a suicide? I leave his judgement 

to a just and merciful judge. 

In near desperation I appeal to both sides for the fifth 

time for a compromise which would bring the hunger-strike to an 

end. If the hunger-strikers continue with their "all or nothing" 

policy it will shortly lead to the death of a fourth young man. 

\ ,. 

n 

' 
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If the Government continues its rigid stance on prison dress and 

.rk it will ultimately be faced with the wrath of the whole 

Nationalist population. Already Government policy has provided 

the IRA with its greatest influx of recruits since Bloody Sunday 

and has left some sections of our youth so alienated that they 

no longer pay much attention to the denunications of violence. 

Let this young man's death be followed not by violence, arson 

or intimidation but by sympa~hy with his family and by prayers 

on a wide scale for his sould and for the soul of all who have 

died. Any repetition of the disgraceful events which followed 

the death of earlier hunger-strikers would'be a deadly blow to 

the morale of the people. South Armagh must never again witness 

the horrifying carnage of this week which left immeasurable 

grief and sadness in the five English homes. This revolting deed 

shames us all. There are broken hearts, too, in many Protestant 

homes in our locam community as well as in Catholic ones. We 

must recognise the grief in the faces of these fellow Christians 

and fellow Irishmen and women and strive to heal their wounds in 
-

the spirit of mutual acceptance, forgiveness and love. 

Gaeilgeoir l{ofa a bh{ i Reamonn Mac Raois. Go dtuga Dia 
. / ;' / // / . . / / 

su1mhneas s1ora1 da anam, agus solas da mhu1nt1r a d'fhag se 

faoi bhrbn ina dhiaidh. A dhia na glbire, tri idir ghu{ do 
.,,,... / / ,... 

mhathair · beannaithe, bronn an siocha1n ar phobal no h-Eireann, 

thuaidh agus theas. 
\ 

', , . 

., 
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FOREIGN MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE HUNGER STR!KE DEATHS .. 

. r--
·. Swrunary 

'· Foreign media coverage of the death of Sands was extraordinarily 

intensive and widespread. Reports of international coverage of the 

death of Francis Hughes are still coming in but it does not appear 
'" 

to have had the impact of the Sands case. 

United States 

In the US the Bobby Sands story was givem daily saturation coverage on 

,TV and radio1 in the news magazin:s, on th~ front pages of newspapers 

across the nation, in editorials, in personal 'columns' and-in 
I ,' · 

·~~tensive background articles. 

Edlto.t:iu.ls in two l'~ev; Yer]{ city papers 

British Government policy on the H-Blocks. The New York Times has 

criticised British policy on Northern Ireland before but not with the 

vehemence shown on this occasion. While accepting that "on the question i 
of principle Britain's Prime Minister Mrs. Thatcher is right in refusing r 
to yield political status to Bobby Sands ... by appearing unfeeling and 

unresponsive, she and her Government are providing Bobby s~nds with a 

death bed gift - the crown of martyrdom". The NYT went on to argue 
. . 

tha_t there were "areas where the British could honorably yield. On the 

petty question of prison clothing, for example •.•.. Isn't it time that 

theBritish Government heeded appeals for the reform of a harsh criminal 
. . . 

justice system •...•. (Mrs. Thatchers) inflexibility is matched by a 

starchy tone ....• by stressing what Britain won't do, Mrs. Thatcher has 

allowed the initiative to pass to a miniscule army of implacable 

nationalists .•.• " In a second strong .editorial the NYT urged Mrs. Thatcher 

to take the "king of breath-taking leap that Anwar Sadat took when he 

went to Jerusalem •.•. Mrs. Thatcher has shown on Zimbabwe that she knows 

the meaning of _bold diplomacy - far from home'.'. Similar views were 

expressed by one of the two New York tabloids, the Daily News. The 

only other major daily to take this line was the Chicago Tribune. The 

Jesuit weekly 'America' also criticised British "intransigence". The 

Brooklyn Tablet (Catholic) maintained that a way out could be found and 
I 

that peace "will never come ~ntil the British recognise that human rights 

are at issue and that Irish Catholics will continue to resist until thei~ 

rights are recognised". The only New York editorial voice to dissent 

from this consensus was the specialised but influential Wall Street 

Journal which stated that Britairis earlier decision on special category 
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· status had been a mistake and that no nation can afford to confer 

f11e.git1macy on those who pursue their political objectives through 

.terrorism. The New York Post (the tabloid owned by Rubert Murdoch) 

did not address the specific prison issue in its editorial comment, 

confining itself to a general criticism of the British experience in 

NI and a call for ultimate British withdrawal • 
• 

Outside New York, with the abov~-mentioned exception of the Chicago 

Tribune, editorial opinion across the country SUPfR~ted the British 

position of principle without caveats concerning ~ractice of greater 

"flexibility". The following papers1 among others, while generally 

expressing regret at the death of Sands anq concern for its possible .. . 

violent consequences, all took the view that- the prisoners' .demands 

were inadmiss.ible tout court: Washing ton Post, Washington Star, Boston 

Globe. Bal t i ~ore s~~ . Christi=~ Science Monitor ; 

. Pittsburgh Press, Cleveland Press, San Francisco Examiner, San Francisco 

.Chr on icie , Los Angeles Times. The following quote from the 

·San Francisco Examiner is typical of majority American editorial opinion: 

0 It's a pity that Bobby Sands died, but he was deluded if he 
confused nobility with violence, and thought that the latter 
could bring his land to a better day. We expect his testimonial 
of death will not cause the British Government to ma~~ 
concessions to terrorism. Nor should it make any, n...., matter 
what price must be paid for the rule of -.law, and the rule of 
the balot as the ultimate deciding power". 

/ 

A feature of almost all editorials, whether for or against British 

H-Blocks policy, was vigorous support for the Dublin-London dialogue 

as holding the best hope for a solution to the overall NI problem. 

Background analysis of the situ~tion "behind the hunger strikes" was 

extensive and ranged from the serious and balanced to the simplistic 

and highly emotive, as in a series of articles where the New York Daily 

News columnist, Michael Daly, wrote about the effect of the troubles on 

the Catholic community. When the accuracy of a rather dramatic article 

of his on the activities of an army patrol was questioned by the London 

Daily Mail he was summoned home and resigned from the paper. 

Detailed coverage was also given to Irish-American reaction with the 
• 

views of Senator Kennedy, Governor Carey anc Speaker O'Neill and 

Senator Moynihan featured prominently. 

interviewed on television. The general 

centric coverage was highly critical of 

Noraid spokesmen were also 

tone of much of this ethno

Britain. The Runyonesque 

talents of Mr. Jimmy Breslin were fully employed in this latter 
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-Connection in the NY Daily News. It should .. be noted that Daily News 

~olumnists,, Breslin and Daly
1 

were much stronger in their critic ism of 

±he British than was the corporate editorial opinion of that paper. 
I . 

Canada 

Heavy coverage was also given ~y the Canadian media. Editorially the 

Montreal Gazette was extremely h?stile to the prisoners' case and to 

· Sands in particular, while the Tqronto Globe and Mail editorialised 

in tones of general exasperation at th~ continuing violence. 

- •• i. 

Aus"tralia .. 
Every major paper carried editorials. This was significant in _that it 

is most unusual for the regionally dispersed press to show such a 

deg.a:."eE;! or unanimity on what should be covert:?d in editorial opinions. 

· Many papers strongly opposed the granting of political status. Others 

skirted the issue. Almost all felt there was room for flexibility in 

practice and were critical of the British record in NI. The following 

extract from an editorial in the Adelaide Advertiser is quite typical: 

· "The death of Sands will no doubt tilt the balance of emotional 
feelings against the Government of Mrs. Thatcher, but it should 
be noted that there was a rational basis to its attitude. 

. \ 
•..... ~ •....•. ·.it must be added that it is completely unrealistic 
to identify as common criminals Irish nationalists fighting for 
what they regard, with some reason, as a just cause. No r~mmon 
criminal sacrifices his life for what he perceives to be \. • .1e 
common good of his fellows .. ...•.•. yet Mrs. Thatcher has chosen 
to dismiss Bobby Sands as just another criminal and in a strident 
outburst ('.a crime is a crime is a crime') she demonstrated exactly 
that inflexibility of outlook that through the generations has 
poisoned London's relations with the Irish. 

A more malleable approach must be adopted by Britain if ever hope 
and sanity are to return to Northern Ireland .•••...•• the best hope 
for Ulster would seem to be the establishment of som~ federal 
arrangement which would allow the two IrelandS to unite and yet 
would grant a degree of acceptable autonomy to the North. At 
least such possible ~olutions should be offered by the British 
Government for public debate" ••••••••.•••• 

The general thrust of this kind of editorial comment in the Australian 

media is significant in a country where the press tends to reflect the 

establishment point of view which has been traditiorrally loyal to the 
9 mother country". 
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Continental and Eastern Europe 

In Europe coverage was also extensive, part~cularly in France and 

~~ Germany. There was a distinct difference between French and German 

-editorial opinion. German editorials e.g. Frankfurter Algemeine Zeitung 

and Die Welt were either non-committal or supported the refusal to grant 

political status. They did not explore the "flexibility" dimension. 

The French press, on the other hand, were very·critical of British 

inflexibility1 from the conservat~ve Le Figero and the Cat~olic La Croix 

to the independent Le Monde (which came near to arguing for actual 

political status. The influential left-wing weekly . Le Nouvel Observateu1 
. . 

(which is close to M. Mitterand) carried a long article more or less 
t 

reproducing the Provo line. ., 

I .n Italy, in spite of the ideological difference between the major 

dailies, the general picture presented by them was fairly uniform. 

~he British Government and particularly Mrs. Thatcher was characterised 

as inflexible, unsympathetic and unimaginative. Signor Fanfani's 

Parliamentary gesture on the occasion of the death of Sands was high

lighted. 

Other European commentary included a general Swiss tendency to support 

the refusal of political status,asimilar Swedish consensus but in this 

case accompanied by a parrallel consensus that a more flexible approach 

to prison administration could be taken, and a comment in the Belgian 

Le Soir that the IRA had scored a propaganda victory. 

Soviet commentaries reiterated the familiar line that the hun~er strike 

was a protest against the inhuman conditions and torture in the Long Kesh 

"concentration camp". 

There was little other editorial comment in Europe 

Elsewhere 

The Sands death was generally given front page treatment in the world 

press. Arab papers gave it prominence. Editorial opinion in two 

major Third World countries, India and Nigeria, was strongly critical 

of the British Government. Most of the South African press supported 

the British position. 
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.. 
British editorial opinion across the political spectrum and across 

t~e "quality" tabloid divide, was strongly in favour of the British 

.Government position, was against political status and against the 

five demands which were seen as amounting to political status. The 

hunger strike was seen as a cy~ical and sinister propaganda device. 

It. is noteworthy that even the Guardian which for some years since 

the early stages of the "dirty pr.otest", has bee;1 canvassing 

increasingly ingenious casuistic solutions to the H-Block problem and 

wh_ich continued . to do so until a few weeks before Sands .died, rallied 

to the Government position when the death finally occurred, describing ., 
the Government position as "correc"t" (though· adding that Mrs. Thatcher's 

. . : "posture" . had been "disdlainful" and unhelpful. to the TAoisea~h. 

Although the British media have supported tl1e bipartisan approach 

Conserv~tive~/Labour parties in agreeing that there should be no 

-~ VL 

· political status1 the papers have · drawn dffferent concl~sions as to what 

the future holds. The Mirror again seems to be advocating a withdrawal 

from N. Ireland and the Spect~tor editorial seems to take up this 

point also when it says "if there is no benefit or interest but only 

duty then .we are bound to wonder whether the involvement is worth it". 

The Guardian, Financial Times and Economist sp.ggest that it is now vital 

to advance the rtapproachement with Dublin as the only way forward. The 

. Times and Telegraph editorials app'ear to have nothing to off er for the 

future except more of the same. The other papers for the mos~part . \ . 
concentrated on blaming Sands for his own death without advice or 

soluti0ns to offer for the future. 

All the British media were sensitive to, and withering in their 

criticism of, what they regarded as uninformed international media 

re.action to the Sands death. 

• 

• • ·/ 
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Assessment 

' . 
_,d 

While the sheer extent· and intensity of the international 

1 media coverage of the Sands death must have been most unwelcome ., 
to the British Government, actual editorial opinion has not 

perhaps on balance been as hostile as first impressions might 

have suggested or as the hyper-sensitive reaction in the 

British media itself - particularly to some critical American 

opinion - might have led one to believe. There is of course 

no denying that the British have not succeeded in ge~ting their 

v i ew f ully a c r oss t o int ernational opin ion . ...""': _:j 

. : ,, ....... .. ~ .. : .· -
~ ... :"' ·.: .. :. i , . 

. , 
It would appear reasonable to assume that .in taking accouqt of 

internat.:i.onal media opinion when shaping their future policy 

on the H-Rlocks question, the British ~rmo,...nmo,.,+- i:_.,; 11 be mindful 

of the following factors: 

(1) the setback in image terms suffered following the 

Sands death has been serious but not disastrous; 

(2) international media attention is fickle and volatile; 

many of the international T.V. teams left Belfast 

very quickly after Sands died when the level of 

violence failed to satisfy the expectations and needs 

of news editors; already, although reports are still 

coi:ning in £ran our diplanatic posts abroad, .and t..11.e attack on the 
\ 

. :- · .. . 

Pope has preer'.pted media space, it seems clear t.h.at the ~ughes death has 
had nothing like as big an impact as that of Sands; in 

media terms deaths from hunger strike might well become 

· as routine as deaths from other violent causes have 

become in N.I. once a certain boredom threshold is 

reached; 

(3) when this country has been under heavy international 

media criticism in the past - often at the instigation 

of Britain - on such questions as extradition or 

cross-border security, it will not have escaped British 

attention that the Irish Government did.not allow what 

it regarded as unfair or uninformed press comments to 

deflect it from the steady pursuit its moral, 

constitutional and political imperatives. While in no 

way suggesting that the British position in the present 
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matter has a validity equival~nt to the positions 

·adopted by Irish Governments on the above-mentioned 

matters, the British Goverrunent is unlikely to allow 

international media criticism alone to deflect it 

from it~s present policy if they regard the 

countervailing moral, legal and political preasures on 

the domestic front as of paramount importance; 

It also appears reasonable to assume that the Provo 'strategists' 

will themselves be mindful of the above'factors and will have 

to take them into account as the present lethal exercise in 
' . brinkmanship continues. They will have ~o assess very carefully 

whether even this ultimate weapon of the hunger strike,like other 

forms of pressure and propaganda/may itself be subject to the 

law of diminishing returns. 

Press Section 
14 May 1981 
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. AMBASSADE D'IRLANDE 

., t ·: MADRID 

• J ' ... 

The Secretary 

Department of Foreign Affairs 

DUBLIN 

.. 
'I • 

7th May, 1981 

• -Attention Mr. D. Neligen, Assistant Secretary 

' 
Further to the Ambassador's telex C75 of yesterday's 

date, I enclose translations of two reports appearing in 

the Madrid evening newspaper Diario 16 on 5th and 6th 

May. 

.. 

\ 

~f.-~ 
Christopher P. Barnwell 

First Secretary 
,·. 
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TRANSLATION FROM "DIARIO 16" OF 5TH MAY 1981 

IRA Leader in Madrid 

"THERE WILL BE NO CIVIL WAR IN IRELAND" 

Madrid.- "There will be no ·civil war in Ulster if Bobby Sands 

dies", Richard Behal, leader of Sinn Fein, political branch 

of the IRA, declared yesterday in Madrid • 
. , 

·-
The Irish nationalist politician was the electoral agent of 

Bobby Sands during the electoral campaign. 

Behal pointed out that "one of the parts of Ireland is in 

favour of England but we cannot speak of confrontation 

or civil war 

nationalists 

Government." 

between catholics and protestants, but between 

and those who remain faithful to the English 
r 

The IR,A leader added that "in ;rreland there are fascist 

factions in contact with para!ascist European groups. They .. 
are the ones that have the money and would like the continuity 

of a British Government". 
\ 

Behal stated that "the nationalist gxoups want an absolute 

independence and they are the majority of the Irish, including 

many prates tan ts" . 

Richard Behal refused to make any statement regarding the 

possible relations between the IRA and the ETA. 

~~ .... 



"""9 • TRANSLATION FROM "DIARIO 16" OF 6th MAY 1981 

Sinn Fein Leader in Madrid 

"THATCHER IS GUILTY OF MURDER" 

Fernando J4uregui 

•Margaret Thatcher is guilty of murder", Richard Behan, head of 

tnternational relations of Sinn Fein (political branch of the ( 

IRA), declared yesterday a few hours before the death of Bobby 

Sands was known. 

The leader of Sinn Fein, who has come to Spain to contact 
various political forces, among them the Socialist Party, said 
that the IRA has called for three days of mourning after the 
death of Bobby Sands and that it expects a "disciplined res

ponse'! 

-In a press conference held yesterday, Behan promised that the 

IRA "will act in defence of the people and, .if it were necessary, . \ 

against the English army" i'f "the fascists launch attacks of 

provocation". Nevertheless, he stressed, the IRA knows that 

the English army is looking for confrontation in a battle field 

where the forces of London will choose time and place. 

"The IRA will not let itself be caught in the English trap. It 

will fight when and where it suits it"; Behan said. 

Behan detailed the sufferings to which the hunger strikers in 

Maze prison are submitted, where untiL.very recently they re

mained naked, with no toilet but their own eel! and having to 

sleeF on the floor. He said that othen'of the three hunger 
strikers that are left in the prison are in bad health, weakened 
by the strike and by the bad treatment received. He compared 
the situation in• ,Ulster with that of Spain at the beginning of 
war of 36. 
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Attached hereto is a paper setting out some of the 

points which occur to me in relation to a possible ' 

petition to the European Commission on Human Rights. 

I also attach three draft petitions. Those for a 

hunger striker or a prisoner are obviously virtually 

the same and that for a family is ~he one worked . 

out earlier. It did not seem appropriate to include 

reference to the so-called agreement in this latter 

petition. 

I am not sure what the next ste~ should be but perhaps 

you would keep me informed. 

/~ 
Legal Adviser 

7 May 1981 

\ 
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Petitions to the European Commission of Human Rights 

The chances of success in getting an ultimate finding 

by the Court against the UK or of even having a case by 

whatever applicant admitted by the Commission in relation 

to the present situation regarding the hunger strikers 

~ein my view virtually non-existent. In the inter-State 

case of Ireland v. U.K. where much more extreme allegations 

and substantiating evidence was produced the finding of 

the Court was less than wholeheaLted. It does seem however 

that our primary aim here is not to put the U.K. in the 

dock. 

Our present aim is limited to creating a situation which 

would allow each side an opportunity to reconsider its position 

and in particular to g ive a n (?pportuni!_y_J;CLtb e __ hung_~f .. 

strikers to call o ff the ir s ir ike , while a solution is sought. ----- ---- ·----- ..,,,_ ~------· 

If this is the case then any method which would enable the 

Commission to take immediate action might provide an answer 

and the first step is to ensure that they are properly seized 

of the case. The Conunission would be entitled in my view 

to examine the application, pre3umably oy whatever means it 

thought appropriate (e.g. by a visit), even before deciding 

whether the case was admissible under Article 27 of the 

Convention. In the application of Marcella Sands they did 

not consider themselves to be properly sei3ed of the 

application since no evidence existed that Bobby Sands, on 

whose behalf she purported to make the application, associated 

himself with it. In fact the contrary. seemed to be the case. 

We must be sure therefore the same situation does net arise. 

To bring the case before the Commission the applicant must 

be entitled to do so under either Articles 24 or 25 of the 

Ccnvention. 

• .. I . .• 
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The question of the State bringing a case as is provided 

for under·Article 24 has been ruled out. Apart from the 

political considerations it would not seem to be an 

appropriate method for an emergency application and would 

need to be based on much firmer grounds than seem to exist. 
I . 

It would also create difficulties with regard to the parties 

engaged in seeking a friendly settlement which is the first 

objective in this case i.e. it seems that the hunger strikers 

or those negotiating on their behalf, would not be involved 

since it would be a matter for tha Commission with the 

parties. 

An application must therefore be broqght under Article 25 

by a victim of a violation of the Convention. It seems 

that the most appropriate applicant would be a hunger striker 

if one was prepared to proceed. It will be necessary to 

ensure that h\? signs the application or gives very clear 

evidence of associating himself with the application, in order 

to avoid a repetition of the Sands case. Other options 

with less chance of. success - i.e. of achieving even our 

immediate objective - are applications by members of the 

families of the hunger strikers or by another prisoner or 

prisoners. 

The second and in my view equally difficult hurdle whjch must 

be cleared relates to the grounds for the application given 

the previous applications made and the requirement in 

Article 27 (1) (b) that any petition which is substantially 

the same as a matter which has already been examined shall 

not be dealt with by the Commission. ln this regard the 

McFeeley case is not helpful. The facts appear to be 

substantially the same except in sc far as the element of 

hunger strike is added and it must be recognised that this is 

a self-inflicted condition and unlikely to carry weight 

with the Commission (see paragraph 54 of McFeeley v U.K.) 

... ; ... 
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To find either any circumstances or areas of the Convention 

which have not already been dealt with in relation to these 

same circumstances seems extremely difficult. The Commission 

ruled as inadmissible and rejected the application in the 

McFeeley case in so far as it related to Article 3 (see 

paragraphs 65, 72, 75 and 77), Article 6 (see paragraph 104), 

Article 8(2) (see paragraphs 83 and 
1
86), Article 9 (see 

paragraph 31X, Article 10 (see paragraph 111), Article 11 

(see paragraph 115), Article 14 in conjunction with Arbicles 

3, 8, 9, 10 and 11 (see paragraphs 124, 125, 127 and 130) 

and Article 18 (see paragraph 134). Only Ar~icie 8,in so 

far as it relates to correspondence,and Article 13 have been 

adjourned for further consideration. 

As far as proceeding other than by a new application to the 

Commission the position is that only a Contracting State 

or the Commission can bring a case before the Court. Having 

rejected the McFeeley application it is unlikely that it 

would be open to the Commission to refer that matter to the 

Court or even to make a report since this implies that the 

case was not rejected but that a solution was at least sought 

(see Article 31 of the Convention}. 

Whether the State as a Contracting Party could still refer 

the questions raised by the Commission's findings in 

the McFeeley case to the Court under Article 48(b) - i.e. 

as a Contracting Party whose national is alleged to be a victim -

is not clear to me but this procedure also suffers from 

the same disadvantages as any case taken by the State. 

In any case we are in .my view relying on the goodwill of the 

Commission and the evident readiness of its members not to 

reject out of hand any application. The Commission would 

probobly be more likely to deal with the petition of an 

applicant who was a hunger striker as a matter of urgency. 

An application by another prisoner or even oy members of the 

hunger strikers families would make it more difficult to 

propose a settlement, to involve the hunger -strikers- themselves 

r 
I 
I 
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In light of the foregoing and in view of th~ decision to 

proceed as set out above I attach three drafts for the 

three categories of applicant. 

Although I do not believe that failure to honour the so-called 
) 

"agreement" is a basis for complaint under the Convention 

and although I am unsure as to whether this document can be 

treated as an agreement I include it in the petition· 

particularly since the Attorney General seemed to think that 

it would be useful. Each allegation would ~eed to be checked 

with the applicant to ensure that there was some basis for 

it before it is included. You ~ill wish to discuss these 

texts further with the Taoiseach's Department. The 

Attorney Gneral's Office may also be in touch with them 

and produce other drafts in this matter. 

It has also been suggested to me that it would be possible 

for the British authorities themselves to invite the Commission 

to return to Belfast. They might do this on the basis 

that consideration by the Commission of the question of 

prisoners correspondence (Article 8) and of Article 13 has 

not been completed. They could use the opportunity to show 

the Commission that their attitude to the Commission described 

as inflexible in that decision has altered. This would 

of course, be tota,ly a matter for the British authorities 

to decide and for political decision here as .to whether any 

suggestion in this regard would be made to them. 

Le~ser 
i May 1981 

' \ 



DRAFT ~ 

To the Secretary General of the Council of Europe 

For the European Commission on Human Rights 

I (hunger striker) as a victim of violations by the British 

Government of the rights set forth in Articles 3, 6, 8, 13 

~nd 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights hereby 

petition the European .Commission of Human R~ghts under 

Article 25 of the Convention. 

The grounds for my application for intervention by the 

Commission are: 

(1) that I am being subjected to ' L-inhuman an1/ degrading 

treatment causing severe physical and mental suffering 

by reason of the prison regime under which I am detained; 

(2) that in the application of the prison regime the 

· authorities discriminate between me and other prisoners 

dstained for similar offences as regards my treatment on the 

grounds of my political beliefs; 

(3) that because of the lack of adequate and effective 

remedies which would be cupable of providing reliefs for my 

complaints I have been forced to resort to hunger strike 

to achieve this objective so that my life is in danger; 

(4) that the British Government has failed in its duty to 

safeguard my health while a prisoner and has failed to keep 

the humanitarian aspects of the prison regime under review; 

(5) that the British Government has failed to respect my 

fam!lY life by the restrictions imposed on the correspondence 

between me and my family thus causing me further severe 

anguish and distress; 

•.. I . . 
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(6) . that the British Government has failed to honour 

the agreement regarding prison conditions as set out in 

a document circulated to H-Block protesters on 18 December 

1980; 

(7~ that by the foregoing actions and the inflexible 

approach of the British quthoriti~s (adverted to by the 

Commission in paragraph 64 of its Partial Decision on 

Admissibility in Application No. 8317/78 - T. McFeeley et 
. . 

al v. U.K.) and by continuing to refuse to meet the 

legitimate demands for investigation and alteration of 

prison conditions the British Government ia guilty of 

violating my rights under the Convention and is in breach 
of the provisions thereof. 
I am a victim of a continuing denial of my rights. 

I make this application for the Commission to examine 

immediately on a formal or informal basis the said violations 

.. ·., of the Convention by the British Government. 

In particular I refer to Rules 36 and 41 of the Commission's 

Rules of Procedure and would ask that a specific on the 

spot investigation be undertaken as a matter of urgency under 

these or any other appropriate rules. 

' \ 



DRAFT 

I (pris~ner) as a victim of violations by the British 

Government of the rights set forth in Articles 3, 6, 8, 13 

and 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights hereby 

petition the European Commission of Human Rights under 

Article 25 of the Convention. 

The grounds for my application for intervention by the 

Commission are: 

(1) that I am being subjected to L-inhuman and/ degrading 

treatment causing severe physical and mental suffering by 

reason of the prison regime under w,hich ·r am detained; 

(2) that in the application of the prison regime the authorities 

discriminate between me and other prisoners detained for 

similar offences_ as regards my treatment on the grounds of 

my political beliefs; 

(3) that there exists adequate and effective remedies 

which would be capable of providing reliefs for my complaints; 

(4) that the British Government has failed in its duty to 

safeguard my health while a prisoner and has failed to keep 

the humanitarian aspects of the prison regime under review; 

(5) that the British Government has failed to respect my 

family life by the restrictions imposed on the correspondence 

between me and ~y family thus causing me further severe 

anguish and distress; 

.••• I . • 
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(6) · that the British Government has failed to honour 

the ~gr.eement regarding prison conditions a~. set out in 

a document circulated to H-Block protesters on 18 December 

1980; 

(7) that by the foregoing actions and the inflexible 

approach of the British qUthorit~es (adverted to by the 

Commission in paragraph 64 of its Partial Decision on 

Admissibility in Application No. 8317/78 - T. McFeel~y et 

al v. U.K.) and by continuing to. refuse to meet the 

legitimate demands for investigation and alteration of 

prison conditions the British Government is guilty of 

· violating my rights under the Convention and is in breach 
· of the provisions thereof. 

I am a victim of a continuing denial of my rights. 

I - make this application for the Commission to examine 

immediately on a formal or informal basis the said violations 

of the Convention by the ~ritish Government. 

In particular I refer to Rules 36 and 41 of the Commission's 

Rules of Procedure and would ask that a specific on the 

spot investigation be undertaken as a matter of urgency under 

these or any other appropriate rules. 

\ 
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DRAFT 

To the Secretary General of the Council of Europe 

For th·e European Commission on Human Rights 

We (members of the family} of (hunge~ striker) as victims 

of the violation by the British Gove~nment of the rights set 

forth in Articles 3 and .8 of the European Convention on 

Human Rights hereby petition the European Commission of 

Human Rights under Article 25 of tbe Convention. 

The grounds for our application for interventi6n by the 

Commission are: 

(1} the British Government is in breach of Article 3 of the 

Convention by subjecting us to extreme mental anguish and 

distress by their treatment of our son whose life is in danger. 

No conventional remedy being open to him by which to seek 

redress he was left with no choice but to go on . hunger strike 

(now in its day}. There is no fundamental rights charter or 

written constitution justiciblP. in Northern Ireland or other 

domestic remedy on which we can rely for redress. 

(2) The British Government is in breach of Article 8 of the 

Convention by failing to respect our private and family 

life and home in depriving us as set out at (1) above of the 

comfort and support of our son now and in the future. 

We are victims of a continuing denial of our rights • 

• 
The continuation of the inflexible approach of the British 

authorities (adv~rted to by the Comrnission} in paragraph 64 

of its Partial Decision on Admissibility in Application No. 

8317/78 by T. McFeeley et al v. United Kingdom} to the 

legitimate demands for investigation of prison conditions 

..• I . . 
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by our son has led to the present critical state of health 

of our son and will inevit~bly lead to his death. Our 

consequent mental anguish, the interference with ou~ private 

and family life and home resulting from being deprived 

of his comfort and support constitutes a continuing breach 

of our rights under the Convention.• 

We make this plea for the Commission to examine immediately, 

on a formal or informal basis, the said violations by the 

British Government. 

In particular we would refer to Rules 36 · and 41 of the 

Commission's Rules of Procedure and would ask · that a specific 

on the spot investigation be undertaken as a matter of 

urgency under that or any other appropriate rule. 
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otl18r pr·isc;ncirs ln thls sense.~ 

M1'l1TCLE 3 

Exercise. 
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'rhe Co~nmicsion has paid particular· rer;ard to this cor:.ploint 
since it considers tlrnt n denial of exercise conr.=;ti tutr.?r: 2 . 

serious danger to the physical Rnd mental well-being of prisoners 
unG \';oulcl raise n serious :LsnJc under h."'t. 3, i:f estabJ_j_;;,fi8d. 
Ho\'tever, once :nore it 1.1ust obs8n1e that _:t}1e._P.,"Q7)Jj_c ::-~r~ts_'_,!;::r_;:-!i.8. 
:ts not cor:·r:~.t. They are in fact entitled, under :Tisor: ;·~uJ.E:· 
:j8·;--:roor1~e··not1r Is exercise in the open air every day. 'Ihey 
can 0.xerc:tse either in urison uniform or nrison under",,?€'8.T' 
or !12.1:cd. \•,'hile it i.s true that the governor does not p~~'.'.'Zili t 
them to exercise covered in a blanket, it cannot b~ d0~~c0d 
..t..h , .. , .i. ... o -:t1f' • rT r · i ,... ' o ' "tl - l ~ 1 i -i -l- .,r') ~,.., T ·---~;-:r.1.·-::--;-·~ ";, ~ ·---:·.~--:-~·;;· 
1., -c:i.t., f:'X~ - .. 1.::-: __ .') 1),_J., "· C•"-.1-P\.: .., ....... 1 .... n rc: a..a.. --cy ..,,.•~.1 Cli•'Ju.::i..;: ·---.r------·-... __ _._.,_, ___ . - ... - .~·--·"'-·---
no T. to te.~~o acivani::a~e 01 ·cn2 ounor"Guni.ties for ex,?rc.i~e :£' 2.~hc·.'." 
than comoromise thelr nrotest.--A similar situation exists in 
relation· to use of the- library fc1cili ·: ies which may be a,,a::.J.ed 
of by the applicants in either prison uniform, prison u11der·;1e2.r 
or nake?. ~t f~llo~·rs, t!1erefo~:, t:t2t thev 2."~._o~~):;c3r 
rcspons1.'biJ.1 tv ::.or -r.hP. c:1oj. cc 1:ne? nn ·12 :-:;;::,:~r;. u Y.,t.,(C~ .____ - ·-

r:s5. The Cornr:1ission notes that th_£~g__r:est.Y-~.c!~~.2n~~0_n .f.£2!,:rl.1 
visits B.re th~ rlirGci: consP.QUC-::1~0. o;=· ·c::·? 2.,·:::irci · o::-· Jo:: s o:· 
Err;-;~]- e ~~- ·:? Ll.:.·.~'2.0 ::: ~,· i o ~1 .. ~ ,~ c:.2:>L ~-c -~. ~:- :i.\:,_z:_~:.S:. i r ::: ,~ J:'i.;. i::] j_ t ·'.2. 
\/"'"r n1'i ~ ""' 11n·i ··· r1•-1 ",.._ '-' L,''O"ll"'J. "'"1° C)r: c• ,..,', "'l. a· ... ).'" +·.1~~- ',·n1' }c--"· 1 

\.·. (I I, .... ,- l. ! • .... .._ .... ) '. . • l.1.Lt,:.. .; LI ••. ,,:>. J .. d.,/J. -...:.1 . C , .:.) l.,., cJ. L; ~·, ... ) Iv 

the restri8TiO!~aD1.:;ear to invol V2 '!)':'i.:TJS f'G.Ci•~ D!:1 interference 
'·']
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:t ·t is c 1 e s 1~ tl121. ·t t}1 C! 1y }·!c~ \·' ~~ l; s 01-J i.r:~ ·lJ() ~-~ t~ ~j ~ ;~ ,.1 .:11"·t: c, f c1 r c: ~ J.::: e .. - ,_. 
(1:f' \.-li-:::.r.·in1 ·jY;:.1Y'"\.,t n1~r1i r.•)1r,c,"r1 !-~ ~,;}·,r,.c-c~ •-- ~~ ·r•- .... r,..:,n '"l r, t,, )"'V\.:,.-,0' V~·:r, 
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r1rotr:!st to 2.r1 e;1d, T:'10 r:,s :)t\.JT,-:.·:, trd:::-,n ',·'c:!rc in cc,::,'):,d;:n-.::.::: •.d. th 
b,,J n ·"',l O""- ~-·r·r::, ::::;.,,~ ''Gr. n,., -, - ( '.'.,,.1 .. -~, ~-.J'il ··,.· ·,.-. 1 ~.-. ,, .; ) J ;i:;/, ,.,,; -t··,·1 r·'.1J.~• 
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r'E't?;Dl'd to R.ul,2 102(1) wh.ich ~)'. ' (1Vi(i,::·s the-it S}Y:~cj_al c1tt1:~nt:i.on 
is to be 1-icttc1 ·tc· ·t:}1(:: tnaJ.11·t·::r1r~11cC o.f ~cQla.ti ·onsh).r;;~ t10t·\·;2 ·::?1 a 
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C O •,·•r,c, (:Y'> r,T,,-'1 f':, n(' C> 
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'I'he Co~.:..'nission adjourned its ex~mination of the rules on 

correspondence to and Jrom prL_;oners in northern Ire1nr1rJ ;Jri.sons 

with a vie·w to furthc1r deTib,2ration in the J.ight of its cx::}:u.1.n ation 

of related cases conc ~rnins priRoncrs' 

Wales. 

R?.~;'W}{J, 'I'IO'.-..J n? "ln L F.Ft.;I .S.SION 
--• ... -·.,.. :"·~-""'"' .. ,.,,...,-~.~···----'""'"'·""·1n-...---• 

ARTICLE 3 

;
1 'l'he Commiss1on considers, i'ir.stJ.y ,, tbP,t an ;:}\·ittl..:d of Joss of 

r-(!r~ i ~ ~-.,i c,1 n f c r' o dis e; i ~Gl i .11 (·l l' .. v c 1·1· enc: e d ( j e s r10 ·t c~ (JrJ .~> -:_,j_ ·t 1-1·'.:·. ~-:: j_ ri!)iJ.r·l f!!l 

or c.lec;re.d i.ll£~ tr9ot:,ieni in the sen~ e d ~velo}Wd nbo·:.c·, l•:on,ovr.:r, 
Jt n citcs t:.~t J.c::=t r<::-:1:i.s::<i.0;1 ::: r. v l-;0 y,r:~:tor c d b·.r °t::'." r_\Y' .i. :::0 :1 
~ill't!·1 c,'1 i ~,-J-:'e s ~~=: :~~!."··~~ 8 wr; .. !:-i_~ --; ::·~~7?~c ~-~;~: 1."'.1 i·t.~ ~) T r~~ T!\-:~ n-:c· i .~ (}~l -- r ~~- :.,. ,:• ~3 £~ D.d a:r:~·cr:-~·i·~~--1:~-·202~:-'~1-(:cr-~-0::·::-r::~-;)d--,:~~c;·.~=:u:;-1:-:~-· .. ~··--·· ~ ..... ~,---.. ---···-- ···~-··--·-.. -·~~~· . ._···--__ ._,,_ .. -,.-..... ,.._ .. __ ... ____ ... _ 

ODLJ GNJ'IO>LS OF FER i-1/,,T?.STY 1 ,S GOV"?F::.f'.·1~.Wi' 
~ -....-""', ... --~, · --,-...,,r.-.-,u_ .. _ ___., .,__.,..__~.,. _-.., _... .. -..J~....,....;.......,.. ~r-, •-:....-·,.,,...,~_o. • . v_, .; .. -..., .. 

The C0rnmissicJn c-.1 so pointed out that th8 pri.sone:rs' p~otest 1 • " 
C, J.D 

not absolve the Government from its responsibilities to s2fcgu~rd the 

health and ~ell-being of all p~isoners, viz: 

11 1+6. On t h e othe'!' hand , t he Commis:.lo~-i cons id or s t}1at in ouc:1 
a situ2.tion, th~ StntP. is not nhc:~J.v,~(! frc~:1 itfi or:i). i ~·::-.tic:1 u:-!(L:? r 

the· ·canventic1?"1 ar:cf~~rf-:--·--::.t Tn m1r ·;; fc°ti1."i.::·0"~-.,c-~<.~iu.w·c·1;-:=:-r;; ~~1~ii:; .:! rf;: 
en[:agecl il, :/h-:rt is rer;arde ct as an un.l3wful chc:llcri:;e t.:::, th e 
au t ho r i ·cy of t he pr.i. son adr:1ini stratio~1. Al t houz:i shcn't of an 
olil i cntion t o ;-~ccept the ai)p:Li cants I dcinnnd.s in the ~-.cn :iE: descr·i bs~i 
abov(. the Ccn1vent 5.on r on '.t ires ~-h~t the !"i ! ' · !'-on r,u t ~.')':'i ti =:-s v;i t h ' _,. ____ ,.,.,.. _ _ _ _ . .,.._, _ __ .,. __ ... _ _ .... .... -·-·- - .----- ~;.-- - J 

due r e~.?.rd t o the ordinary mv:-i l'er:son:i ~le r i:-~\""iU .i.n-: :i:c1.,: c:; 'Jf 
imp:ri sounent . exr:· Y"ci~0 t b~i. r cu:,toc: ~.21 Ht:i:~1::-ir i tv t.o ;,,:1f'P:,u2. rd 
th" )1 r,.., 1 .l -11 ,.., :1rl-;·~;:.yr_:-~~~;~-:--7J::::--:~1~.."-;;;,~;-:-, .,:-·-1··,7.7i--:-,; er:-;;-;~-::._;;;--
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e) )f"t::t=1' ( >• n i :) ~Y"- "- ;~ , ... - i ~ .: · #"\ - :)•T' ; ,JC .~ j:1 ';" ! \~ ~t , -::;;; .r ,t~~. ~ ·1 f .. ~ ( ~ ~'.-:-:=;-
•_:,,..i.L.;;.. .... ~~ .~=-·~ :...~· .. ~.' ·-"':':_-=.:.:..:..:.., ~ ., ': .. .:..." .. _..:... ... !L--·- ----~ .. ~:-~ .. {- -· :...! ..... "_ ... - ':..!..~,;=.. -·- ....:: .. :_:_,~'.:_. .. ...;: .. . ' 
22:E..<2..\~~~~:.~~:..'.!?~;- . ,:,ucn a :'f-Jq tu.r.e!:!0;1'~ :~ -::, · ·~ s .:....~.-~}:·: . .-.!~ ~:.:~.::1 __ \'.:..?:._-:-:.D..?. 
1·n"'lj.:;. -··?l ;-,11:h:) ·"i.-~- ~ ·"J:'; ·t0 ;,>r'\ 1.:.·r, 1 ) ... ,_!'~~ r f'·'""::··t.:~·:.l·:"', ~,- .. ,::. , . .. · .:-.-::' :· ... ~ .. :··-::. -.. ,: 
~ - _ .,. _ - · - -- , ~• ...,. o.l• _t , - - -• - -'.:""'--·-- __ _ _, I -- .. . '\~ • • • --~- -. ~ •-...-- . ••,--• • -!"4" - ·· - - . , O• ••, ·• - - .. .. . ... • ·cc ·r·•r,."• .. t,.f·.;.., :~·,:-:.: ' ·· ·- .. :---·.'(~~-~~~-: ~.·::-' -~- ; !·-· . r~r ·-: ... -.·~ ... ··. ·. : :"" -·: ..... :, _' ··~.--! -""'- ... :: ··---- - -·----·--·~ ... -·· -- --, ... _......, ., . _ __ , ,..,,. ____ ·~--- -·..---....... . ........ . _ , ... ... ··~ · ·· ··-·· ···· ·- ... -.......... - ... -- .. -- .,_,,,_._ 
ry:: '(.._, ·~ ... ,._. ' . 1; • 1\ ,_ ... __ .,, __ _ 
and 
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0 
11 f il-1. No doubt. thr. 
to the u~)Dli c z:!it:'. 
t o c o ll' · i ·1;.10 i ~:~l.ir 

'.J."he Government considered the Commission's co:nments wi th:i.n the 

normnl process of rcv.iew coverinr; regimes for £11 pr.i.soners. .<;1,_J 1)-::, 0C; 11 (Y 
...... • ._. ....... ,i_.:. , . 

n nwnber of addi tiona.l privileges w0t·e made availnblc to the JH'OtE:st.i.r: 

a) Three additional letters in and out per month, 

b) One additional visit per month. 

c) One ho_ur r s add i. tion3l physical rccrca tion using sports'.•teur 

provided for the purpose. 

d) One period of evening as.socintJon per wc1ek. 

e) Compassionate leave is nvailubJ.e subject to thi; somr:

conditions as conforming prisonerso 

.4.. ... Dec.ember 15ill.Q 
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

PARTIAL 

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION· 

Application No. 8317/78 
by T. McFeeley et al , 
against the United Kingdom 

The European Commission of Human Rights sitting in private on 
-8, 10 and 11 March 1980, and on 8 and 15 May 1980, the f<:>llowing 
members being present: · 

MM. G. SPERDUTI, Acting President (Rules 7 & 9 of the ·Rules of Procedure) 
J. E. S. FAWCETT-
C. A. N(6RGAARD 
F. ERMACORA 
E. BUSUTTIL 
B. DAVER 
T. OPSAHL 
C. H. F·. POLAK 
J. A. FROWEIN 
G. JORUNDSSON 
G·. TENEKIDES 
S. TRECI;iSEL 
B. KIERNAN 
N. KLECKER 
M. MELCHIOR 
J. SAMPAIO 
J. CARRILLO 

._ Mr. H. C. KRUGER, Sec,retary to the Commission 

Having regard to Art. 25 of the -Convention for the Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundament.al Freedoms; 

Having regard -to the application introduced on 9 August 1978 
by Thomas McFeeley et al against the United Kingdom an·d registered on 
16 August 1978 under file No. 8317/78; 

E 39 942 
06.2 

. I. 

/, 
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